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Introduction
Welcome to the the 2nd International Workshop on Search-Oriented Conversational AI. Following
the successful first edition co-located with the International Conference on the Theory of Information
Retrieval (ICTIR 2017), we decided to run this workshop again, this time at an NLP conference, with the
aim to bring together researchers from NLP, Machine Learning, and IR communities to instigate future
direction of search-oriented conversational systems.
This year we received 22 valid submissions and decided to accept 6 papers for oral presentation and 7
papers for posters. That yields an acceptance rate of 27% for oral presentations and 59% total acceptance
rate. We hope that by accepting more papers we will have more lively discussions. We are thankful to
the program committee for their hard work. A separate thanks goes to the additional reviewers helping
with the last-minute reviews and the PC chairs finalizing the decisions.
Aleksandr Chuklin, Jeff Dalton, Julia Kiseleva, Alexey Borisov, and Mikhail Burtsev
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Neural Response Ranking for Social Conversation:
A Data-Efficient Approach
Igor Shalyminov, Ondřej Dušek, and Oliver Lemon
The Interaction Lab, Department of Computer Science
Heriot-Watt University, Edinburgh, EH14 4AS, UK
{is33, o.dusek, o.lemon}@hw.ac.uk

Abstract

response for the final system output to be uttered
to the user.
In this paper, we focus on the task of finding the best supervision signal for training a response ranker for ensemble systems. Our contribution is twofold: first, we present a neural ranker
for ensemble-based dialogue systems and evaluate its level of performance using an annotation
type which is often used in open-domain dialogue
and was provided to the Alexa Prize 2017 participants by Amazon (Ram et al., 2017): per-dialogue
user ratings. Second and most importantly, we explore an alternative way of assessing social conversations simply via their length, thus removing
the need for any user-provided ratings.

The overall objective of ‘social’ dialogue systems is to support engaging, entertaining, and
lengthy conversations on a wide variety of topics, including social chit-chat. Apart from raw
dialogue data, user-provided ratings are the
most common signal used to train such systems to produce engaging responses. In this
paper we show that social dialogue systems
can be trained effectively from raw unannotated data. Using a dataset of real conversations collected in the 2017 Alexa Prize challenge, we developed a neural ranker1 for selecting ‘good’ system responses to user utterances, i.e. responses which are likely to lead
to long and engaging conversations. We show
that (1) our neural ranker consistently outperforms several strong baselines when trained to
optimise for user ratings; (2) when trained on
larger amounts of data and only using conversation length as the objective, the ranker performs better than the one trained using ratings – ultimately reaching a Precision@1 of
0.87. This advance will make data collection
for social conversational agents simpler and
less expensive in the future.

1

2
2.1

Data Efficiency in Social Dialogue
The Need for Data Efficiency

It is well known that deep learning models are
highly data-dependent, but there are currently
no openly available data sources which can provide enough high-quality open-domain social dialogues for building a production-level socialbot.
Therefore, a common way to get the necessary
data is to collect it on a crowdsourcing platform
(Krause et al., 2017). Based on the model type
and the development stage, it may be necessary
to collect either whole dialogues, or some form
of human feedback on how good a particular dialogue or turn is. However, both kinds of data are
time-consuming and expensive to collect.
The data efficiency of a dialogue model can be
split into two parts accordingly:
• sample efficiency – the number of data points
needed for the model to train. As such, it is
useful to specify an order of magnitude of the
training set size for different types of machine
learning models;
• annotation efficiency – the amount of annotation

Introduction

Chatbots, or socialbots, are dialogue systems
aimed at maintaining an open-domain conversation with the user spanning a wide range of topics,
with the main objective of being engaging, entertaining, and natural. Under one of the current approaches to such systems, the bot ensemble (Serban et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2016; Song et al., 2016),
a collection, or ensemble, of different bots is used,
each of which proposes a candidate response to the
user’s input, and a response ranker selects the best
1

Code and trained models are available at
https://github.com/WattSocialBot/alana_
learning_to_rank
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Variables
rating/length
rating/positive feedback
rating/negative feedback
length/positive feedback
length/negative feedback

Pearson corr. coefficient
0.11
0.11
0.04
0.67
0.49

Table 1: Correlation study of key dialogue aspects

effort needed. For instance, traditional goaloriented dialogue system architectures normally
require intent, slot value, and dialogue state
annotation (e.g. Young et al., 2010), whereas
end-to-end conversational models work simply
with raw text transcriptions (e.g. Vinyals and Le,
2015).
2.2

Figure 1: Neural ranker architecture

Alexa Prize Ratings

The 2017 Alexa Prize challenge made it possible to collect large numbers of dialogues between
real users of Amazon Echo devices and various
chatbots. The only annotation collected was perdialogue ratings elicited at the end of conversations by asking the user “On a scale of 1 to 5, how
much would you like to speak with this bot again”
(Venkatesh et al., 2017). Less than 50% of conversations were actually rated; the rest were quit
without the user giving a score. In addition, note
that a single rating is applied to an entire conversation (rather than individual turns), which may consist of very many utterances. The conversations in
the challenge were about 2.5 minutes long on average, and about 10% of conversations were over 10
minutes long (Ram et al., 2017) – this makes the
ratings very sparse. Finally, the ratings are noisy –
some dialogues which are clearly bad can get good
ratings from some users, and vice-versa.
Given the main objective of social dialogue
stated in the Alexa Prize rules as ‘long and engaging’ conversation, we tried to verify an assumption
that user ratings reflect these properties of the dialogue. Apart from our observations above, we performed a correlation analysis of user ratings and
aspects of dialogue directly reflecting the objective: dialogue length and explicit user feedback
(see Table 1).
Although we have a significant number of dialogues which are both long and highly rated, the
correlation analysis was not able to show any relationship between dialogue length and rating. Neither are ratings correlated with user feedback (see
Section 6 for the details of user feedback collection). On the other hand, we found a promis-

ing moderate correlation between the conversation
length and explicit positive feedback from users
(specifically, the number of dialogue turns containing it). The respective length/negative feedback relationship is slightly weaker.
Therefore, we experiment with conversation
length for approximating user satisfaction and engagement and use it as an alternative measure of
dialogue quality. This allows us to take advantage
of all conversations, not just those rated by users,
for training a ranker. While some conversations
might be long but not engaging (e.g. if there are a
lot of misunderstandings, corrections, and speech
recognition errors), training a ranker only using
length makes it extremely annotation-efficient.

3

A neural ranker for open-domain
conversation

The ranker described here is part of Alana, HeriotWatt University’s Alexa Prize 2017 finalist socialbot (Papaioannou et al., 2017). Alana is an
ensemble-based model incorporating informationretrieval-based bots with news content and information on a wide range of topics from Wikipedia,
a question answering system, and rule-based bots
for various purposes, from amusing users with fun
facts to providing a consistent persona. The rulebased bots are also required to handle sensitive issues which can be raised by real users, such as
medical, financial, and legal advice, as well as profanities.
2

3.1

Ranker architecture

the Adagrad optimizer (Duchi et al., 2011). In our
training setup, the model learns to predict per-turn
target values. However, since only per-dialogue
ones are available in the data, we use the following approximation: the target value of a contextresponse pair is the target value of the dialogue
containing it. The intuition behind this is an assumption that the majority of turns in “good” dialogues (either length- or rating-wise) are “good” in
their local contexts as well – so that given a large
number of dialogues, the most successful and unsuccessful turns will emerge from the corresponding dialogues.

The architecture of our ranker is shown in Figure
1. The inputs to the model are 1-hot vectors of a
candidate response and the current dialogue context (we use the 3 most recent system and user
turns). They are encoded into a latent representation using a single shared RNN encoder based on
GRU cells (Cho et al., 2014). The context embedding vectors are then summed up and concatenated
with the response embedding (Eq. 1):

Enc(C, r) =

X
i

RNN(Ci ) ⊕ RNN(r)

(1)

4

where C is the dialogue context and r is a response
candidate.
The context and the response are represented
using combined word-agent tokens (where agent is
either a specific bot from the ensemble or the user)
and are concatenated with the lists of named entities extracted using Stanford NER (Finkel et al.,
2005). All the word-agent tokens and named entities share the same unified vocabulary.
Encoder outputs, along with additional dialogue
features such as context and response sentiment,
timestamp, and bot names in the context and the
response, go into the Predictor, a feed-forward
neural network (MLP) whose output is the resulting rating (Eq. 2):

We compare our neural ranker to two other models also developed during the competition: handcrafted and linear rankers — all three were deployed live in the Alana Alexa Prize 2017 finalist system (Papaioannou et al., 2017), and were
therefore of sufficient quality for a production system receiving thousands of calls per day. We also
compare our model to a recently published dualencoder response selection model by Lu et al.
(2017) based on an approach principally close to
ours.
4.1

Handcrafted ranker

In the handcrafted approach, several turn-level and
dialogue-level features are calculated, and a linear
combination of those feature values with manually adjusted coefficients is used to predict the final
ranking. The list of features includes:
• coherence, information flow, and dullness as defined by Li et al. (2016);
• overlap between the context and the response
with regards to named entities and noun phrases;
• topic divergence between the context turns and
the response – topics are represented using the
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model (Hoffman et al., 2010);
• sentiment polarity, as computed by the NLTK
Vader sentiment analyser (Gilbert and Hutto,
2014).2

P red(C, r) = σ(L(Sem(C, r) ⊕ f (C, r))) (2)
where: L(x) = ReLU(M x + b) is the layer used
in the Predictor (the number of such layers is a model parameter),
Sem = L(Enc(C, r)) is the vector of semantic context-response features, and
f (C, r) is a vector of the additional dialogue features listed above.
We use ReLU activation for the hidden layers because it is known to be highly efficient with deep
architectures (Glorot et al., 2011). Finally, we use
sigmoid activation σ for generating the final prediction in the range [0, 1].
3.2

Baselines

4.2

Training method

Linear ranker

The linear ranker is based on the VowpalWabbit
(VW) linear model (Agarwal et al., 2014). We use

We use either dialogue rating or length as the prediction target (as discussed in Sections 5 and 6).
The model is trained to minimize the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) loss against the target using

2
http://www.nltk.org/howto/sentiment.
html

3

Prior to creating both datasets, we filtered out
of the dialogue transcripts all system turns which
cannot be treated as natural social interaction (e.g.
a quiz game) as well as outliers (interaction length
≥ 95th percentile or less than 3 turns long).3
Thresholds of 0.3 and 0.7 were set heuristically
based on preliminary data analysis. On the one
hand, these values provide contrastive-enough ratings (e.g. we are not sure whether the rating in the
middle of the scale can be interpreted as negative
or positive). On the other hand, they allow us to
get enough training data for both Length and Rating datasets.4

the MSE loss function and the following features
in our VW ranker model:
• bag-of-n-grams from the dialogue context (preceding 3 utterances) and the response,
• position-specific n-grams at the beginning of the
context and the response (first 5 positions),
• dialogue flow features (Li et al., 2016), the same
as for the handcrafted ranker,
• bot name, from the set of bots in the ensemble.
4.3

Dual-encoder ranker

The closest architecture to our neural ranker is that
of (Lu et al., 2017), who use a dual-encoder LSTM
with a predictor MLP for task-oriented dialogue in
closed domains. Unlike this work, they do not use
named entities, sentiment, or other input features
than basic word embeddings. Dialogue context is
not modelled explicitly either, and is limited to a
single user turn. We reproduced their architecture
and set its parameters to the best ones reported in
the original paper.

5

6

Evaluation and experimental setup

In order to tune the neural rankers, we performed
a grid search over the shared encoder GRU layer
size and the Predictor topology.5 The best configurations are determined by the loss on the development sets. For evaluation, we used an independent
dataset.
6.1

Training data

Evaluation based on explicit user
feedback

At the evaluation stage, we check how well the
rankers can distinguish between good responses
and bad ones. The criterion for ‘goodness’ that
we use here is chosen to be independent from both
training signals. Specifically, we collected an evaluation set composed of dialogue turns followed
by explicit user feedback, e.g. “great, thank you”,
“that was interesting” (we refer to it as the User
feedback dataset). Our ‘bad’ response candidates
are randomly sampled across the dataset.
The user feedback turns were identified using
sentiment analysis in combination with a whitelist
and a blacklist of hand-picked phrases, so that in
total we used 605 unique utterances, e.g. “that’s
pretty cool”, “you’re funny”, “gee thanks”, “interesting fact”, “funny alexa you’re funny”.
‘Goodness’ defined in this way allows us to
evaluate how well our two approximated training
signals can optimize for the user’s satisfaction as
explicitly expressed at the turn level, thus leading

Our data is transcripts of conversations between
our socialbot and real users of the Amazon Echo
collected over the challenge period, February–
December 2017. The dataset consists of over
200,000 dialogues (5,000,000+ turns) from which
over 100,000 dialogues (totalling nearly 3,000,000
turns) are annotated with ratings. From this
data, we sampled two datasets of matching size
for training our rankers, using the per-turn target
value approximation described in Section 3.2 – the
Length and Rating datasets for the respective versions of rankers.
The target values (length/rating) in both sets
are normalized into the [0, 1] range, and the
Length set contains context-response pairs from
long dialogues (target value above 0.7) as positive instances and context-response pairs from
short dialogues (target value below 0.3) as negative ones. With the same selection criteria, the
Rating set contains context-response pairs from
highly rated dialogues (ratings 4 and 5) as positive
instances and context-response pairs from lowrated dialogues (ratings 1 and 2) as negative ones.
Both datasets contain 500,000 instances in total,
with equal proportion of positive and negative instances. We use a 8:1:1 split for training, development, and test sets.

3
Some extremely long dialogues are due to users repeating themselves over and over, and so this filter removes these
bad dialogues from the dataset. Dialogues less than 3 turns
long are often where the user accidentally triggered the chatbot. These outliers amounted to about 14% of our data.
4
Using more extreme thresholds did not produce enough
data while less ones did not provide adequate training signal.
5
We tested GRU sizes of 64, 128, 256 and Predictor layers
number/sizes of [128], [128, 64], [128, 32, 32].

4

to our desired behaviour, i.e., producing long and
engaging dialogues.
The User feedback dataset contains 24,982
hcontext, good response, bad responsei tuples
in total.
To evaluate the rankers on this dataset, we use
precision@k, which is commonly used for information retrieval system evaluation (Eq. 3).

P @k(c, R) =

Pk

i=1 Relevant(c, Rk )

k

Model
Handcrafted
VowpalWabbit@length
VowpalWabbit@rating
DualEncoder@length
DualEncoder@rating
Neural@length
Neural@rating

P@1
(eval set)
0.478
0.742
0.773
0.365
0.584
0.824
0.847

Loss
(test set)
—
0.199
0.202
0.239
0.247
0.139
0.138

Table 2: Ranking models evaluation: pairwise ranking
precision on the independent User feedback dataset and
loss on the Length/Rating test sets (Section 5) for the
corresponding trainset sizes of 500,000.

(3)

1

Precision@1

where c is dialogue context, R is response candidates list, and Relevant is a binary predicate indicating whether a particular response is relevant to
the context.
Precision is typically used together with recall
and F-measure. However, since our dialogue data
is extremely sparse so that it is hard to find multiple good responses for the same exact dialogue
context, recall and F-measure cannot be applied
to this setting. Therefore, since we only perform
pairwise ranking, we use precision@1 to check
that the good answer is the top-ranked one. Also
due to data sparsity, we only perform this evaluation with gold positive responses and sampled
negative ones – it is typically not possible to find
a good response with exactly the same context as
a given bad response.

0.9

Neural@rating (baseline)
VW@rating (baseline)
Neural@length
VW@length

0.8

0.7
5 · 105 6 · 105 7 · 105 8 · 105 9 · 105 1 · 106
Trainset size

Figure 2: Comparison of rankers trained on extended
datasets

The results of our first experiment are shown in
Table 2. We can see that the neural ranker trained
with user ratings clearly outperforms all the alternative approaches in terms of test set loss on its respective dataset as well as pairwise ranking precision on the evaluation dataset. Also note that both
versions of the neural ranker stand extremely close
to each other on both evaluation criteria, given a
much greater gap between them and their nextbest-performing alternatives, the linear rankers.
The dual-encoder ranker turned out to be not an
efficient model for our problem, partly because it
was originally optimized for a different task as reported by Lu et al. (2017).

data-driven development: since data annotation is
a very expensive and slow procedure, almost always there is significantly more raw data than annotated data of a high quality. To illustrate this,
we collected extended training datasets of raw dialogues of up to 1,000,000 data points for training from the length signal. We trained our neural
ranker and the VW ranker using the same configuration as in Section 6.6
The results are shown in Figure 2, where we see
that the neural ranker trained on the length signal
consistently outperform the ratings-based one. Its
trend, although fluctuating, is more stable than that
of VW – we believe that this is due to VW’s inherent lower model capacity as well as its training
setup, which is mainly optimised for speed. The
figure also shows that VW@length is worse than
VW@rating, regardless of training data size.

7
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6.2

Interim results

Training on larger amounts of data

Discussion and future work

Our evaluation results show that the neural ranker
presented above is an efficient approach to re-

A major advantage of training on raw dialogue
transcripts is data volume: in our case, we have
roughly twice as many raw dialogues as rated ones
(cf. Section 5). This situation is very common in

6
We were not able to train the dual encoder ranker on all
the extended datasets due to the time constraints.

5

contexts and use only immediate context-response
pairs for ranking (Ji et al., 2014; Yan et al., 2016;
Lu et al., 2017). Some authors improve upon this
basic scenario: Zhuang et al. (2018) take a desired emotion of the response into account; Liu
et al. (2017) focus on the engagement of responses
based on Reddit comments rating; Fedorenko et al.
(2017) train the ranking model in several iterations, using highly ranked incorrect responses as
negative examples for the next iteration. Nevertheless, to our knowledge, none of the prior works
attempt to optimise for long-term dialogue quality;
unlike in our work, their only ranking criterion is
focused on the immediate response.

sponse ranking for social conversation. On a
medium-sized training set, the two versions of the
neural ranker, length and ratings-based, showed
strongly superior performance to three alternative ranking approaches, and performed competitively with each other. Furthermore, the experiment with extended training sets shows that the
accuracy of the length-based neural ranker grows
steadily given more unannotated training data,
outperforming the rating-based ranker with only
slightly larger training sets.
The overall results of our experiments confirm
that dialogue length, even approximated in quite a
straightforward way, provides a sufficient supervision signal for training a ranker for a social conversation model. In future work, we will attempt to
further improve the model using the same data in
an adversarial setup following Wang et al. (2017).
We also plan to directly train our model for pairwise ranking in the fashion of Burges et al. (2005)
instead of the current pointwise approach. Finally, we are going to employ contextual sampling
of negative responses using approximate nearest
neighbour search (Johnson et al., 2017) in order to
perform a more efficient pairwise training.

9
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Conclusion

We have presented a neural response ranker for
open-domain ‘social’ dialogue systems and described two methods for training it using common supervision signals coming from conversational data: user-provided ratings and dialogue
length. We demonstrated its efficiency by evaluating it using explicit positive feedback as a measure for user engagement. Specifically, trained
on ratings, our neural ranker consistently outperforms several strong baselines; moreover, given
larger amounts of data and only using conversation length as the objective, the ranker performs
better the ratings-based one, reaching 0.87 Precision@1. This shows that conversation length can
be used as an optimisation objective for generating
engaging social dialogues, which means that we
no longer need the expensive and time-consuming
procedure of collecting per-dialogue user ratings,
as was done for example in the Alexa Prize 2017
and is common practice in conversational AI research. Per-turn user ratings may still be valuable to collect for such systems, but these are even
more expensive and problematic to obtain. Looking ahead, this advance will make data collection
for social conversational agents simpler and less
expensive in the future.

Related work

Work on response ranking for conversational systems has been been growing rapidly in recent
years. Some authors employ ranking based on
heuristically defined measures: Yu et al. (2015,
2016) use a heuristic based on keyword matching, part-of-speech filters, and Word2Vec similarity. (Krause et al., 2017) apply standard information retrieval metrics (TF-IDF) with importance
weighting for named entities. However, most
of the recent research attempts to train the ranking function from large amounts of conversational
data, as we do. Some authors use task-based conversations, such as IT forums (Lowe et al., 2015)
or customer services (Lu et al., 2017; Kumar et al.,
2018), while others focus on online conversations
on social media (e.g. Wu et al., 2016; Al-Rfou
et al., 2016).
The basic approach to learning the ranking
function in most recent work is the same (e.g.
Lowe et al., 2015; Al-Rfou et al., 2016; Wu et al.,
2016): the predictor is taught to rank positive responses taken from real dialogue data higher than
randomly sampled negative examples. Some of
the approaches do not even include rich dialogue
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Abstract

Young, 2014; Williams et al., 2017; Casanueva
et al., 2017; Li et al., 2017), might be inappropriate. Flat RL methods, such as DQN (Mnih
et al., 2015), could suffer from the curse of dimensionality, that is the number of parameters to
be learned grows exponentially with the size of
any compact encoding of system state. Therefore, flat RL is unable to learn reliable value functions (Kulkarni et al., 2016) for a composite task.
A composite task has a larger state space and action set, longer trajectory, and more sparse rewards
than a simple task. Hierarchical reinforcement
learning (HRL) (Dietterich, 2000; Parr and Russell, 1997) is a technique to model complex dialogues (Cuayáhuitl, 2009). Peng et al. (2017)
and Budzianowski et al. (2017) used the options
framework (Sutton et al., 1999) to solve the above
problems in composite dialogues and showed its
superiority over flat RL. In their work, however,
each option (i.e. sub-task) and its property (e.g.
starting and terminating conditions, and valid action set) had to be manually defined. Such handcrafted options ease the policy learning in a composite task, but much human effort is inevitable.
To solve the above problems, we propose to
model sub-domains autonomously without any
human intervention. The modeled sub-domains
imitate the intentions to fulfill sub-tasks in a dialogue, which consequently can be reused by similar yet different domains. Challenges to achieve
such autonomous sub-domain modeling include
(i) how to discover meaningful sub-domains and
their properties (i.e. starting conditions, terminating conditions, and the policies), and (ii) how
to have a coherent interaction among these subdomains so that the dialogue agent can accomplish a dialogue goal efficiently. To tackle these
challenges, we propose a unified framework that
integrates option discovery (Bacon et al., 2017;
Machado et al., 2017) with HRL to learn the opti-

Solving composites tasks, which consist of
several inherent sub-tasks, remains a challenge
in the research area of dialogue. Current studies have tackled this issue by manually decomposing the composite tasks into several
sub-domains. However, much human effort
is inevitable. This paper proposes a dialogue
framework that autonomously models meaningful sub-domains and learns the policy over
them. Our experiments show that our framework outperforms the baseline without subdomains by 11% in terms of success rate, and
is competitive with that with manually defined
sub-domains.

1

Introduction

Modeling a composite dialogue (Peng et al.,
2017), which consists of several inherent subtasks, is in high demand due to the complexity
of human conversation. For instance, a composite dialogue of making a hotel reservation involves
several sub-tasks, such as looking for a hotel that
meets the user’s constraints, booking the room,
and paying for the room. The completion of a
composite dialogue requires the fulfillment of all
involved sub-tasks. In this paper, we focus on the
development of a dialogue agent that can discover
inherent sub-tasks autonomously from a composite domain, learn a policy to fulfill each sub-task,
and learn a policy among these sub-tasks to solve
the composite task. Composite dialogues are different from multi-domain dialogues. In multidomain dialogue systems (Cuayáhuitl et al., 2016;
Gasic et al., 2016), each dialogue typically involves one domain, and consequently, its fulfillment does not need policy across domains.
To develop a dialogue agent that can handle a
composite task, using standard flat reinforcement
learning (RL), which are often used for dialogues
with a simple task (Young et al., 2013; Gašić and
9
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3 Autonomous Sub-Domain Modeling

mal policies over options. With an evaluation involving a task of reserving hotel room, we confirm
that our framework achieves a significant improvement over flat RL by 11% in terms of success rate,
and is competitive with the framework with manually defined options (Budzianowski et al., 2017).

2

An option is defined as 3-tuple ω = hIω , πω , βω i,
where Iω ⊆ S is the initiation set of states where
ω can be chosen, πω : S × A → [0, 1] is the
policy of ω, and β : S → [0, 1] is the termination condition of ω. To autonomously discover
options and learn their policies, we proposed to integrate option-critic (OC) (Bacon et al., 2017) and
proto-value functions (PVFs) (Mahadevan, 2007;
Machado et al., 2017) into a unified framework.

Hierarchical Policy Management

A composite task can be decomposed into a sequence of sub-domains, which are also called options. The composite task is accomplished when
all these sub-domains are fulfilled. Following the
options framework (Sutton et al., 1999), our dialogue agent handles the composite task by designing two levels of policies in a hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 1.

3.1

OC is a gradient-based approach for simultaneously learning intra-option policies πω and termination functions βω . It learns options gradually
from its interactions with environment. It uses option value function QΩ (s, ω) defined as follows.
X
πω (a|s)QU (s, ω, a)
QΩ (s, ω) =

Dialogue Policy
extrinsic reward NØ
dialogue states O

Top-level policy (Ê· )
Oá NØ

User
dialogue action

=

option ñ1è• :ñ O;
ñ

Low-level policy (ÊÓ )
dialogue action =1è := O;

=

Option-Critic Architecture

Internal
Evaluator

a

QU (s, ω, a) = r(s, a) + γ

intrinsic reward NÜ

X
s0

0

U (ω, s ) = (1 − βω (s ))QΩ (s0 , ω) + βω (s0 )VΩ (s0 )

Figure 1: Overview of our dialogue policy.

0

P (s0 |s, a)U (ω, s0 )

QU (s, ω, a) is the value of executing an action in
the context of a state-option pair, and U (ω, s0 ) is
the utility from s0 onwards, given that we arrive in
s0 using ω. We parameterize πω by θ and βω by ϑ.
The learning algorithm of OC involves two steps:

In this hierarchical policy framework, S denotes
the dialogue state space, Ω the option space, and A
the action set. For a dialogue state s ∈ S, the toplevel policy πΩ determines which option ω ∈ Ω
should be chosen. Then, the policy πω determines
which primitive action a ∈ A should be chosen
in option ω for s. As shown by the example in
Figure 2, a primitive action is an action lasting for
one time step, while an option is an action lasting several time steps. For each s, a dialogue action, which is a primitive action, is returned to the
user. The dialogue system will receive an extrinsic reward re and a new belief state s0 . An optimal policy π ∗ maximizes
P thek expected discounted
return Gt = Eπ,P [ ∞
k=0 γ re,t+k+1 |st ] at every
time step t, where P is a transition probability kernel, γ ∈ [0, 1] is a discount factor, and re,t0 is the
extrinsic reward obtained at step t0 .
Figure 2 shows an example of the execution of
our hierarchical dialogue policy in a dialogue domain about hotel room reservation. This domain
comprises two sub-domains, i.e., searching for a
hotel and booking a hotel room. In this example, we assume that the dialogue system has prior
knowledge regarding these sub-domains. In this
paper, we propose a dialogue framework that can
autonomously discover such sub-domains.

• options evaluation: updating QΩ and QU
with temporal difference errors; and
• options improvement: updating θ with
Ω
and ϑ with ∂Q
∂ϑ .

∂QΩ
∂θ

To obtain policy πΩ over options, we combine OC
with intra-option Q-learning (Sutton et al., 1999).
Hereinafter, this combination is denoted as HRLOC.
HRL-OC optimizes the options and their policies for maximizing the cumulative extrinsic reward. It is focused less on discovering meaningful options (Bacon et al., 2017), which may result
in unnatural sub-domains in a successful conversation. To tackle this issue, we use PVFs, which
are capable of capturing the geometry of the state
space, to discover meaningful sub-domains.
3.2

Proto-Value Functions as Options

Proto-value functions (PVFs) are learned representations that approximate state-value function in
RL (Mahadevan, 2007). Machado et al. (2017)
10
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Figure 2: An example of the execution of our hierarchical dialogue policy in hotel reservation domain. At

time t = 0 and t = k, given the belief state st , top-level policy πΩ takes options ω0 and ω1 , respectively.
ω0 lasts for k turns until its policy πωi takes terminate action, while ω1 lasts for n − k turns.
HRL-OC PVF. We can regard HRL-OC as HRLOC PVF with α = 0.
We also introduce alternative dialogue frameworks by applying the intrinsic rewards from
PVFs directly to HRL algorithms. We train each
policy πω in HRL using a specific intrinsic reward function riω . We implemented the hierarchical deep Q-networks (HRL-DQN; Kulkarni
et al. (2016)), and policy gradient-DQN (HRLPG DQN), i.e., REINFORCE (Williams, 1992) as
the top-level policy and DQN low-level policy.
This assesses whether using only general-purpose
intrinsic rewards, which are designed for exploration, is good for maximizing extrinsic rewards.

further demonstrated that PVFs implicitly define
options. PVF-based option discovery extracts options from the topology structure of the state space
and is capable of providing dense intrinsic rewards
for each option. The discovery process is given below.
Given a set of sampled state transitions, we construct an adjacency matrix W between belief states
using Gaussian kernel. Then, we apply eigendecomposition to the combinatorial graph Laplacian of W . Each eigenvector (i.e. PVF) eω corresponds to an option with intrinsic reward function riω (s, s0 ) = eω [s0 ] − eω [s] for a state transition from s to s0 . Since our dialogue system has
continuous belief states, we interpolate the value
of eigenvectors to novel states using Nyström approximation (Mahadevan, 2007). The number of
generated intrinsic reward functions is equal to
the number of dialogue states in W , but we used
intrinsic reward functions from eigenvectors with
the smallest eigenvalues.
An option ω, which corresponds to an eigenvector eω , can be interpreted as a desire to reach
a belief state s that has the highest value of
eω [s] (Machado et al., 2017). In our experiment,
such a state usually represents a dialogue goal or
a state where user’s inherent sub-domain changes
(e.g. user starts the booking sub-domain once she
finds the hotel satisfying her requirements).
3.3

4

Experimental Setup

We conducted three evaluations on (i) the effectiveness of our autonomous sub-domain modeling compared to the manual sub-domain modeling, (ii) the performance difference between flat
RL (i.e. without modeling) and the HRL with autonomous modeling, and (iii) the impact of using
PVFs in discovering meaningful sub-domains.
4.1

Dialogue Domain

Following the setting in Budzianowski et al.
(2017), we evaluated our proposed framework in
the task of reserving a hotel room, which involves
three sub-domains: searching for a hotel, booking, and payment. This domain has 13 constraint
slots, that is 5 slots in hotel searching (price, kind,
area, stars, hasparking), 5 slots in booking (day,
hour, duration, peopleno, surname), and 3 slots in
payment sub-domain (address, cardno, surname).
Dialogue management over this dialogue domain
is cast as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) with
the following specification.

Policy Learning with Intrinsic Rewards

To realize a dialogue framework that can discover effective and meaningful sub-domains, we
feed PVFs into HRL-OC, then follows HRL-OC’s
learning procedure. Here, PVFs act as an internal evaluator of the dialogue policy. We formulate the r(s, a) in QU to be r(s, a) = αriω +
(1 − α)re . Hereinafter, this model is denoted as
11

• State: the belief state s ∈ S with 239 dimensions that captures distribution over user’s intents and requestable slots

ing execution, we pass the information of the option taken by the top-level policy to the low-level
policy network. In HRL-OC and HRL-OC PVF
agents, the policy, the critic QΩ , and the termination networks share the same 2 hidden layers, but
each of them has its own output layer.
For discovering PVFs, we generated state transition samples using hand-crafted rules (Ultes
et al., 2017). We sub-sampled 1,000 unique states
using trajectory sampling, and built W from them.

• Action set A: 44 dialogue actions, which
consists of 8 slot-independent actions and 36
slot-dependent actions.
• Reward: -1 at each turn, and 0 or 20 (failed
or success dialogue) at the end of dialogue
• Discount factor γ: 0.95

• Maximum number of turns: 30

4.2

Prior Knowledge In the manual sub-domain
modeling, the agent has two types of prior knowledge as follows.

User Simulator

We used an agenda-based user simulator (Schatzmann et al., 2007) with which the belief states perfectly capture the user intent. At the start of each
dialogue, the simulated user randomly sets its goal
that consists of searching for a hotel and either
booking it or paying for it. User will proceed to the
booking or payment sub-domain only after achieving the goal of the hotel searching sub-domain.
At the beginning of each sub-domain execution,
the user’s goal for that sub-domain is randomly
generated using database. The agenda is populated by converting all goal constraints into inform acts, and all goal requests into request acts.
For instance, inform(price=moderate) indicates a
user requirement, and request(address) indicates
the user asking for the address of the hotel returned
by the system. Furthermore, in different dialogue
episodes, the simulated user might convey its requirements (i.e. slot values) within a sub-domain
to the dialogue system in different orders.
4.3

• sub-domains comprising a dialogue (i.e. hotels, booking, payment).
• a valid action set for each sub-domain.
All sub-domains share the same 8 slotindependent actions, but each of them has its
own slot-dependent actions.
To assess the impact of each type of prior knowledge, we implemented an HRL-GP framework
that uses both types of knowledge and its variant HRL-GP2 that uses only sub-domain information. Both frameworks have separated policies
to handle each sub-domain, but HRL-GP2 deals
with a more complex situation since it has to select an action from the union of actions sets from
all sub-domains, that is 44 dialogue actions in total. Unlike HRL-GP and HRL-GP2, our frameworks with autonomous modeling (HRL-DQN,
HRL-PG DQN, HRL-OC, HRL-OC PVF) cannot
access any prior knowledge. They initially perceive dialogues as a single domain problem and
attempt to discover the meaningful sub-domains.

Dialogue Frameworks

Implementation As the benchmarks without
sub-domain, we used flat RL algorithms (i.e.
DQN, and PG with REINFORCE). For the benchmark with manual modeling, we used the framework introduced by Budzianowski et al. (2017),
which utilized hierarchical Gaussian Process RL
(HRL-GP).
All deep (flat and hierarchical) RL agents consist of 2 hidden layers (150 units in layer 1, and 75
(70 for PG) in layer 2). We used Adam optimizer,
a mini-batch size of 32, and -greedy strategy for
exploration. In HRL-DQN and HRL-PG DQN
agents, top-level and low-level policies have separate policy networks, each of which has 2 hidden
layers as specified above. In these agents, the lowlevel policies share the same policy network. Dur-

Evaluation We trained each policy in the frameworks for 30 iterations, each of which consists of
200 episodes. In the end of each iteration, we evaluated the performance of the models using 200
episodes. The metric we used for evaluation is the
average success rate (SR) of dialogues.
Benchmark
FlatRL (DQN)
FlatRL (PG)
HRL-GP
HRL-GP2

SR(%)
66.9
62.0
84.8
75.9

Our framework
HRL-DQN
HRL-PG DQN
HRL-OC
HRL-OC PVF

SR(%)
49.6
51.0
73.4
72.1

Table 1: Highest SR of dialogue agents.
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(a) SR of different frameworks

(b)

HRL-OC PVF

w/ different # of options

(c) HRL-OC PVF with different α

Figure 3: Learning curves of different dialogue frameworks

5
5.1

Experimental Results

fect of the interpolation ratio α for combining both
extrinsic and intrinsic rewards on the SR. However, PVFs seem ineffective with respect to SR.
To have α > 0 reduces the SR of HRL-OC PVF
with 3 options.

Success Rate

The experimental results are shown in Table 1 and
Figure 3. First, the flat RL, which is a DQN,
achieved an SR of up to 66.9%, but it was unstable. The more stable flat framework, PG, obtained
62%. Our frameworks with autonomous modeling
(HRL-OC and HRL-OC PVF) outperformed flat
RL significantly. However, HRL-DQN and HRLPG DQN performed worse than flat RL. This suggests that using only intrinsic rewards from PVFs
is not adequate for constructing sub-domains that
are effective in accumulating extrinsic rewards.
Since HRL-OC optimizes its options for maximizing the accumulated extrinsic reward, it has
a better SR compared to HRL-DQN and HRLPG DQN, which did not use any extrinsic rewards.
The frameworks with manual modeling, i.e.
HRL-GP and HRL-GP2, reached an SR of 84.8
and 75.9%, respectively. One of the frameworks with autonomous modeling (i.e. HRL-OC)
achieved up to 73.4%. Note that, in HRL-OC, all
primitive actions are used for each option, which
is the same as HRL-GP2. Although HRL-OC does
not have any prior knowledge about sub-domains
in a dialogue, it is competitive with the framework
with strong supervision on sub-domains. This indicates that HRL-OC is able to learn effective subgoals in a composite-task dialogue.
As shown in Figure 3, learning curves of different dialogue frameworks are examined. Figure 3(a) shows that HRL-OC and HRL-OC PVF
have steeper learning curves than HRL-GP in
the first 1000 episodes, which indicates that our
frameworks can shorten learning time. Figure 3(b)
reports that the use of 2 or 3 options is optimal.
Using too many options is harmful because the
agent will require more episodes to learn the optimal policy over options. Figure 3(c) shows the ef-

5.2

Discovered Sub-domains

According to our observation, the HRL-OC PVF
with α = 0.2, however, discovered more meaningful sub-domains than HRL-OC. To assess the
meaningfulness of the discovered sub-domains,
we examined how similar these sub-domains to
those inherent in the user’s agenda. We judge the
similarity using the average dialogue turn distance
between the turn when the user simulator enters
a sub-domain and that when the agent switches
sub-domains. The ideal case is to have a turn distance of 1, i.e., once a user enters a sub-domain,
the agent responds by switching the active option
in the next turn. Table 2 shows that compared to
HRL-OC, the integration of PVFs results in subdomains whose boundaries are similar to those of
the user’s sub-domains.
Table 3 shows that the integration of PVFs into
HRL-OC makes the agent capable of changing the
active sub-domain soon after the user enters a subdomain. This indicates that PVFs can detect interesting belief states. In our further examination,
PVFs successfully discover states that indicate dialogue goal, sub-task switching, and request of alternatives from the sampled transitions.
Agents
HRL-OC
HRL-OC PVF (α = 0.2)
HRL-OC PVF (α = 0.4)

1
2.8
2.6
2.9

ith
2
2.8
2.5
3.0

iteration
3
4
4.0 3.9
3.0 2.8
3.4 3.2

5
5.3
2.8
3.9

Table 2: Average turn distance between activation

of user’s sub-domains and agent’s
13

User Goal
slots
values
slots
values
hotel searching
payment
price
don’t care
address
bristol
kind
don’t care
cardNo
600
surname wilson
area
west
stars
3
hasparking don’t care
requestable slots
name of the hotel
hasinternet
postcode
S:
U:
S:
U:
S:
U:
S:
U:
S:
U:
S:
U:
S:
U:
S:
U:
S:
U:

such order. In other tasks, however, a fixed order of inherent sub-domains may not simulate
the real conversation well. Nevertheless, even
when the order of the inherent sub-domains are
not fixed, we suggest that our proposed framework could still discover options that imitate the
inherent sub-domains. This holds when the inherent sub-domains are executed sequentially, and
the environment dynamics within each inherent
sub-domain is invariant to the execution order of
the sub-domains. Another challenging situation is
when the inherent sub-domains are executed in an
interleaved manner. This simulates a scenario in
which a user frequently switches the active subdomain before the current sub-domain is fulfilled.
A further investigation is required to examine the
options discovered in such a situation.

How may I help you?
I’m looking for a hotel in west.
A hotel in the west area right?
Yes, and 3 stars.
Would you like a hotel in the cheap, moderate,
or expensive price range?
any price
Alpha-Milton guest house is a nice hotel.
Does it have internet connection?
It doesn’t have internet.
post code
Their postcode is cb4 1xa.
I’ll pay with CC by Wilson. [user enters payment]
How long is your stay?
I don’t care, my surname is Wilson.
Your name is Wilson right? [system is in payment]
Yes, and my address is Bristol.
(...21 dialogue turns to CC alternatives...)
I will pay the room with CC 600 by Matt Wilson.
Goodbye.

6

We proposed a framework that autonomously discovers sub-domains for a composite-task dialogue.
Experimental results shows that our framework
with autonomous modeling is competitive with the
framework with manually defined sub-domains.
Analysis also showed that the integration of PVFs
leads to meaningful sub-domains.
For future work, we consider the adjustment of
the PVFs construction, such as the distance metric between states, the construction of the adjacency matrix, and the use of successor representation (Dayan, 1993; Barreto et al., 2017). We may
also need to further examine the discovered options when the inherent sub-domains are executed
in several different manners and orders. Finally, it
is also interesting to investigate the effectiveness
of reusing the learned options in other related dialogue domains.

Table 3: Sample dialogue by HRL-OC PVF (S:

agent, U: user). Different font styles and colors
indicate different sub-domains activated by agent.
5.3

Conclusion

Discussion

Our experiments show that our proposed framework outperforms the baseline, and is competitive with with the framework with manually defined sub-domains. Even though the experiments
are done using a simulator, the simulated user produces dialogue behavior realistic enough for training and testing. As mentioned in Section 4.2, the
simulated user specifies its requirements within a
sub-domain to the dialogue system in a random order. In addition, the simulator may also not specify several slot values. Such a behavior simulates a
situation in which a human user forgets to specify
some goal constraints.
In the experiments, the simulator has a constraint, that is it executes the inherent sub-domains
in a fixed order. The fixed order of sub-domains,
i.e. hotel search and then followed by either booking or payment, can still simulate the real world
conversational data, since an activity of reserving a hotel room is commonly accomplished in
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Abstract

ic but instead connected with communicative discourse. Whereas topical relevance has been thoroughly investigated, chat bot’s capability to maintain the cohesive flow, style and merits of conversation is an underexplored area.
When a question (Q) is detailed and includes
multiple sentences, there are certain expectations
concerning the style of an answer (A). Although
topical agreement between questions and answers
has been extensively addressed, a correspondence
in style and suitability for the given step of a dialogue between questions and answers has not been
thoroughly explored. In this study we focus on assessment of the cohesiveness of the Q/A flow,
which is important for a chat bots supporting
longer conversation. When an answer is in a style
disagreement with a question, a user can find this
answer inappropriate even when a topical relevance is high. Matching rhetorical structures of
questions and answers is a systematic way to implement high-level reasoning for dialogue management, to be explored in this work.
A problem in communicative discourse occurs
mostly for complex questions (Chali et al., 2009;
Galitsky, 2017), arising in miscommunication, a
lack of understanding, and requiring clarification,
argumentation and other means to bring the answer’s author point across. Rhetorical disagreement is associated with a broken dialogue and is
usually evident via the means an answer is communicated, explained or backed up.
Our paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we discuss basic notions of discourse tree text representation. In Section 3 we consider details our
approach to building a dialogue based on discourse trees. In Section 4 we present evaluation
results for the one of the Q/A tasks.
The system described in this paper is available
on our GitHub1.

In this section we propose a reasoningbased approach to a dialogue management
for a customer support chat bot. To build a
dialogue scenario, we analyze the discourse tree (DT) of an initial query of a
customer support dialogue that is frequently complex and multi-sentence. We then
enforce rhetorical agreement between DT
of the initial query and that of the answers,
requests and responses. The chat bot finds
answers, which are not only relevant by
topic but also suitable for a given step of a
conversation and match the question by
style, communication means, experience
level and other domain-independent attributes. We evaluate a performance of proposed algorithm in car repair domain and
observe a 5 to 10% improvement for single and three-step dialogues respectively,
in comparison with baseline approaches to
dialogue management.

1

Introduction

Answering questions, a chat bot needs to reason
to properly select answers from candidates. In
industrial applications of search, reasoning is often substituted by learning from conversational
logs or user choices. It helps to make search
more relevant as long as a similar question has
been asked many times. If there is no data on
previous similar question, which is frequently the
case, a chat bot needs to apply some form of reasoning to select from candidate answers (Wilks,
1999).
Most frequent type of reasoning is associated
with topical relevance. It requires ontology and is
domain-specific. Difficulties in building domain
ontologies are well known, and in this paper we
take a different reasoning-based approach. Once a
set of candidate answers or replies is available,
how to select most suitable ones? The suitability
criteria are two-dimensional: 1) topical relevance;
and 2) an appropriateness not associated with top-

1

https://github.com/bgalitsky/relevance-based-on-parsetrees
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The discourse tree of an answer is presented on
Figure 1 is based on Elaboration and Background
rhetorical relations.

Discourse Tree and Rhetorical Structure

To represent the linguistic features of a text, we
used Rhetorical relations (RR) between the parts
of the sentences, obtained as a discourse tree. We
relied on Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST, Mann
and Thompson, 1988) and deployed state-of-theart rhetorical parsers (Joty et al., 2013; Surdeanu
et al., 2015) to build these discourse trees automatically.
Rhetorical Structure Theory models the logical
organization of text, a structure employed by a
writer relying on relations between parts of text.
RST simulates text coherence by forming a hierarchical connected structure of texts via discourse
trees. Rhetorical relations are split into coordinate
and subordinate classes; these relations hold
across two or more text spans and therefore implement coherence. These text spans are called elementary discourse units (EDUs).
Clauses in a sentence and sentences in a text
are logically connected by the author. The meaning of a given sentence is related to that of the
previous and following sentences. This logical relation between clauses is called the coherence
structure of the text. RST is one of the most popular theories of discourse and is based on tree-like
discourse structures called discourse trees. The
leaves of a DT correspond to EDUs, the contiguous atomic text spans. Adjacent EDUs are connected by coherence rhetorical relations (e.g., Attribution, Sequence), forming higher-level discourse units. These units are then also subject to
this relation-linking. EDUs linked by a relation
are then differentiated based on their relative importance: nuclei represent the core parts of the relation, whereas satellites represent the peripheral
ones.
Let’s consider small example of a discourse
tree for the text. For the question
“What does Clinton foundation really do” one
can find the following answer:
Becoming a Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton
promised to distance herself from the Clinton
Foundation. However, Clinton continued to have
a cozy relationship with the foundation, having
the US foreign policy for sale there. According to
some sources, Clinton was granting access and
favors to major Clinton Foundation donors.

Figure 1: Example of a discourse tree

3
3.1

Building Dialogue Structure with Discourse
Maintaining Discourse in a Dialogue

Once we have a detailed initial question, we frequently can determine which direction we can
take a given dialogue. If an answer is formulated
in a straight-forward way, then a definitional or
factual answer is to follow.
Otherwise, if a question includes a doubt, a request to dig deeper into a topic, or to address a
controversy, the dialogue should be handled with
replies including attribution, communicating a
contrast, explicit handling of what was expected
and what actually happened. Hence from Rhetorical relations in initial query the chat bot can select
one set of answers over the other not only to cover
the main topic, but to also address associated issues raised by the user. It can be done even if the
initial query is short and its DT is trivial.
Now imagine for each of answers we obtain
multiple candidates, with distinct entities. How
the chat bot would know which entity in an answer would be of a higher interest to a user? The
chat bot need to include a clarification procedure.
For a single Q/A pair, one can refer to their coordination as rhetorical agreement (Galitsky,
18

2017). For the dialogue management problem,
where a sequence of answers Ai need to be in
agreement with an initial question Q, we refer the
proposed solution as maintaining communicative
discourse in a dialogue. It includes three components:
1) Finding a sequence of answers Ai to be in
agreement with an initial question Q
2) Maintaining clarification procedure where
for each i we have multiple candidate answers and need to rely on a user to select
which one to deliver.
3) Allowing the chat bot user to specify additional constraints, formulate more specific
questions as answers Ai are being delivered.
3.2

Building
Dialogue
Structure
Customer Support Dialogues

A customer support dialogue can be represented as a sequence:
Q, A1, C1, A2, C2, …,
where Q is an initial query describing a problem,
A1 is an initial recommendation and also a clarification request, C1 is a response to this request,
A2 is a consecutive recommendation and clarification request, C2 is a response to A2 and possibly a further question, and so forth. Our goal is to
simulate a broad spectrum of dialogue structures
via correspondence of discourse trees of utterances. This way once Q is given, the chat bot can
maintain the sequence of answers Ai for Q.

in

Let us start with an example of a customer support dialogue, where a customer support agent
tries to figure out a root cause of a problem
(Fig.2.). Customer support scenarios form a special class of dialogues where customers attempt
to resolve certain problems, get their questions
answered and get to their desired outcomes unreachable using default business procedures.
Customer support dialogues frequently start with
initial question, a multi-sentence statement of
problems Q, from which experienced customer
support personal frequently plan a resolution
strategy.
The personnel come up with a sequence of recommendations and explanations for them addressing customer concerns expressed in Q. Also, the
personnel comes up with some questions to the
customer to adjust their recommendations to the
needs expressed by the customer in Q. Frequently,
due to diverse nature of most businesses, it is hard
to find a dialogue in a customer support problem
which addresses this exact problem. Therefore,
individual answers and recommendations from the
previous customer support sessions are used, not
the whole such sessions, in the majority of cases.
Hence the customer support dialogue management
cannot be reduced to the problem of finding sufficiently similar dialogue and just following it: instead, actual construction of a dialogue to address
Q is required most of times.
The system finds candidate answers with the
keywords and phrases from the initial query, such
as Google Earth, cannot see, attention and others.
Which candidate answers would be the best to
match the communicative discourse of the query?

Figure 2: An example of a customer support
dialogue
3.3

Finding a Sequence of Answers to be in
Agreement with Question

DT for the Q, and DT for the sequence of two
answers A1 and A2 from our example are shown
in Fig. 3. Arrows show which chains of DT-Q
determine which chains of DT-Ai.
We will now demonstrate that a chain of nodes
in DT-Q is determining a corresponding chain of
nodes in DT-A. This chain is defined as a path in
a DT. The chain of RRs with entities are Elaboration [see myself Google Earth]-Contrast [walk
laptop house]-Temporal [waiving] on the top of
DT-Q is addressed by the chain Elaboration
[online]-Same_Unit [walking]-Contract [Otherwise, not able connect] in the first answer A1. We
use the label RR [abbreviated phrase] for each
node of a chain in DT. Notice that not only RRs
are supposed to be coordinated but the entities in
phrases as well.
The second answer A2 attempts to address in a
complete way the issues raised in the second part
of Q. The first mapping is between the chain RR
Elaboration [catch my attention] -Contrast [not
working] in Q and the chain Elaboration [catch
my attention] - Contrast [anonymized].
19

A1
Q

A2

Figure 3: Discourse tree of a question Q (on the left) and a sequence (pair) of combined discourse trees (on the
right) for the answers Ai.

The main observation here is that the question
itself gives us a hint on a possible sequence of answers, or on the order the issues in the question
are raised. One can look at the DT-Q and form a
dialogue scenario (first do this, obtain confirmation, then do that …). Since a dialogue is built
from available answer fragments (e.g. from conversational logs), we take candidate answers, form
candidate DTs from them and see if they match
DT-Q. Hence a single nontrivial DT-Q determines
both DT-A1 and DT-A2. We refer to this capability
as determining the structure of a dialogue (the
structure of a sequence of answers) by the initial
Q. We intentionally selected this anecdotal, meaningless example of a customer support dialogue to
demonstrate that a full “understanding” of a query
is not required; instead, the logical structure of inter-relations between the entities in this query is
essential to find a sequence of answers.
Is it possible to come up with a rule for DT-Ai
given DT-Q, to formalize the notion of “addressing” an issue in Q by an A? A simple rule would
be for a chain of rhetorical relations for an A to be
a sub-chain of that of a Q, also maintaining respective entities. But this rule turns out to be too
restrictive and even invalid in some cases. Our
observation is that DT–A does not have to copy
DT-Q or its parts, but instead have some comple-

mentarity features. There are two types of considerations for DT-Ai :
1) Each nontrivial RR in Q needs to be addressed by a RR in DT-Ai.
2) There should be a rhetorical agreement between Q and Ai, defined for a search engine.
Whereas rhetorical agreement introduces a
pair-wise constraint that can be learned from examples of good and bad Q/A pairs (Galitsky,
2017), we extend it to one-to-many relation between a single Q and a sequence of Ai.
For an RR in DT-Ai to address an RR in Q, it
does not necessarily need to be the same RR but it
should not be a default RR such as Elaboration or
Joint. Attribution and Enablement, for example,
can address Contrast.
Also, for a RR(EDUq1, EDUq2) in Q to be covered by RR(EDUai1, EDUai2) in Ai, entities E
should be shared between EDUq1 and EDUai1 :
EDUq1  EDUai1 = E : E  .
3.4

Searching for the Answers for Dialogue
construction

Once we established the rules for addressing RRs
in Q, we can implement search for a series of answers Ai given Q. Assuming we have a corpus of
dialogues with utterances tagged as A or Q, it
should be indexed offline in at least two follow20

ing fields: 1) keywords of A and 2) RRs with
their EDUs.
Then once we receive Q, build DT-Q, and split
DT-Q into subtrees each of which contains at least
single non-default RR. Then for each subtree-DTQ we form a query against these fields:
1) Keywords from the EDU-subtree-DT-Q;
2) Non-default RR from subtree-DT-Q.
For each candidate answer satisfying the query
we still have to verify
rhetorical_agreement(subtree-DT-Q, Ai).
Once the answer Ai is selected and given to the
user, user responds with Ci which in general case
contains some clarification expressed in Ai and also an additional question part Qi . The latter would
then require an additional answer which should be
added to Ai if it has been already computed.
The high-level view of the search algorithm
that supports the dialogue is as follows:
1) Build DT-Q;
2) Split DT-Q into parts Q1, Q2,… to correspond
to A1, A2,…;
3) Form search query for A1 from Q1 in the
form RST-relation [phrase] ;
4) Run the search against the set of dialogue utterances and obtain the list of candidate answers for the first step A1candidate;
5) Build DT-A1candidate for each candidate and
approve/reject each based on rhetorical_agreement (DT–Q, DT-A1candidate ). Select
the best candidate A1;
6) Respond to the user with the selected A1 and
receive C1;
7) Form search query for A2 from Q1&C1;
8) Repeat steps 4) and 5) for A2 , respond to the
user with the selected A2 and receive C2;
9) Conclude the session or switch to a human
agent
Hence the dialogue management problem can
be formulated as a search with constraints on
DTs and can be implemented via traditional
search engineering means plus discourse parsing,
when an adequate set of chat logs is available.
Discourse-tree based dialogue management does
not cover all possibilities of assuring smooth dialogue flows but provides a plausible mechanism
to select suitable utterances from the available
set. It allows avoiding solving NL generation
problem for dialogues that is a source of a substantial distortion of conversation flow and a
noise in meaning of utterances.
In this paper we suggested a mechanism to
build a dialogue structure where the first utterance formulated a detailed Q requiring some

knowledge and explanation. If this Q is detailed
enough the chat bot can attempt to find a sequence of answers to address all issues raised in
Q.
3.5

Clarification-driven Dialogue

Some goals related to dialogue management do
not need to be achieved via DTs. For example,
an implementation of clarification feature can be
hard-coded and does not require specific RRs.
When a user asks a broad question, the chat bot
forms topics for this user to choose from. Once
such a topic is selected, the full answer is provided.
We have built an algorithm for mapping Q 
Ai. When multiple valid candidate answers for
each i obtained, a clarification procedure is needed to have the user selected Aij from the set Ai of
answers or recommendations valid from both
relevance and rhetorical agreement perspectives.
We now update step 6) of the search algorithm
which requests clarification when multiple suitable answers are available:
6) Respond to the user with the list of choices
selected {A1s |s=0..n} and receive clarification result with possibly additional constraint request C1 (which includes the
choice A1j )

4
4.1

Evaluation of Dialogue Construction
Example from Car Repair Domain

As we proceed to evaluation, we will share an
example of a dialogue from the evaluation domain
of recommendations on car repair. Key characteristics of this domain are an importance of accurate
recommendation, adequate dialogue structure,
lesser bios than in other domains such as political,
and an availability of a complete and accurate
coverage of a broad spectrum of car problems. We
provide an example of a sample dialogue:
Q1: I have checked the spark plugs, replaced the battery, also replaced ignition coils and the solenoid, but
I still could not start my car.
A1: Is the engine getting spark and fuel? Will it start
for a couple seconds using starting fluid?
Q2: It did at first but not anymore. What should I do?
A2 : Check fuel pressure. But if no pressure, check the
fuel pump for possible fault. If you have fuel pressure,
then using a node light make sure you have injector
pulse. The light should blink when cranking.
If light is not blinking does the check engine light
come on with key on and engine off? If no light then
look for a bad main relay or no power - to the engine
control module.
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In this example, since Q1 includes rhetorical relation of Contrast (something is done correctly
but still not working), detailed answer should include Contrast, Condition, or other RR that would
address Contrast in Q. A certain recommended action is performed either correctly or incorrectly
and both these cases need to be addressed.
4.2

hough they are still plausible. Hence we see 10
and 5% improvement over the first and second
baselines respectively for a basic, single-step scenario (Table 1).
Dialog type

Dataset and Results

Q-A

Q-A1-C1 Q-A1-C1- Q-A1-C1A2
A2-C2-A3

Baseline 1

62.34.5 60.25.6 58.25.0 52.55.7

Baseline 2

67.04.8 63.84.8 57.35.3 55.65.9

DT-Q dialog
72.35.6 70.34.9 65.15.5 65.95.7
formation

We formed a dataset of 9300 Q/A pairs related to
car repair recommendations from
www.2carpros.com. These pairs were extracted
from dialogues as first and second utterance, so
that the question is 7 – 15 keywords and answer
is 3 to 6 sentences. This resource was obtained to
train a dialogue support system but it also proved
to be useful to evaluate search. The dataset is
available online 2 in our GitHub.
To automate the relevance assessment, we considered the dialogue built correctly if an actual dialogue from the dataset is formed, given the first
Q as a seed. Otherwise, if the sequence of utterances does not occur in the dataset, we consider it
to be incorrect. There are some deficiencies of this
approach since some actual dialogs are illogical
and some synthetic dialogues built from distinct
ones can be plausible, but it allows avoiding a
manual tagging and construction of dialogues.
The number of formed answers is limit to three:
once initial Q is given, the system forms A1, a set
of A2i and A3j. A1 is followed by the actual C1 from
the dialogue Q, so the proper A2 needs to be selected. Analogously, once actual C2 (if applicable)
is provided, proper A3 needs to be selected.
As a first baseline approach, we selected dialogue construction based on keyword similarity
only, without taking into account a dialogue flow
by considering a DT-Q. As a second baseline approach, we augment keyword similarity with linguistic relevance by computing maximal common
sub-parse trees between the Q and Ai (Galitsky,
2013; Galitsky et al., 2013).
For the selected dataset, baseline approach is
capable of building correct scenarios in the cases
when similar keywords or similar linguistic
phrases deliver the only dialogue scenario that is
correct. On the contrary, DT-Q dialogue formation
does not always succeed because some scenarios
deviate from actual ones in the training set, alt-

Table 1: Correctness of dialogue construction
As scenario becomes more complex, the chance
that the proper scenario is selected by topic relevance decreases. At the same time, overall scenario formation complexity increases, and therefore
an error rate for DT-Q approach increases as well.
For the most complex, 3-step dialogue scenarios,
DT-Q approach exceeds the baselines by 13 and
10% respectively.

5

Conclusions

In this paper we discovered that a dialogue structure could be built from the discourse tree of an
initial question. This structure is built on top of the
default conversational structure implementing
such features as clarification, personalization or
recommendation. For personalization, for a user
query, the customer support chat bot system reduces the list of resolution scenarios based on
what information is available for the given user.
Chat bot recommendation scenario proposes a solution to a problem by finding the one accepted by
users similar to the current one. Clarification, personalization and recommendation scenario covers
only a small portion of plausible customer support
scenarios. Discourse analysis of dialogues support
dialogue scenario management in a universal way,
for a broad range of available text fragments and
previously accumulated responses.
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Abstract

a pairwise comparison of manually curated transcripts of possible interactions.
On the one hand, our methodology is inspired
by the Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) literature by dividing the evaluation of a system in the
Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Experience (QoE) dimensions (Moller et al., 2009). The
former corresponds to the efficiency of the system, while the latter refers to the way in which
the system accomplishes the task. In dialogue systems evaluation the traditional focus is on the QoS,
while in this work we deal also with the QoE. On
the other hand, we take advantage of crowdsourcing methodologies, a fast and cheap way we use to
evaluate interactions while maintaining complete
control over experimental conditions – by using a
design similar to A/B testing, but in a ‘within subject’ condition. In this setting two slightly different versions of the same interaction with a conversational agent are presented to the user for a pairwise comparison (e.g. the same interaction using
a formal/informal register). Unlike standard Wizard of Oz (WoZ) or lab experiments, the user does
not directly interact with the system, rather s/he
reads the manually curated transcript, so to eliminate confounding variables and make data collection much faster.
The paper is structured as follows: in Section
2 we discuss some of the main approaches used
in the evaluation of conversational agents. In Section 3 and 4 we present our framework and provide some pilot experiments respectively. Finally
in Section 5 we discuss the advantages of the approach in light of the results of the experiments.

In task-oriented conversational agents, more
attention has been usually devoted to assessing task effectiveness, rather than to how the
task is achieved. However, conversational
agents are moving towards more complex and
human-like interaction capabilities (e.g. the
ability to use a formal/informal register, to
show an empathetic behavior), for which standard evaluation methodologies may not suffice. In this paper, we provide a novel methodology to assess - in a completely controlled
way - the impact on the quality of experience of agent’s interaction strategies. The
methodology is based on a within subject design, where two slightly different transcripts
of the same interaction with a conversational
agent are presented to the user. Through a
series of pilot experiments we prove that this
methodology allows fast and cheap experimentation/evaluation, focusing on aspects that
are overlooked by current methods.

1

Introduction

The evaluation of task-oriented conversational
agents is usually focused on measuring their effectiveness, either at the single turn level - see for
example (Wen et al., 2015; Frampton and Lemon,
2006; Chen et al., 2013) - or at the level of the
whole interaction - e.g success rate (Dybkjaer
et al., 2004). Still, as conversational agents are
becoming more complex and human-like (Bowden et al., 2017; Romero et al., 2017; Cercas Curry
et al., 2017), these evaluation methodologies may
not suffice. In this paper, we present a framework
for evaluating interaction strategies of conversational agents during their development phase. Our
approach combines in a novel way methodologies already tested and validated, and is based on

2

Related Works

Several frameworks to evaluate dialogue systems
have been proposed. So far, evaluation mainly
focused on implemented components/systems and
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lin et al., 2018; Alfonseca, 2017)
Evaluation through simulation. If the system is still at an early stage of development, a viable solution is to use WoZ experiments (Dahlbäck
et al., 1993; Paek, 2001; Raux et al., 2006), in
which the interaction is simulated and users are
prepared on how to behave. Still, this approach
suffers of some main drawbacks: (i) the need for
conducting several time-consuming interactions to
get stable results; (ii) the possible measured improvements of the system can still be biased by
confounding variables; (iii) it is difficult for wizards to provide consistent responses across sessions; (iv) ‘behavior instructions’ should be prepared and given to the wizard and possibly to each
single user1 (v) these ’behavior instructions’ cannot describe every single reaction, but must try to
control typical situations.
Evaluation in related fields. Our design leverages in a novel way elements used in several fields.
Two variants testing with controlled stimulus
material. In the MT field, the work by (Graham et al., 2013) used a ‘within subject’ design
where each evaluator was sometimes presented
with a small random textual variation (control condition) of a translation they were already exposed
to (experimental condition). This methodology
was used to evaluate the quality of raters’ judgments. Closely to our approach, the MT evaluation
campaign presented in (Bojar et al., 2016) used expert annotators for pairwise system comparisons
denoting whether a system A was judged better
than, worse than, or equivalent to another system
B. In this case the two conditions were presented
simultaneously, side by side, rather than in a random sequential order as in (Graham et al., 2013).
Other seminal approaches - using direct comparison of stimulus materials via pairwise comparison - is presented in the realm of affective NLG
(Van Der Sluis and Mellish, 2010), and in the domain of persuasive NLP (Tan et al., 2014). Still,
both works used this procedure just for the validation of stimulus material and made resort to traditional evaluation procedures for the final evaluation. Finally, in the realm of persuasive NLG
a crowdsourced approach based on A/B testing

followed different criteria taken from other research fields, such as machine translation (Wen
et al., 2016), human-computer interaction (Allen
et al., 2001), user experience and interfaces design
(Skantze, 2005). The fact that these methodologies are not designed to evaluate dialogue system,
can affect the results - for example, machine translation metrics do not correlate well with human
judgments (Liu et al., 2016). Another common
aspect of these approaches is that they rely on a
complete implementation of the system to evaluate aspects such as efficiency (Raux et al., 2006),
quality (Shawar and Atwell, 2007) or both (Silvervarg and Jönsson, 2011), while in the case of our
interaction strategies it would be useful to have a
simulation approach that allows to predict the possible impact of such strategies. In the following
we first discuss standard methodologies for implemented systems, then methodologies using simulation, and finally evaluation in related fields that
inspired our approach.
Evaluation of implemented systems. Among
the metrics used for evaluating specific components of a system we can briefly mention: (i) fluency/grammaticality of the generated sentences in
the NLG step of the interaction, that can be done
either manually (Wen et al., 2015) or in a semiautomatic way, as in (Riezler et al., 2003); (ii)
slots correctly realized, an automatic evaluation of
the NLG component (Scheffler and Young, 2002;
Frampton and Lemon, 2006); (iii) slots correctly
recognized, an automatic technique used to evaluate the NLU component (Levin and Pieraccini,
1997; Chen et al., 2013).
Among the metrics used for evaluating whole
interactions there is success rate. It can be based
on objective automatic measures or on a subjective evaluation made by users evaluating the system according to guidelines provided by the experimenter (Dybkjaer et al., 2004).
Finally, a framework worth mentioning is PARADISE (Walker et al., 1997) that is specifically
devoted to spoken dialogue systems (while in our
work we consider text based interactions only).
This work focuses on metrics such as task success
rate and dialogue cost (e.g. dialogue time, number
of utterances, agent response delay) to evaluate the
quality of a system. With regard to spoken dialogue systems, the use of crowdsourcing for collecting preference judgments has already been explored, for example in (Trippas et al., 2017; Chuk-

1

e.g. ‘pretend you are sad because ...’ so to trigger the
desired system response, such as empathy. In fact, if the user
were totally ‘free’ to interact with the Wizard s/he could miss
the functionality under inspection – Still, guiding the user
during the interaction strongly affects its naturalness. On the
other hand Wizards require significant training so to respond
in a way that is credible and consistent.
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ity being tested), including the outcome (e.g. success of the interaction) so that, if one version is
preferred over the other, we can conclude that the
effect of preference is solely due to the variable of
interest (e.g. the “formality level” of the language,
the empathy of the agent) and not to other factors.
The procedure for setting up an experiment is:

and focused on ecological validity is presented in
(Guerini et al., 2012). This approach, however,
uses a between-subject design, where subjects are
presented with just one stimulus material.
Transcripts and ‘third party’ evaluation. Two
approaches that use transcripts of the conversation, instead of a direct interaction with the agent,
are presented in (Jurčı́ček et al., 2011; Yang et al.,
2010). These works compared lab experiments
with crowdsourced ones - in the scenario of spoken dialogue systems - showing that the results
in the former (direct interaction with the system)
are comparable with the results in the latter (third
party users reading transcriptions). Similarly, in
(Pragst et al., 2017), the authors focus on a WoZ
evaluation of the interaction strategies of an embodied conversational agents. Users were presented with the video of an embodied conversational agent interacting with a human user (the
agent was guided by a Wizard and the user was
an instructed actor). The subjects have to evaluate the interactions answering to a survey using a
Likert scale. In this experiment, as in the previous
one, the subject is third-party evaluator who did
not directly entered the interaction.

3

1. Control conditions. Create one or more control conditions for each interaction strategy to
be tested: either a transcript of a real interaction with an existing system or a possible
interaction with the planned one.
2. Experimental conditions. Create an experimental condition that is the manually curated counterpart of the control condition.
As stated, changes in the wording should be
minimal and must always reflect the interaction strategy to be tested. Changes can be
of two types: (a) substitution of portions of
system’s utterances with new coherent portions that represent the experimental condition (e.g. change an informal greeting with a
formal one) or (b) insertion of new portions
of text in system’s utterances.
3. Questionnaire. Prepare a questionnaire that
includes questions about the Qos and QoE dimensions of interest.
4. Crowdsource. Built a task on a crowdsourcing platform with a pairwise comparison design and the questionnaire subministered after each comparison.

Proposed Solution

Starting from the advantages and limitations of the
previous approaches, we designed a new framework to evaluate a task-oriented dialogue system
from the point of view of the strategies of interaction. In our framework the dependent variables
are QoS and QoE aspects instantiated in a questionnaire to be evaluated by the subjects, while the
independent variables are the interaction strategies
that are instantiated in the stimulus material.
In particular, we propose a methodology in
which the transcripts of two versions of the interaction with a conversational agent (e.g. one using
a formal language and one using an informal one,
one being empathetic and one not) are presented to
the user, to see if one version is preferred over the
other. The core idea of the approach is that, differently from WoZ studies, the subjects must read the
transcripts of the interaction rather than directly
interacting with the agent. This is required in order to grant complete control over the experiment
(transcripts can be manually curated so to meet
stringent control criteria). The two versions must
maintain all aspects and wording of the interaction
the same (apart from those affected by the modal-

Many interaction strategies can be analysed to
test our approach. We decided to focus on five
of them, those we deemed most interesting and
impactful on the pragmatics of the dialogue and
for which an effect should be detected (Radziwill
and Benton, 2017), so to test if our methodology
is able to capture such effect.

4

Experiments

In this section we describe a showcase experiment
for our methodology, where we evaluated 5 possible variants of CH1, a conversational agent that
we implemented in order to calculate the carbohydrates of user’s meals. We set up a two variants
testing for each independent variable, where we
provided to the subjects of the experiment the transcripts of some conversations between a human
user and CH1. Before starting the experiment, the
user received a short text describing the task.
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4.1

Interaction Strategies

versational agent functionality of adapting its language to that of the user. The agent will start using
the user’s frequent expressions in order to align its
lexicon. For example, it should align its linguistic
register or reuse the same words used by the user
in the generation of the following turn (Branigan
et al., 2010; Duplessis et al., 2017).
In Table 1 we give, as an example, the transcript
used as stimulus material for the empathy variable.

Five strategies, together with their linguistic parameters, were analyzed. The transcripts of the
experimental condition were realized by two expert linguists, following the substitution/insertion
instructions described in Section 3.
Empathy can be defined as the ability of a conversational agent to adapt to the user feelings
and also to provide flexible emotionally-coloured
responses for different purposes (Callejas et al.,
2011). There exist many different ways in which
emotions are defined, represented and managed
within dialogue systems (Meira and Canuto, 2015;
Barrett et al., 2007). Usually, the recognition
is based on the manifestation of the user emotion, which can be processed considering linguistic (Balahur et al., 2014) and paralinguistic cues
(Schuller et al., 2013).
Formality in linguistics is expressed through the
choice of lexical expressions. According to the
context, the speaker can use a specific linguistic register, style and lexicon (Heylighen and Dewaele, 1999). In order to detect the formality of
a text there exist different strategies. One is to detect the average of deixis for each grammatical category of words (Heylighen and Dewaele, 1999);
another is to use words length and latinate affix
(Brooke et al., 2010).
Facing is the ability to tackle situations in which
the conversational agent has not a proper or preset answer (Morrissey and Kirakowski, 2013). We
can observe two kinds of facing for unexpected
users’ input: (i) the agent is not able to recognize
the intention and makes resort to a default answer,
e.g. “Sorry I do not understand, could you repeat?”; (ii) the agent is able to recognize the intention and it provides a suitable/contextual answer
even if it is not endowed with the skills to solve it.
Vocabulary Extension concerns agent’s ability
to learn new words during the conversation and
use them appropriately in the ongoing (Riccardi
and Hakkani-Tur, 2005). For example, CH1 needs
to know a huge variety of food names (from specific names such as ‘seitan’ to complex recipies
such as ‘plantain coated sea bass with mango wine
sauce’) to calculate meals carbohydrates. Therefore, since covering all possible combinations of
ingredients and recipes is almost impossible, the
ability to learn new food names during the interaction improves user experience.
Linguistic Alignment corresponds to the con-

4.2

Dependent Variables

The variables that we adopted in our framework
for evaluating QoS and QoE are: (i) utility: if the
user found the system useful to achieve the task
and obtained all the information s/he needed; (ii)
ease of use: if the system was intuitive in the usage
and the user could use it without effort; (iii) satisfaction: if the user had a good experience and
would use the system again; (iv) interaction: if
the user appreciated the manner of interacting of
the system. The evaluation of these variables has
been obtained asking the subjects to choose the interaction that better matched each of the four questions under each interaction pair. According to the
kind of system that has to be evaluated, different or
more fine grained dependent variables can be chosen. For example, the cognitive workload or effort
perceived by the user, the appeal of the interface
design or the communication channel.
4.3

Experiment description

In this section we describe the main characteristics
of our evaluation experiment.
Subjects: 143 subjects from the US were recruited using the CrowdFlower platform: 93 male
and 50 female. 36 were between 18-24 years old,
58 were between 25-34 years old, 31 were between 35-49 years old, 18 were 50 or more aged.
Design: The design was completely withinsubject, i.e. each subject was presented with one
of the control and experimental transcripts for the
5 variables. Transcripts order among variables and
between control/experimental conditions was randomized in order to avoid any framing effect or
stimulus order effect (Kessler and Meier, 2014).
Quality control: all subjects were level 3 contributors (maximum expertise/reliability) and a
minimum of 3 minutes was set to accept the responses to the questionnaire. No “gold-standard”
item was used to evaluate rater reliability, as the
two former controls proved to be enough for our
case, as found in post hoc analysis.
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CH1:
User:
CH1:
User:
CH1:

Hello Andrea! What did you eat for your last meal?
I ate a plate of spaghetti with tomato
How much spaghetti with tomato did you eat?
Unfortunately I messed up, it was a generous helping...
Your meal consisting of a generous plate (200g)
of spaghetti with tomato corresponds to 30.85 g of
carbohydrates. I hope I have been helpful! See you
soon!

CH1:
User:
CH1:
User:
CH1:

Hello Andrea! What did you eat for your last meal?
I ate a plate of spaghetti with tomato
How much spaghetti with tomato did you eat?
Unfortunately I messed up, it was a generous helping...
Don’t worry about it, everyone messes up sometimes! Anyway, your meal consisting of a generous
plate (200g) of spaghetti with tomato corresponds
to 30.85 g of carbohydrates. I hope I have been
helpful! See you soon!

Table 1: Control (on the left) and experimental (on the right) transcript for the empathy independent variable.
Portions of CH1 utterances that were changed in order to realize the variable are in bold.

alignment
empathy
facing
formal
vocabulary

Ease
0.60
0.73
0.64
0.74
0.74

Satisf.
0.61
0.78
0.71
0.80
0.71

Util.
0.67
0.73
0.70
0.73
0.73

Inter.
0.65
0.76
0.66
0.66
0.77

Marginal
0.63
0.75
0.68
0.73
0.74

alignment
empathy
facing
formal
vocabulary

FEMALE
0.68
0.77
0.76
0.76
0.72

MALE
0.61
0.74
0.64
0.72
0.75

Table 2: Ratio of subjects that preferred the experimental over the control condition.

Table 3: Marginals for the interaction variables according to gender.

Judgments collected: the total number of judgments collected is 2860: 143 subjects that answered four questions for each of the 5 independent variables.
Cost: Overall, the experiment cost was 51.48$
resulting in a cost of roughly 10$ for evaluating
each variable. The duration of the experiment was
about 12 hours. As a side note, the experiment got
a high feedback in terms of contributor satisfaction
(an overall evaluation of 4.8/5).

modalities of interaction were appreciated more).
In particular, considering marginals, empathy, formality and vocabulary were the most appreciated
variations of CH1 (with no statistical significant
difference among them) while alignment and facing were less appreciated. Interestingly, an analysis at the gender level (see Table 3), revealed that
on the two latter variables there was a clear discrepancy in the marginals between male and female: this difference in the case of alignment is
0.68 for female vs. 0.61 for male - and both account for the difference in overall results with regard to other independent variables. Instead, for
facing, the difference in marginals with regard to
other independent variables was due to the male
group alone, since for female the results are in line
with other variables (0.64 vs. 0.76).
Turning to dependent variables we can see that
the effect is quite different: alignment has a main
impact on utility and interaction, empathy on satisfaction and interaction, facing on satisfaction and
utility, formality on satisfaction and ease of use,
vocabulary on naturalness and ease of use. Interestingly each of the independent variables had a
main effect on one QoS and one QoE dimension in line with the findings of (Jurčı́ček et al., 2011).

4.4

Results

In this section we briefly discuss the results, reported in Table 2, of our pilot experiments. We
focus on the ability of our framework to elicit in
users’ responses a difference between the two levels of each independent variable in terms of perceived QoS and QoE. Results were in line with our
expectations: the methodology was able to capture
the effect of each modality and strategy of interaction in the experimental condition.
Results shows, indeed, that the contributors expressed a preference for the experimental condition, resulting in a consistent trend with respect to
the variables2 . All results are statistically significant, χ2 test used. Moreover, the independent variables have different magnitude effects (i.e. some

4.5

2

Actually, for the formal/informal dimension the preference went to the control condition (formal register). Still, for
comparability purposes we report results for the control condition in Table 2

Comparison with WoZ

Finally, we simulated a WoZ experiment in order
to compare the design, implementation and performance of our framework. While the instruction
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rial is served separatedly, bringing to an approximative halving of the price.
Control over the variables being tested. Providing transcripts of the conversation to the subjects gives the possibility to control one variable
at a time isolating its effect (and to the best of
our knowledge no previous work ever tried this approach). This allow us, for example, to build transcripts with an almost equal number of tokens and
turns of interactions, in order to avoid phenomena
such as length effect (Koizumi, 2012).
Judgement Elicitation. Forcing a choice between control and experimental condition allows
eliciting possible differences between the two interactions, for how small this difference could be.
Effort Reduction. Since the subjects of the experiment are not meant to interact directly with the
conversational agent, we can create an off-line experiment to test conversational agents characteristics in advance, rather than having a post-process
analysis. This saves implementation or data collection effort, since there might be aspects of the
interaction that annoy the user or, on the contrary,
that have a positive impact and that are easy to implement. Finally, we can avoid the risk that the
user could miss some passages of the interaction
useful to highlight the strategies that we are analyzing, as could happen in WoZ studies.

and stimuli creation require in both cases almost
the same time (for example the stimulus material
for our setting was used as an example of possible interaction for the Wizard instructions), the
implementation of our framework is much faster.
Indeed, the WoZ experiment requires the implementation of a graphical user interface, but even
if we use a pre-set one, we still need to instruct
Wizard(s) and find a relevant number of participants in case a crowdsourcing methodology is not
used. But even if we do not consider the aforementioned time consuming preparatory activities,
each WoZ session that replicate our experiment,
required 30 minutes and two participants, as compared to the 3 minutes and one participant required
by our framework. This is explained by the fact
that while in our framework the subject just need
to read the transcript of the interaction, in the WoZ
experiment the user needs to read instructions for
each interaction, think and digit the input at each
turn and read the corresponding wizard response;
at the same time the Wizard needs to do the same.

5

Advantages

With the initial evidence, provided by the experiments, we can reasonably state that the framework
we are proposing has some important advantages:
Cheap and Fast. The evaluation can be obtained using platform such as CrowdFlower or
AMT, choosing high level and possibly native
speaker contributors. Crowdsourcing approaches
make it quick and cheap to run evaluation experiments as compared to ecological ones, see for example what reported in (Reiter, 2011).
Flexibility. The framework gives the possibility to define the dependent and independent variables that better match the strategies and modalities of interaction that need to be evaluated. Moreover, using crowdsourcing approaches together
with hand curated transcripts we can easily experiment several variables/versions of the conversational agents or control for multiple mixed effects
(e.g. linguistic style * empathy). We can also test
different levels of a strategy, for example to find
the optimal formality level.
Experiment design. the adoption of a pairwise comparison of the two versions of the system
makes the evaluation of the interaction strategies
faster and more direct. It also halves the number
of judgments required with respect to traditional
evaluation designs in which each stimulus mate-

6

Conclusion and Future Works

In our view, the proposed framework, based on a
pairwise comparison of manually curated and controlled transcripts, represents a step forward in the
evaluation of dialogue systems. This methodology
allows evaluating the strategies and the interaction modalities of a conversational agent before its
implementation, ensuring the advantages reported
above. We believe that this methodology is suitable not only for rule-based systems, but also for
data-driven ones. In this latter case the methodology can be used, for example, to define the constraints for data collection.
In future works, we would like to define and test
other strategies of interaction, but it might be necessary - to create proper transcripts - to define new
guidelines and parameters. For example if a strategy involves choosing between two different dialog paths (i.e. several turns might change) the
guidelines on insertion or substitution we defined
are not sufficient.
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Abstract

an open world (both unstructured information
sources and knowledge-bases) in response to
users’ information needs expressed in natural language (NL); the latter often being ambiguous.
Therefore, one key challenge of SOCS is to understand users’ information needs expressed in NL to
identify relevant documents.
Formulating an information need through
queries has been outlined as a difficult task
(Vakulenko et al., 2017; Agichtein et al., 2006;
Joachims, 2002) which is generally tackled
by refining/reformulating queries using pseudorelevance feedback or users’ clicks. In SOCS,
there is an upstream challenge dealing with the
building of the query from a NL expression that
initiates the search session to avoid useless users’
interactions with the system. This problem could
be tackled for instance through deep neural translation models (e.g., encoder-decoder approaches)
as initiated by (Song et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2017).
However, these methods learn the query formulation model independently of the search task at
hand. To overpass this limitation, (Nogueira and
Cho, 2017) have proposed a reinforcement learning model for query reformulation in which the reward is based on terms of documents retrieved by
the IR system.

Search-oriented conversational systems rely
on information needs expressed in natural language (NL). We focus here on the understanding of NL expressions for building keywordbased queries. We propose a reinforcementlearning-driven translation model framework
able to 1) learn the translation from NL expressions to queries in a supervised way, and,
2) to overcome the lack of large-scale dataset
by framing the translation model as a word selection approach and injecting relevance feedback as a reward in the learning process.
Experiments are carried out on two TREC
datasets. We outline the effectiveness of our
approach.

1

Introduction

Artificial Intelligence, and more particularly deep
learning, have recently opened tremendous perspectives for reasoning over semantics in textbased applications such as machine translation
(Lample et al., 2017), chat-bot (Bordes and Weston, 2016), knowledge base completion (Lin
et al., 2015) or extraction (Hoffmann et al., 2011).
Very recently, conversational information retrieval
(IR) has emerged as a new paradigm in IR (Burtsev et al., 2017; Joho et al., 2018), in which natural conversations between humans and computers
are used to satisfy an information need. As for
now, conversational systems are limited to simple conversational interactions (namely, chit-chat
conversations) (Li et al., 2016; Ritter et al., 2011),
closed worlds driven by domain-adapted or slotfilling patterns (Bordes and Weston, 2016; Wang
and Lemon, 2013) (e.g., a travel planning task requiring to book a flight, then a hotel, etc...), or
knowledge-base extraction (e.g., information extraction tasks) (Dhingra et al., 2017).
In contrast, search-oriented conversational systems (SOCS) aim at finding information in

In this work, we propose to bridge these two
lines of work: 1) machine translation to learn the
mapping between information needs expressed
in NL and information needs formulated using
keywords (Song et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2017),
and 2) reinforcement learning to inject the task
objectives within the machine translation model
(Nogueira and Cho, 2017). More particularly,
we propose a two-step model which first learns
the translation model through the supervision of
NL-query pairs and then refines the translation
model using a relevance feedback provided by
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Figure 1: Overview of our reinforcement learning-driven translation model for SOCS

the key-words query as ”sick building syndrome.”,
the expected query will be formulated as follows:
y = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0) .
The objective of our model fθ (with θ being the
parameters of our model) is to estimate the probability p(y|x) of generating the binary vector y
given the NL expression x. Since terms are not
independent within the formulation of NL expressions and queries, it makes sense to consider that
the selection of a word is conditioned by the sequence of decisions taken on previous words y<i .
Thus, P (y|x) could be written as follows:

the search engine. It is worth mentioning that
there does not exist SOCS-oriented dataset that
both aligns users’ information needs in NL with
keyword-based queries and includes a document
collection to perform a retrieval task. To the best
of our knowledge, TREC datasets are the only
ones expressing such constraint, but the number
of NL-query pairs is however limited. To fit with
the issue of dealing with large vocabulary and the
dataset constraint, we frame the translation model
as a word selection one which aims at identifying
which words in the NL expression can be used
to build the query. Our model is evaluated on
two TREC datasets. The obtained results outline
the effectiveness of combining reinforcement
learning with machine translation models.

p(y|x) =

yi ∈y

2.1

p(yi |y<i , x)

(1)

This probability is first learned using a maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) on the basis of
NL-query pairs (Section 2.2). Then, this probability is refined using reinforcement learning techniques (Section 2.3). We end up with the network
architecture used in the translation model.

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 details our translation model. Section 3 presents the evaluation protocol and results
are highlighted in Section 4. The conclusion and
perspectives are discussed in Section 5.

2

Y

2.2

Reinforcement learning-driven
translation model

Supervised translation model: from NL
to queries

The translation model works as a supervised word
selection model aiming at building queries y by
using the vocabulary available in NL expressions
x. To do so, we use a set D of N NL-query pairs
D = {(x1 , y 1 ), ..., (xk , y k ), ..., (xN , y N )}.
The objective of the translation model is to predict whether each word xki in the NL expression xk is included in the expected query y k . In
other words, it consists in predicting the probabilk , xk ) that the ith element ŷ k of
ity p(ŷik = yik |ŷ<i
i
k
vector ŷ is equal to the same element yik in the
original query y k (namely, that ŷik = yik ) given
k and the NL exthe state of previous elements ŷ<i
k
k , xk )
pression x . This probability p(ŷik = yik |ŷ<i
is modeled using a Bernoulli distribution in which
parameters are estimated through the probability
distribution.

Notation and problem formulation

Our reinforcement learning-driven translation
model allows to formulate a user’s information
need x expressed in NL into a keyword-based
query y. The user’s information need x is a sequence of n words (x = x1 , ..., xi , ..., xn ). To
fit with our word selection objective, the query
y is modeled as a binary vector y ∈ {0, 1}n
of size n (namely, the size of the natural language expression x). Each element yj ∈ y equals
to 1 if word xi ∈ x exists in query y and 0
otherwise. For example, if we consider the NL
as ”Identify documents that discuss sick building syndrome or building related illnesses.” and
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Figure 2: Network architecture of our translation model

2.4

Let’s define for a NL-query instance (xk , y k ),
P
k , xk )). The
f(θ,xk ) = yk ∈yk log(p(ŷik = yik |ŷ<i
i
translation model is trained by maximizing the following MLE over the set D of NL-query pairs
(xk , yk ):
LSM T =

X

log(f (θ, xk ))

The model is based on an encoder-decoder building a query q̂ from the input x. Particularly, each
element xi of x is modeled through word embeddings wxi ; resulting in a sequence wx of word embeddings for input x. As shown in Figure 2, the
encoder is a bi-directional LSTM (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) aiming to transform the input sequence wx to its continuous representation
hn . The decoder is composed of a LSTM in which
each word xi is injected to estimate the word selection probability p(yi |y<i , x) using the hidden
vector hn learned in the encoder network and the
current word xi ; leading to estimate probability
p(yi |y<i , xi , hn ).

(2)

(xk ,y k )∈D

2.3

Reinforcement learning

To inject the task objective in the translation
model, we consider that the process of query
building could be enhanced through reinforcement
learning techniques. Therefore, the word selection
could be seen as a sequence of choices of selecting word xt at each time step t. The choices are
rewarded at the end of the selection process by
a metric measuring the effectiveness of the query
building process within a retrieval task. Particularly, the predicted query ŷ obtained from the binary vector ŷ is fed to a retrieval model to rank
documents. For each NL expression x (and accordingly the associated predicted query ŷ), we
dispose of a set Dx of relevant documents (also
called ground truth). We note GT the set of n pairs
(x; Dx ). With this in mind, the effectiveness of
the obtained ranking could be estimated using an
effectiveness-driven metric (e.g., the MAP). Thus,
the reward R for a generated query ŷ given the
relevance feedback pair (x, Dx ) is obtained as follows:
R(ŷ) = M AP (ŷ, Dx )
(3)

3

θ

Protocol design

3.1

Datasets

Since there does not exist yet SOCS-driven
datasets including NL-query pairs, we use TREC
tracks (namely, Robust 2004 and Web 20002001). In these tracks, query topics include
a title, a topic description and a narrative text;
the two latter being formulated in natural language. To build query-NL pairs, we use the title to form the set of keyword queries and the
description for the set of information needs expressed in NL. An example of a query-NL pair is:
Title
Description

At the end of the selection process, the objective
function aims at maximizing the expectation of the
search effectiveness over the predicted queries:
LRL (θ) = arg max E(x;Dx )∈GT [R(ŷ)]

Model architecture

Lewis and Clark expedition
What are some useful sites containing
information about the historic Lewis
and Clark expedition?

This NL-query building process results in 350
pairs in total as presented in Table 1.
We are aware that the use of TREC datasets is
biased in the sense that it does not exactly fit with
the expression of NL information need in the context of conversational systems, but we believe that
the description is enough verbose to evaluate the
impact of our query building model in this ex-

(4)

ŷ∼fθ (x)

where ŷ is given by the translation model fθ (x).
This objective function is maximized using gradient descent techniques (Baxter et al., 1999).
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TREC track
TREC Robust (2004)
TREC Web (2000 2001)

collection
disk4-5
WT10G

pairs
250
100

NL length
15.333
11.47

avg of duplic. word in NL
1.108
0.65

Table 1: Dataset statistics separated per document collections

referring to the projection of queries Q on the vocabulary available in the NL description.
We also compare our model to a random
approach which randomly selects 3 words from x
to build queries (scenario Random).

ploratory work. Further experiments with generated datasets, as done in (Song et al., 2017), will
be carried out in the future.
We also analyze the issue of duplicate words
into TREC descriptions since it can directly impact the query formulation process based on word
selection in the word sequence of TREC descriptions. In practice, this might lead to select several
times the same word to build the query, and, therefore, directly impact the retrieval performance. As
shown in Table 1, the ratio of duplicate words in
TREC descriptions over the whole set of queries
is very low (1.1 duplicate words in average in each
query for TREC Robust and 0.65 for TREC Web).
This suggests that this issue is minor in the used
datasets. We, therefore, decided to skip this issue
for the moment.
3.2

Different variants of our model are also tested:
• SMT which only considers the first component of our model based on a supervised
machine translation approach (Section 2.2).
This variant could be assimilated to the approach proposed in (Song et al., 2017) in
the sense that the machine translation is performed independently of the task objective.
• RL which only considers the reinforcement learning objective function (Section
2.3) without pre-training of the supervised
translation model.

Metrics and baselines

To evaluate our approach, we measure the retrieval
effectiveness of the predicted queries. To do so,
for each predicted query, we run the BM25 model
through an IR system (namely, PyLucene1 ) to
obtain a document ranking. The latter is evaluated
through the MAP metric.

• SMT+RL which is our full model in which
we start by pre-training the model using the
supervised translation model (Section 2.3),
and, then, we inject the reward signal in the
translation probabilities (Section 2.4).
3.3

To show the soundness of our approach
(namely, translating information needs expressed
in NL into queries), we compare our generated
queries to scenario NL feeding the natural language information needs (TREC descriptions in
our protocol) to the IR retrieval system.
Since the objective of our model is to formulate
queries, we also evaluate the effectiveness of original TREC titles (scenario Q). This setting rather
refers to the oracle that our model must reach.
We mentioned that before training the selection
model we transformed each x to its binary representation y based on the presence of the words in
the ground truth query. The dataset being slightly
biased by this binary modeling, we observed that
not all the words existing in the query do exist in
x. To analyze this bias, we also compare our approach with these binary queries (scenario Q bin)
1

Implementation details

To transform each word xi to its vector representation wxi , we use Fasttext 2 (Bojanowski et al.,
2017) pre-trained word embeddings. The encoder
and decoders have one hidden layer with 100 hidden units each.
To train our model, we perform 10-fold crossvalidation. For the SMT+RL model, we start
by a pre-training using the supervised translation
model for 100 iterations. The training is then pursued by 1000 iterations while including the reinforcement learning approach. In the latter, the reward, namely the MAP metric, is estimated over
document rankings obtained by the BM25 model
in PyLucene. We use a minibatch Adam (Kingma
and Ba, 2014) algorithm to pre-train the model and
SGD for the reinforcement learning part. Each update is computed after a minibatch of 12 sentences.
2
https://github.com/facebookresearch/
fastText/

http://lucene.apache.org/pylucene/
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Baseline
NL
Q
Q bin
Random
SMT
RL
SMT+RL

TREC Robust(2004)
MAP
%Chg
0.08925 +15.25% ***
0.09804 +4.92%
0.08847 +16.26% *
0.01808 +468.91% ***
0.06845 +50.27% ***
0.08983 +14.51% ***
0.10286

TREC Web (2000-2001)
MAP
%Chg
0.15913 +12.88% *
0.16543 +8.58%
0.17402 +3.22%
0.04060 +342.44% ***
0.08891 +102.04% ***
0.16474 +9.04%
0.17963

Table 2: Comparative effectiveness analysis of our approach. %Chg: improvement of SMT+RL over

corresponding baselines. Paired t-test significance *: 0.01 < t ≤ 0.05 ; **: 0.001 < t ≤ 0.01 ; ***:
t ≤ 0.001.
NL
what are new methods of producing
steel
what are the advantages and or disadvantages of tooth implant
find documents that discuss the toronto
film festival awards
find documents that give growth rates of
pine trees

Q
steel producing

Q bin
producing steel

implant dentistry

implant

toronto film awards

toronto film awards

where can i find growth
rates for the pine trees

growth rates pine trees

SMT+RL
new methods of producing steel
advantages disadvantages tooth implant
the toronto film festival
awards
growth rates of pine
trees

Table 3: Examples of query formulation for NL queries, the original query Q, the binary version Q bin

of the original query, and our model SMT+RL.

4

Results

sults as the Q and Q bin. Since the objective function of our model is guided by the initial query
Q transformed in a binary vector (Q bin), these
baselines could be considered as oracles. We note
however that our model obtains higher results (improvements from +3.22% to +16.26%) with a
significant difference for the Q bin baseline for
TREC Robust. To get a better understanding to
what extent our generated queries are different
from those used in baselines Q and Q bin, we illustrate in Table 3 some examples. While queries
in Q identify the most important words leading to
an exploratory query (e.g. “steel productions”),
our model SMT+RL provides additional words
that precise which facet of the query is concerned
(e.g., “new methods of...”), and accordingly improves the ranking of documents.

We present here the effectiveness of our approach
aiming at generating queries from users’ information needs expressed in NL. In Table 2, we present
the retrieval effectiveness (regarding the MAP)
of our model and the different baselines (NL,
Q, Q bin, Random, SMT, and RL) described
in section 3.2. From a general point of view,
results highlight that in both datasets, our proposed model SMT+RL outperforms the different
baselines with improvements that are generally
significant, ranging from +3.22% to +468.91%.
More particularly, the effectiveness analysis allows to draw the following statements:
• The overall performance of the compared approaches generally outperforms the retrieval effectiveness of the NL baseline. For instance, on
TREC Robust, queries generated by our model allows to significantly improve the retrieval performance of +15.25% regarding information needs
expressed in NL (MAP: 0.10286 vs. 0.08925).
This result validates the motivation of this work
to formulate queries from NL expressions. This
is relatively intuitive since NL expressions are
verbose by nature and might include non-specific
words willing to inject noise in the retrieval process.
• Our approach SMT+RL provides similar re-

• Our model SMT+RL is significantly higher
than the SMT baseline which converges to a relatively low MAP value (0.06845 and 0.08891 for
TREC Robust and TREC Web, respectively). This
could be explained by the fact that our datasets
are very small (250 and 100 NL-query pairs respectively for TREC Robust and TREC Web) and
that such machine translation approaches are wellknown to be data hungry. Reinforcement learning techniques could be a solution to overpass this
problem since they inject additional information
(namely, the reward) in the network learning.
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• The RL baseline achieves relatively good
retrieval performances. As we can see from TREC
Web, the RL model obtains a MAP of 0.16474
against 0.15913 for the NL baseline. The RL
baseline allows approaching the retrieval performances of baselines Q and Q bin, although it
obtains lower results. This reinforces our intuition
that 1) applying machine translation approaches
should be driven by the task (retrieval task in our
context) and 2) reinforcement learning techniques
provide good strategies to build effective queries.
The latter statement has also been outlined in
previous work (Nogueira and Cho, 2017).

on small datasets (250 and 100 NL-query pairs)
that could be augmented using the evaluation protocol proposed in (Song et al., 2017). In long term,
we plan to adapt our model by totally skipping
the query formulation step and designing retrieval
models dealing with NL expressions.
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Abstract

(e.g. Shriberg et al. 1998), sequence-to-sequence
models (e.g. Vinyals and Le 2015), reinforcement
learning (e.g. Williams and Young 2007) and hybrid approaches (e.g. Bordes et al. 2016). Specifically, in his pioneering work, Weizenbaum (1966)
developed the Eliza chatbot agent for interacting
with patients with mental illness using syntactic
rules. Ritter et al. (2011) learned to respond using phrase-based machine translation from Twitter
conversations. Ji et al. (2014) learned to chit-chat
from pairs of posts and an associated comments
extracted from the Weibo social media platform.
Vinyals and Le (2015) created an IT helpdesk dialog system using an encoder-decoder architecture based on recurrent neural networks. Their
model converses by predicting the next sentence
given the previous sentence or sentences in a conversation. Williams and Young (2007) modeled
a dialog conversation as a partially observable
Markov decision process (POMDP) and used reinforcement learning to optimize a response action
at each time-step by maximizing the cumulative
long-term reward.
In this position paper, we introduce a novel
artificial personal shopper task, where a voicebased dialog system is used to enrich on-line shopping experience by replicating a personal shopping agent in a brick-and-mortar store. In particular, an effective artificial personal shopper would
be able to converse and provide supports for the
customer with information related to any products in the on-line store. Importantly, the assistance has to be personalized to individual customers. For example, in order to correctly answer the question “Is the Bose headphone compatible with my phone?”, an artificial personal shopper has to know (1) what type of phone the customer has or refers to, (2) what is the model of the
‘Bose headphone’, and (3) whether the headphone
is compatible with the customer phone. Table 1

Recent advances in automatic speech recognition lead toward enabling a voice conversation
between a human user and an intelligent virtual assistant. This provides a potential foundation for developing artificial personal shoppers for e-commerce websites, such as Alibaba, Amazon, and eBay. Personal shoppers are
valuable to the on-line shops as they enhance
user engagement and trust by promptly dealing with customers’ questions and concerns.
Developing an artificial personal shopper requires the agent to leverage knowledge about
the customer and products, while interacting
with the customer in a human-like conversation. In this position paper, we motivate and
describe the artificial personal shopper task,
and then address a research agenda for this
task by adapting and advancing existing information retrieval and natural language processing technologies.

1 Introduction
An intelligent virtual assistant, such as Amazon’s
Alexa, Microsoft’s Cortana, Google Assistant and
Apple’s Siri, is essentially a voice-based dialog
system that provides assistance to users for their
daily activities, e.g. making a phone call, checking
weather forecast, setting a reminder, and searching for relevant information (Thomas et al., 2017;
Burtsev et al., 2017).
Several attempts have been made to develop an intelligent dialog agent using different approaches, including rule-based approaches (e.g. Weizenbaum 1966), machine
translation (e.g. Ritter et al. 2011), information retrieval (e.g. Ji et al. 2014), classification
The work describes the authors’ ideas about the artificial
personal shopper task and not of Amazon.
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shows some examples of typical shopping related
questions associated with potential responses.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define the artificial personal shopper task and discuss main information
types required for handling this task. Section 3 describes some of the research challenges raised by
the artificial personal shopper task, and how existing information retrieval (IR) and natural language
processing (NLP) approaches could be applied for
the task. Section 4 provides concluding remarks.

questions, and to answer other customer
questions. In addition, customers can rate reviews and answers of other customers. This
framework of customer generated content
(CGC) complements the official information
provided by the product provider and enables
customers to take better shopping decisions
by letting them learn from other customers’
experience. Moreover, the CGC data can be
used by the artificial shopper assistant for answering subjective questions asking for opinion or advice. For example, the question “Is
iPad good for kids?” should be properly responded by extracting information from the
iPad related reviews which discuss this particular topic. Typically, different opinions are
expected for subjective topics, especially for
the controversial ones, hence the agent’s response should fairly cover the spectrum of
the crowd opinions.

2 Types of Information Needed for the
Personal Shopper Task
In the artificial personal shopper task, an intelligent virtual assistant provides personal shopping
services by conducting a meaningful conversation
with the customers. To achieve this task, we postulate that the personal assistant should be able to
access and leverage three main types of information:
• Product Information: Information about
the products is crucial for providing useful
product-related conversations with the users.
An artificial personal shopper should have
an efficient and effective access to different
forms of information related to each of the
products that are available in the e-commerce
store in order to answer factual questions
about product attributes, functionality, usage,
etc. For example, “Can I wear my Fitbit Alta
in the shower?” is a typical factual question
that can be directly answered based on product information.
• User Information: The user information
such as previous purchases and browsing history are essential for the artificial personal
shopper, as it would enable the inference of
the context of the conversation and hence to
provide a response that is personalized to individual users. For example, for the question
“Is the Bose headphone compatible with my
phone?”, user information would allow the
agent to infer that ‘the Bose headphone’ is
‘a Bose QC35 headphone’ by using search or
browsing history, and ‘my phone’ is ‘iPhone
6 (with iOS 10.3.2)’ according to the purchase history.
• Customer Generated Content: Most online stores encourage customers to review
and rate products, to submit product-related

3 Research Challenges
In this section, we introduce research challenges
(RCs) regarding how to handle the artificial
personal shopper task. In addition, we discuss
related work in IR and NLP that could be explored
to tackle each of the research challenges.
RC1: How to process a voice utterance?
Advances in automatic speech recognition
(ASR), especially with neural networks (e.g.
Battenberg et al. 2017), enable an effective automatic transcription from voice to text utterances.
Voice interaction opens many opportunity for
search-based systems as users tend to provide
more detailed questions as well as much more
feedback for the search results (Guy, 2016). On
the other hand, background noise, cross-talks,
different accents, etc., cause many ASR errors.
High-accuracy ASR is crucial for this task, as a
small error could lead to an incomprehensible or
misinterpreted transcribed utterance. Since the
ASR technology is not perfect, a robust approach
that provides a highly precise response for a noisy
utterance is an important research challenge that
has to be investigated.
RC2: How to identify relevant response
source(s) for a given utterance?
The optimal information sources for response
generation should be identified according to the
41

Utterance
Is my S8 unlocked?
What is the best Kindle to buy?
Tell me about Echo Dot.
What is the best deal for Instant Pot?
Should I buy Galaxy S9 or iPhone 8?
Is iPad good for kids?
Does Anova Sous Vide make a lot of
noise?
Is the Bose headphone compatible with
my phone?
I like this pair of Nike shoes.

Potential Response
Yes, your Samsung Galaxy S8 is unlocked and can be used
with any valid SIM card.
Kindle PaperWhite is the top high-rated Kindle.
Echo Dot is a smart speaker developed by Amazon ...
Instant Pot DUO60 is currently 30% off.
Galaxy S9 has got higher ratings than iPhone 8 ...
80% of our customers find that iPad 2017 is not good for
kids, while 20% thought it is.
95% of our customers say that Anova Sous Vide is very
silent in comparison with other products they have.
Bose QC35 headphone cannot be used with your iPhone 6.
Good choice. They are the top rating running shoes and
match well with the running kit in your shopping cart.

Table 1: Examples of shopping related questions and potential responses from an artificial personal shopper.

utterance characteristics and type. For example,
factoid questions should be better answered by the
product source while advice questions should be
answered by customer generated content. Identifying the proper response sources for a given utterance can be casted as a text categorization task that
aims to label a natural language text with a category (or categories) in a pre-defined taxonomy of
response sources.

sation. Many existing techniques can be used to
identify key phrases in a given text (e.g. Hulth
2003; Limsopatham and Collier 2016). However,
existing key phrase extraction technologies were
developed mainly for the general domain, such
as websites or newswires, while limited work
has been done in the product domain and in the
noisy voice transcription domain. For example,
an emphasis in the voice signal might be an
indicator of a key-phrase. Hence, it is important
to investigate into adapting existing approaches,
and developing new domain specific approaches,
to effectively extract key phrases from utterances
for the artificial personal shopper task.

While text categorization (or text classification)
has been well-studied in the field of NLP and IR
(e.g. Kim et al. 2018; Sebastiani 2002), it would
be an interesting research challenge to develop
a novel classifier and a set of features that could
identify a relevant response source effectively,
while minimizing the risk of missing relevant
sources for the product domain. Another interesting challenge is how to optimally aggregate the
results from different sources. For example, the
quality of a question-answer pair can be evaluated
according to the support it gets from related
customer reviews (McAuley and Yang, 2016).

RC4: How to infer which product/entity the
user refers to?
Another challenge of an artificial personal
shopper is to infer which product or entity the
user refers to. This is different from the traditional
entity resolution task (e.g. Leidner et al. 2003)
that mainly identify or match relevant entities
in a pre-define ontology within the text. In
the setting of an artificial personal shopper the
entity resolution task is more complex since
personalized information must be taken into
consideration. For example, as already has been
shown in Section 2, for the question “Is the Bose
headphone compatible with my phone?”, the
system needs to infer that ‘Bose headphone’ is
‘a Bose QC35 headphone’ and ‘my phone’ is
‘iPhone 6 (with iOS 10.3.2)’, by using information from different sources, including browsing

RC3: How to identify key phrases in a user utterance?
Previous work (e.g. Limsopatham et al. 2014)
showed that only a few key terms or key phrases
from a natural language query contribute significantly to the quality of the search results. For
an artificial personal shopper, these key phrases
in the user utterance are mainly the discussed
products and their attributes which must be
identified in order to support an effective conver42

history, purchase history, and the question itself.
This would be an interesting area of research
that needs to incorporate co-reference resolution
and anaphora resolution for grounding personal
shopper products/entities.

provide their subjective views of the system’s performance.
Another
possible
evaluation
paradigm
is based on n-gram similarities, such as
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin,
2004), which are typically used for machine translation and text summarization tasks. Within this
paradigm, a dialog system is evaluated based on
the overlap between an n-gram set of its response
and that of the ground truth (Papineni et al., 2002;
Lin, 2004).
In contrast, question-answering evaluation
has been studied extensively (Voorhees and Tice,
2000; Rajpurkar et al., 2016). However, these
studies mainly focused on factoid questions. The
TREC’s LiveQA track (Agichtein et al., 2015)
evaluated the ability of a QA system to answer
complex Yahoo Answers questions in real time.
Human editors judged the answer quality. In general, automatic answers quality was far from being
satisfiable, compared to human answers.
Nevertheless, responses from an artificial personal shopper have to be conversational. Therefore, how to evaluate the responses based on the
criteria of both the relevance toward the user’s information needs and the replication of a humanlike conversation would be an interesting research
challenge.

RC5: How to generate a natural language response?
Assuming that we could retrieve a piece of information that is relevant to the user utterance, the
next major challenge is to generate a friendly conversational response that contains the relevant information as part of the continues dialog. Such a
response should be comprehensive and complete
while still concise and short. Several approaches
could be investigated and extended for the task,
including snippet generation (Turpin et al., 2007),
text summarization (Spärck Jones, 2007) and natural language text generation (Wen et al., 2015).
Nevertheless, a response from a snippet generation
technique (Turpin et al., 2007) may be informational but non-conversational, while on the other
hand, a response from a language generation technique (Wen et al., 2015) would be conversational
but may not answer properly the user question.
Therefore, an effective approach for generating informative and conversational responses is an interesting and open research challenge.
Another interesting aspect of this challenge is
generating a multi-facet answer to a subjective
question that represents the crowd’s multi opinions respectfully and truthfully. In contrast to
factoid questions, subjective questions can have
many valid answers since there is no absolute
ground truth. A multi-aspect answer shall cover
the distribution of the crowd opinions over the
answer aspect space. The final answer should represent the selected aspects with their accumulated
sentiment as reflected in the CGC data.

4 Conclusions
We have introduced the personal shopper task for
an intelligent virtual assistant, where the goal is
to develop novel technologies to aid on-line voice
shopping. In particular, we highlighted challenges
of developing such a system and discussed how
existing IR and NLP techniques could be adapted
and extended to deal with challenges of the task.
Achieving this task would pave a way for intelligent virtual assistants to perform more complex
tasks in conversational search, and stimulate further research.

RC6: How to evaluate an end-to-end personal
shopper system?
The evaluation of conversational agents is a research area that has not attracted much attention
by the research community. Goh et al. (2007) discusses the inappropriateness of existing IR measures for response quality evaluation, and calls for
new standard measures and related considerations.
Radziwill and Benton (2017) presents a literature
review of quality issues with chatbots. Most evaluation approaches rely on having human evaluators
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Abstract

from successful task completion, only at the last
turn.
It is inevitable for practical scalability to use
sparse reward functions, because designing complicated and dense reward criteria over multiple
turns involves domain knowledge and human annotators to evaluate dialogue history of large size.
In particular, our aim is to train dialogue policy
agents that cannot obtain positive rewards until the
last turn.
While general and scalable frameworks of task
completion dialogue management have been proposed recently, these frameworks still have had
reward sparseness problem. Li et al. (2017) proposed a general neural dialogue framework which
has scalability and features to solve information
retrieval tasks (TC-Bot), which extended a previous work on information retrieval dialogue system
(called KB-Info-Bot) to access external knowledge base (Dhingra et al., 2017). While they firstly
proposed a robust end-to-end modularized neural
dialogue system with separated and independently
trainable modules, which are natural language understanding, dialogue management, and natural
language generation, difficulty in reinforcement
learning with sparse rewards still remains for their
learning method with deep Q-networks (DQN).
In this paper, we propose curriculum learning
based on reward sparseness of user goals, and
agents using progressive neural networks (Rusu
et al., 2016a) to improve the curriculum learning.
Our contribution is two-fold. First, our curriculum learning makes it possible to learn sets of user
goals with large number of slots for which TCBot failed to learn. As the simulation epoch increases, the minimum number of slots that user
goals contain increases.(See an overview in Figure 1) For example, the minimum number of slots
is two for the first 200 simulation epochs, and is
four for the next 200 ones, and agents are finally

Learning from sparse and delayed reward is
a central issue in reinforcement learning. In
this paper, to tackle reward sparseness problem of task oriented dialogue management,
we propose a curriculum based approach on
the number of slots of user goals. This curriculum makes it possible to learn dialogue
management for sets of user goals with large
number of slots. We also propose a dialogue
policy based on progressive neural networks
whose modules with parameters are appended
with previous parameters fixed as the curriculum proceeds, and this policy improves performances over the one with single set of parameters.

1

Introduction

Learning in environments that give agents sparse
and delayed reward is still a central research issue in reinforcement learning, while there are remarkable successes of deep reinforcement learning methods(Mnih et al., 2016; Bellemare et al.,
2016; Ostrovski et al., 2017; Vezhnevets et al.,
2017; Riedmiller et al., 2018).
The problem on sparse and delayed reward appears in reinforcement learning for task oriented
dialogue agents. Contrary to single turn interactions such as chit-chat or question answering (Serban et al., 2016; Li et al., 2016), task oriented dialogue agents often are required to retrieve information from external knowledge bases and to learn
the way how the agent reasons with progression
of dialogue tasks over multiple dialog turns(Young
et al., 2013; Williams et al., 2017). This long term
process, however, makes it difficult for Markov
Decision Process to identify the part of an action
sequence that affects progress of dialogue tasks
over multiple turns. Thus, typical agents must
decide from a positive reward, which is obtained
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trained with user goals that contains at least 10
slots. In other words, the more simulation epoch
proceeds, the more sparse reward is obtained from
environments. There are two practical advantages
of this curriculum: (1) our curriculum is domain
free and (2) curriculum data preparation is easy
because our curriculum only depends on the number of slots of user goals.
Second, the proposed application of progressive neural networks improves knowledge transfer from models trained for easier curriculum
data to models trained for harder one. Progressive neural networks have multiple columns with
weight parameters. At first a progressive neural network has single column to be trained, then
another column is appended with new parameter set. All parameters of previous columns are
frozen when appended column is training, and the
appended columns can exploit information from
frozen columns. Our aim is to apply this progressive freezing mechanism to exploit information of
the parameters that are trained with easier user
goals of our curriculum, when the latest appended
column is in training with harder user goals. This
progressive exploitation is expected to overcome
the difficulty in the setting that agents start reinforcement learning with the hardest user goals.

proposed in (Bordes et al., 2017; Wen et al., 2017),
they come with the uncertainty of model performance for unknown data of interactions with humans. (Dhingra et al., 2017) proposed Reinforcement Learning dialog agent for learning the way
how to access information of external knowledge
base.
Progressive Neural Networks Originally, the
notion of progressive neural networks is proposed
in the research to transfer learning across multiple tasks and foreknowledge task similarity (Rusu
et al., 2016a). Comparing with the original use
of progressive neural networks, in our application,
each column is not necessary to be trained until convergence, that is, our purpose is to provide
the last column supplemental information, which
is transfered from parameter weights obtained in
environments with more dense reward. An application in robotic manipulations show, the way
to adopt models that are trained in 3D simulation
environments to real world physical environments
(Rusu et al., 2016b). Similar to the approach of
this paper, they tried to avoid designing complicated reward functions for application settings in
real world.
Curriculum Learning The first proposition of
the concept of curriculum learning is in (Bengio
et al., 2009). While their curriculum data sets are
based on complexity of shapes and graduation of
colors to train image recognition models and the
vocabulary size to train language models, our proposed curriculum data is based on the number of
slots of user goals to solve goal oriented dialogue
tasks and yields a kind of sub tasks that we can
regard filling one slot as a sub task of filling two
or more slots. The curriculum data set used in our
experiment was created from slot types and their
values of the movie search data set in (Li et al.,
2017). The proposed method trains progressive
neural networks to transfer knowledge across sets
of user goals, and a theoretical relationship between transfer learning and curriculum learning is
studied in (Weinshall et al., 2018).
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Figure 1: Overview of the way how to switch user

goals.

2

Related Work

Task Oriented Dialogue One of the most popular models to learn task oriented (or goal oriented) dialogue is Partially Observable Markov
Decision Process(POMDP) (Young et al., 2013;
Verena Rieser,, 2010; Gasic et al., 2013). Another line of research is end-to-end neural modeling (Serban et al., 2016; Williams and Zweig,
2016; Liu and Lane, 2017a,b; Liu et al., 2018).
While methods based on supervised learning are

3

Reinforcement Learning for Task
Completion Dialogue Management

Task Completion Dialogue
Task completion dialogue management contains
the following elements: user goals, task completed
status, user simulators. These elements constitute
reinforcement learning environments. More spe47

been successful, and a negative reward −2Tmax is
given for the failed status, where Tmax is the maximum number of dialogue turns. We note that each
of agent and user can send an utterance at most a
half of Tmax times. Additionally, for each turn,
the negative reward −1 is given to the agents.
Finally, we describe the way to update deep Qnetworks and a note on initialization of experience
replay memory (ERM). Updates of Q-networks
are performed with Bellman Equation and Mean
Squared Error(MSE). An experience replay memory stores the transitions of agents. During initial experience, to avoid the cold start problem,
agents use rule based policy, which essentially request each slot type, and stores the transitions obtained by this rule based policy. Then, agents start
the training phase of deep Q-learning. Once DQN
agent’s performance on success rate overtakes rule
based policy, ERM is set to an empty list.

cific descriptions are as follows.
User goals: User goals contain two kinds of information : (1) pairs of slots and the values that
users want to inform to systems as a constraint
of items to be retrieved from knowledge base and
(2) slots whose values are unknown for agents but
they want to obtain the values of these slots.
Definition of task completed status: The dialogues between agents and users is defined as successful, if only if agents have proposed the slots
and values based on retrieved information from
knowledge base such that the following two conditions are satisfied: (1) these slots and values satisfy
the constraints of user goals and (2) proposed slot
types are requested in user goals.
User simulators: User simulators send a dialogue
act, which provides a representation of the hidden
semantics of a user utterance. There are two kinds
of dialogue acts: (1) ones depending on slot types
act like inform or request whose example is represented as a pair (inf orm, movie name) and (2)
ones independent of them such as greeting or completing the task etc.

4

Proposed Methods

Curriculum of User Goals
In here, we describe our curriculum of user goals.
The purpose of this curriculum is to investigate
the performance of dialogue management for the
set in which only user goals with large number of
slots are contained. Four sets of user goals were
prepared. The minimum number of slots for each
user goal set is showed in Table 1.

Reinforcement Learning Agents and
Environments
In here, we provide an explanation on actions of
agents and state representations and reward functions which constitute Markov reward models of
task completion dialogue management.
Agents’ actions: Actions of reinforcement learning agents are dialogue acts and each dialogue act
has at most one slot. The number of actions, which
is also the dimensionality of action vectors, is the
sum of the following: the number of inform slots,
the number of request slots, and the number of actions that are independent on slot types.
State representations: State representations that
agents can observe contain multiple kinds of vectors. These vectors include binary vectors representing subsets of inform slots or request slots, and
include one-hot vectors representing current turn
number. These vectors are necessary for agents
to recognize progress of dialogue tasks. The state
representation also contains information from external knowledge base such as lists of items in
knowledge base that satisfy the users’ requests and
the sizes of these lists. State representations at
time t also contain one-hot vectors of the agent’s
action at time t − 1.
Reward functions: A large positive reward
2Tmax is given to agents if dialogue status have

Set
A
B
C
D

inf
1
2
3
6

req
1
2
3
2

all
2
4
6
8

Table 1: The minimum number of slots for each

user goal set. The three labels inf, req, all respectively correspond to the number of inform slots,
request slots, and all slots.
Step
1
2
3
4

Range
0-199
200-399
400-599
600-1200

User Goal Set
A∪B∪C ∪D
B∪C ∪D
C ∪D
D

Table 2: Set of user goals selected in each sim-

ulation epoch range of our curriculum. The sets
A,B,C,and D are defined in Table 1
The pairs of the ranges of simulation epochs and
the corresponding set of user goals are showed in
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inform slots
request slots

slot type
city
theater

value
Seattle
Unknown

sets of user goals.
Step1
Step4
Step2
Step3
Sim Epoch
Sim Epoch
Sim Epoch
Sim Epoch
From 0 to 199 From 200 to 399 From 400 to 599 From 600 to 1200

Table 3: An example of easy user goals in Step 1.
out

Users can obtain one of many names of theaters in
Seattle.

inform slots

request slots

slot type
starttime
genre
date
actor
city
theater
moviename

out

out

a
hidden

value
19:00
history
August 31
Tom Hanks
Seattle
Unknown
Unknown

a

hidden

a
hidden

Column

Column

out

hidden

Column

Column

state

Figure 2: Training Process via Progressive Nets:

As the curriculum step increases, new columns are
appended. Green modules represent adaptors.

Table 4: An example of hard user goals in Step 4.

Progressive Neural Dialogue Policy

Users can obtain a name of movie The post and a
name of theater Admiral Theater for moviename
slot and theater slot, respectively.

In here, we describe the notion of progressive neural networks and its applications to our
setting (See Figure 2 for an overview). We
define feature vectors of frozen columns as
(<k)
(1)
(2)
(k−1)
hi−1 = [hi−1 ; hi−1 ; ...; hi−1 ] of dimensional-

Table 2. We consider the difficulty of sets of user
goals as follows: the less slots a set of user goals
contains, the easier the set of user goals is. In our
curriculum, at first, a user goal is randomly sampled from the union of all sets of user goals defined
in Table 1. Then, as the step proceeds to the next
one, the easiest set of user goals is removed from
the union.Thus, at last, the set D which contains
only hardest user goals is used for simulation. Examples of user goals are showed in Table 3 and
Table 4.
We note that our curriculum training method
takes into account the possibly varying order of
slots during training, because agents must fill all
slots which users have informed with an arbitrary
order in our experiments.
There are two remarks of our curriculum. First,
the longest dialog episodes with no redundant
agent’s action are yielded from the set D. That
is, the proposed training process does not concatenate dialogs from different sets as training goes on.
Second, each of four sets of user goals in Table 1
has a variety of types of slots, because each set of
user goals was created by choosing random pairs
of slot type and its value.
Thus, the proposed curriculum can be created
from all kinds of data sets of user goals for task
completion dialogue based on slot filling, and the
proposed training process does not depend on data

(<k)

ity ni−1 , where the symbol ; denotes concatenating. Progressive networks have lateral connections through which we leverage prior knowledge
to previously learned features and they have their
own activation functions. Before feeding the lateral activations into linear layer, we multiply them
by a trainable scalar called scaling factor, initialized by a random small value to adopt for the
different scales of the different inputs. The hidden layer of the non-linear adapter is a projection onto an ni dimensional subspace. We denote
(k)
Wi ∈ Rni ×ni−1 as the weight matrix of layer i
of column k, and denote U (k:j) ∈ Rni ×ni−1 as the
lateral connections from layer i − 1 of column j,
to layer i of column k and h0 is the network input.
Thus, the output of the i-th layer of k-th column
is:
(k)

hi

(k) (k)

(k:j)

= σ(Wi hi−1 + Ui
(k:j)

(k:j) (<k) (k)
αi−1 hi−1 ))

σ(Vi

(<k)

, where Vi
is the projection matrix and αi−1
is the scaling factor, σ is ReLU function, and bias
terms are omitted. In our curriculum learning, an
agent has a deep Q-network represented as a progressive neural network, and new column is appended when the step in Table 2 is count up. In
our settings, the number of hidden layers is one,
and its size of units is 80.
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5

Experiments

Reinforcement Learning Environments and
Data Set The curriculum data of user goals for the
experiments was created from the movie searching data set used in (Li et al., 2017). The same
reinforcement learning environment and user simulator in (Li et al., 2017) was used for the experiments.
User Simulator In our experiments, user simulators try to let dialogue agents fill slots which users
have informed. The simulators also inform values
of slots which users have requested as constraints
to retrieve values from a data base. If the simulators have a slot type which they have not informed yet, they also inform its value. The simulators inform the value I don’t care if agents have
requested values of a slot type which is not contained in inform slots of user goals. For example,
the simulators with the user goal showed in Table 4 send the message I don’t care, when agents
have requested the value of slot type price, because price slot type is not contained in inform
slots in Table 4.
Setup of Experiments RMSprop was used as the
optimizer. The hyper parameters of the optimizer
were set to the following values: the learning rate,
the decay rate and the momentum were, 0.001,
0.999, and 0.1, respectively. With the way similar to (Li et al., 2017), the error control model that
has two kinds of errors: slot level and intent level
was used. In the experiment, slot level and intent
level correspond to the case where the slot name
is correctly recognized but the slot value is wrong
and the case where a dialogue act itself is wrongfully recognized, respectively. For each simulation
epoch there are 100 episodes of dialogue between
users and agents. In each episode of dialogue, a
user can send an utterance at most a half of Tmax
times and an agent can perform in the same way.
Results The success rate (moving average with
window of size 7) of each simulation epoch is
shown in Figure 3. This figure shows that progressive neural network can make learning faster,
noting that agents were trained for the set D in
Table 1 for simulation epoch more than 600. The
simulation in which agents are trained with only
the user goal set D for all simulation epochs was
also executed. The success rates for this hardest
simulation were 0.0 for all simulation epochs and
for all of six error settings (omitted in Figure 3). In
particular, for the success rates in 3b and 3c, pro-

(a) s:0.05, i:0.0

(b) s:0.05, i:0.1

(c) s:0.10, i:0.0

(d) s:0.10, i:0.1

(e) s:0.15, i:0.0

(f) s:0.15, i:0.1

Figure 3: For slot level error  and intent level

error δ, the caption of each figure is written as
s:,i:δ. Blue lines correspond to curriculum learning deep-Q-networks, and Orange lines correspond to progressive neural network models.
gressive neural networks improve the performance
for all simulation epoch ranges in Table 2, while
the success rates for progressive networks drop at
switching epochs(200, 400, 600).

6

Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a curriculum on reward
sparseness of user goals to tackle reward sparseness problem in reinforcement learning for task
completion dialogue management, and this curriculum makes it possible to learn via reinforcement learning of dialogue management task using
user goals with large number of slots. We also propose a method based on progressive neural networks to improve learning performance. Experiments show that progressive neural networks enhance the curriculum reinforcement learning.
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Abstract

points, it is unclear whether these models can optimally benefit from them. Therefore, data augmentation and its efficient use becomes an important problem. Our main contribution is that
we investigated new ways to manipulate chat data
and neural model architectures to improve performance. To our knowledge, we are the first to evaluate data augmentation on different types of neural
conversation models over multiple domains and
languages.

Data augmentation seeks to manipulate the
available data for training to improve the generalization ability of models. We investigate
two data augmentation proxies, permutation
and flipping, for neural dialog response selection task on various models over multiple
datasets, including both Chinese and English
languages. Different from standard data augmentation techniques, our method combines
the original and synthesized data for prediction. Empirical results show that our approach
can gain 1 to 3 recall-at-1 points over baseline
models in both full-scale and small-scale settings.

1

2

Data Augmentation

Recent studies (Adi et al., 2016; Khandelwal et al.,
2018) have shown that recurrent neural networks
(RNN), especially long-short term memory networks (LSTM), are sensitive to word order when
encoding contextual information. However, for
the response selection task, it is so far unclear to
what extent word order is important. This problem
is perplexed by the following language phenomena we observed from existing chat data:

Introduction

Building machines that are capable of conversing
like humans is one of the primary goals of artificial
intelligence. Extensive manual labor is typically
required by traditional rule-based systems, limiting the scalability of such systems across multiple
domains. With the success of machine learning,
the quest of building data-driven dialog systems
has come into focus over the past few years (Ritter
et al., 2011). Existing approaches in this area can
be categorized into generation-based methods and
retrieval-based methods. While generation-based
methods are still far from reliably generating informative responses, retrieval-based methods have
the advantage of fluency and groundedness, since
they select responses from existing data. We concentrate on retrieval-based methods in this paper,
though we believe the proposed techniques could
also improve generation-based models.
While current state-of-the-art results for dialog
models are achieved by deep learning approaches,
the performance of neural models largely depends
on the amount of training data. However, acquiring conversational data can be difficult at times.
On the other hand, even with thousands of data

1. Broken continuity. Simultaneous conversations happen in multi-party dialogs (Elsner
and Charniak, 2008) very often, resulting in
some utterances not responding to their immediately preceding ones. Even in conversations between only two people, continuity
may still break due to one person switch topic
before the other responds. See Table 1 for examples.
2. Mixed turn-taking behavior. People can give
multiple utterances before the other respond.
Usually, these consecutive messages from
same person form arguments that are in parallel (by ’argument’ we mean text spans that
form discourse relations with each other),
and their orderings are not that important. We
found this to be very common in online live
chats. See Table 2 for examples.
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Example:

Example 1:
Old
Kuja
Taru
Burner
Kuja

Wizard

I dont run graphical ubuntu,
I run ubuntu server.
Haha sucker.
?
you can use ”ps ax” and ”kill (PID#)”
Anyways, you made the changes
right?

Customer

Wizard

Example 2:
Customer
Customer
Agent
Agent

在(there) 吗(?)
看看(look at) 此(this) 款(one)
在的(I’m here) 亲(dear)
亲(dear)，请(please) 发(send)
链接(link)

Table 3: Example chat snippets from Frames. The first
message has two sentences. The second message is a
conditional complex sentence.

Example 2 of Table 1 after Permutation:
Customer
Agent
Customer
Agent

Table 1: Example chat snippets for broken continuity.
The first example is from (Lowe et al., 2015). Burner’s
message is responding to Old, and Kuja’s last message is replying to Taru. The second example is from
Taobao, where the third message is responding to the
first message, and the fourth message to the second
message.

Customer A
Agent

Customer A
这(this) 款(one) 我(I) 穿(wear)
什么(what) 码(size)
160高(tall)，107 斤(0.5kg)
重(heavy)
亲(dear) 如果(if) 喜欢(like)
宽松(loose) 点的就(then)
可以(can) 选(choose) L 哦

Customer A
Agent

Agent

160高(tall)，107 斤(0.5kg)
重(heavy)
这(this) 款(one) 我(I) 穿(wear)
什么(what) 码(size)
亲(dear) 如果(if) 喜欢(like)
宽松(loose) 点的就(then)
可以(can) 选(choose) L 哦

Example of Table 3 after Flipping:

Example 2:
Customer B
Customer B
Customer B

在(there) 吗(?)
在的(I’m here) 亲(dear)
看看(look at) 此(this) 款(one)
亲(dear)，请(please) 发(send)
链接(link)

Example 1 of Table 2 after Permutation:

Example 1:
Customer A

Sorry, I cannot find any trips
leaving from Gotham City. Could
you suggest another nearby
departure city?
Would any packages to Mos Eisley
be available, if I increase my
budget to $2500?
There are no trips available to
Mos Eisley.

Wizard

158cm
63kg
穿(wear) 什么(what) 码(size)
的合适(fit)
亲(dear) 根据(based on)
亲的(your) 数据(data)，
建议(suggest) 穿(wear)
L 码(size)

Customer

Wizard

Could you suggest another nearby
departure city? Sorry, I cannot find
any trips leaving from Gotham City.
if I increase my budget to $2500,
Would any packages to Mos Eisley
be available?
There are no trips available to Mos
Eisley.

Table 4: Results of proposed transformations on previous examples. In the first and second examples, the
two messages right before the last agent’s response are
permuted. In the third example, the first message is
flipped, splitting at the period; the second messages is
separated at the comma and flipped.

Table 2: Example chat snippets for mixed turn-taking
from Taobao. The question for recommendation and its
relevant information (height and weight) can be communicated through different number of utterances in
arbitrary order.
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ers a wide range of topics, hence open-domain in
nature.
Frames dataset was collected by (Asri et al.,
2017) in wizard-of-oz setting. The chats are about
booking flight. The wizard has access to database
to answer domain-specific questions. Unlike the
datasets mentioned above, the conversations of
Frames are highly controlled so that the language
is perfect and the chats have perfect turn exchanges.

3. Long utterances. Some utterances contain
multiple sentences. Some are single compound sentence with multiple clauses. See
Table 3 for examples.
To summarize, the critical information for responding, which can be either a single word,
phrase, or a full sentence, may have varying relative positions in the context. Therefore, we hypothesize that there exist alternative orderings of
utterances and intra-utterance arguments in chat
data that can help selecting responses, given recurrent neural models’ sensitivity to word order. In
this paper, our main goal is to seek improvement
by creating variations in the ordering of utterances
and arguments. We aim for generic methods, bypassing the need of discourse and syntactic parsing
as an intermediate step. With the fact that online
chats are typically noisy with spelling errors and
ungrammaticality, a relative lack of precision may
actually help. We therefore propose the following
ways to manipulate chat data:
Permutation is simply reversing the order of
any two messages in the context. This may help
recover the continuity or create alternative ordering of parallel arguments.
Flipping breaks an utterance into two parts, and
concatenate them in their reversed order. The
break point is the punctuation that is closest to the
middle of the utterance if there is any. Otherwise,
we break the utterance at the middle.
As illustrated in Table 4, the proposed transformations neither change the implication of the contexts nor the appropriateness of the responses.

3

4
4.1

Methodology
Model Overview

We first give a high level abstraction of the neural models we will be investigating. Given context
and candidate responses, the models score each
candidate and the one with the highest score is selected. The models are trained by maximizing the
likelihood of labels. To build training data, one
negative example is sampled from the corpus for
each pair of context and true response. We group
the models into the following two categories:
Dual-Encoder Model (DE) As first proposed
in (Lowe et al., 2015), DE models encode context
m and response r into v(m) ∈ Rl , v(r) ∈ Rm ,
respectively. Then
P (r | m) = σ(v(m)T M v(r))
where σ is the sigmoid function, M ∈ Rl×m . In
this paper, response encoder is LSTM. We consider two choices of context encoder: one is wordlevel LSTM encoder only (LSTM-DE), which
takes concatenated messages as input. The other
one is hierarchical recurrent encoder (HRE-DE).
For HRE, we encode each message with an LSTM
word-level encoder, and then feed the last hidden
states from the word-level encoder to an utterancelevel encoder, which is also an LSTM. We concatenate the last hidden state of the utterance-level
encoder to that of word-level encoder on concatenated messages as final context encoding. Note
that HRE-DE is a simplified version of the model
in (Zhou et al., 2016).
Sequential Matching Network (SMN) Unlike
DE models, SMN finds the affinity between context messages and responses as a first step (Wu
et al., 2016). Given messages mk where k =
1, ..., n and response r, SMN first extract feature
u(mk , r) ∈ Rp of how related the two utterances
are, and then accumulate these features with an

Data

We describe four datasets that we will be using to
evaluate our proposed methods:
Taobao chat log was collected by a vendor of
pajamas between 2013 and 2015. The conversations took place on Taobao, one of the largest
Chinese e-commerce websites. The website allows two-way conversations between customers
and agents in individual sessions.
Ubuntu dialog corpus (Lowe et al., 2015) is the
first large dataset of online chats made available.
It contains multi-party chat logs from Ubuntu chat
room where people help each other to solve technical problems related to Ubuntu.
Douban conversation corpus is a collection of
web forum post discussions from Douban, a Chinese internet community (Wu et al., 2016). It cov54

Ubuntu
Taobao
Douban
Frames

Language
English
Chinese
Chinese
English

Medium
Chat Room
Chat Room
Web Forum
Chat Room

Style
Noisy
Noisy
Noisy
Controlled

Domain
Task
Task
Open
Task

Size (Train)
1M
0.9M
1M
11k

Vocabulary
400k
90k
300k
9k

Table 5: Comparison of four dialog corpora

5

RNN:

5.1

v(m, r) = RN N (u(mk , r)), k = 1, ..., n

Setup

We evaluate our method on the datasets mentioned
in Section 3. For the Ubuntu dataset, we use the
version shared by (Xu et al., 2016). For Douban,
we discard the test set provided by the authors
since the responses are not from the same domain,
and re-split training set. Negative responses are
randomly sampled. For Frames, we select negative responses from those that have different slot
types and values from true responses. We also
conduct an experiment with smaller amount of
training data on the three large datasets, Ubuntu,
Douban, and Taobao, in which 1% of the training
set are randomly selected for training. Following
(Lowe et al., 2015), we evaluate the model performance with recall-at-1, following previous work.
We experiment with two types of permutation:
the first one is permuting the last and the penultimate message in contexts, and the second one is
permuting the penultimate with the third to last
message. We only do the first type of permutation for SMN since SMN seems to be insensitive
to permutation. We flip all messages in contexts
and responses for SMN, and only flip context messages for DE models.

P (r | m) = σ(wT v(m, r))

where v(m, r), w ∈ Rq .
4.2

Experiments

Combining Transformed Data

Let πi be the applicable transformations including
the identity. For context m and response r, let
mi = πi (m), rj = πj (r). For DE models, we
use the same encoder for m, r to encode mi , rj .
Then we combine the encodings and predict by
X
P (r | m) = σ(
v(mi )T Mij v(rj ))
i,j

where Mij ∈ Rl×m . Similarly, for SMN, the predicted score is
X
T
P (r | m) = σ(
wi,j
v(mi , rj ))
i,j

where wi,j ∈ Rq . Please note that this score function allows augmentations to be done at test time
for prediction. Additionally, we inject squared distance between the encodings of the original data
and the transformed data in order to enforce models to learn similar representations for them. We
are assuming that the transformation should not
drastically change the meanings of contexts and
responses even though they are not exactly labelpreserving. Empirically we found adding this regularization term actually helps. The training loss
for DE models becomes
X
X
(− log P (r | m) + t(
kv(mi ) − v(m)k2

5.2

Training

We initialize word embeddings using the results
of word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013) trained on
the whole corpus. The size of word embeddings
is 300 for LSTM-DE and HRE-DE, and 200 for
SMN. For LSTM-DE and HRE-DE, each LSTM
layer has hidden size of 300. We use the same
i
(m,r)
X
hyper-parameters for SMN as in (Wu et al., 2016).
+
kv(rj ) − v(r)k2 )
All models are trained with Adam optimizer with
j
learning rate of 0.001. We use early stopping
and the one for SMN becomes
to choose parameters. For experiments on small
X
X
training sets (including Frames), we additionally
(− log P (r | m)+t(
kv(mi , rj )−v(m, j)k2 )
apply dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) with rate
i,j
(m,r)
0.5 to all recurrent layers. As a side note, we find
that dropout does not affect the result in any sigwhere t is a hyper-parameter. We tuned it on the
nificant way under full-scale setting.
validation set in [0.01, 0.1].
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LSTM-DE
+ permutation 1
+ permutation 2
+ flipping
HRE-DE
+ permutation 1
+ permutation 2
+ flipping
SMN
+ permutation 1
+ flipping

Ubuntu
100%
1%
0.6546 0.3470
0.6773 0.3723
0.6854 0.3685
0.6853 0.3778
0.6729 0.3654
0.6817 0.3650
0.6786 0.3713
0.6920 0.3688
0.7050 0.4771
0.7066 0.4749
0.7156 0.4893

Taobao
100%
1%
0.8446 0.4862
0.8685 0.5037
0.8693 0.5071
0.8669 0.5201
0.8728 0.5085
0.8732 0.5053
0.8787 0.5207
0.8828 0.5147
0.8194 0.5312
0.8171 0.5302
0.8231 0.5387

Douban
100%
1%
0.6193 0.3301
0.6402 0.3503
0.6469 0.3444
0.6430 0.3369
0.6443 0.3350
0.6401 0.3423
0.6430 0.3395
0.6542 0.3523
0.6700 0.4662
0.6747 0.4669
0.6800 0.4876

Frames
100%
0.3941
0.3973
0.4122
0.4209
0.4436
0.4339
0.4518
0.4564
0.4055
0.4023
0.4116

Table 6: Numbers on recall-at-1. Best results for each dataset and each model are highlighted.

5.3

Main Results

may require heavy external resources, which can
be difficult to apply across multiple languages and
domains.
Recently, there has been a surging interest in adversarial training (Goodfellow et al., 2014). For
text data, one class of methods generate adversarial examples by moving word embeddings along
the opposite direction of the gradient of loss functions (Wu et al., 2017; Yasunaga et al., 2017),
hence small perturbation in the continuous space
of word vectors. Another class of methods aim to
create genuinely new examples. (Li et al., 2017)
adds syntactic and semantic variations to training
data based on grammar rules and thesaurus. (Xie
et al., 2017) add noises to data by blanking out or
substituting words for language modeling. (Yang
et al., 2017) adopt a seq2seq model (Sutskever
et al., 2014) to generate questions based on paragraphs and answers into their generative adversarial framework. One main difference between these
methods and our approach is that, while adversarial training only manipulates training data, we in
addition apply transformations to data at test time
to help prediction. This is closer to (Dong et al.,
2017) in spirit.

Table 6 shows the performance of LSTM-DE,
HRE-DE, and SMN on 4 different datasets under
different types of augmentation. For each fullscale dataset, nearly all models gain around 1 to
3 points with one of the proposed data augmentation methods. Permutation works best for LSTMDE, less so for HRE-DE, and has almost no effect
on SMN. This is probably because HRE-DE and
SMN have an utterance-level recurrent component
which makes them better at capturing long range
dependencies. Permutation 1 does not improve on
Frames dataset for any model. This might be that
Frames has perfect turn-taking, and wizards’ responses are mostly addressing their immediately
preceding messages, so moving away the last message in context does not help. In small-scale setting, LSTM-DE with data augmentation outperforms HRE-DE on some of the datasets. SMN
gains even more with flipping than in full-scale
setting.

6

Related Work

Data augmentation has been widely adopted
in computer vision and speech recognition
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012; Ko et al., 2015). In image processing, label-preserving transformations
such as tilting and flipping are used, but in NLP,
finding such transformations that exactly preserve
meanings is difficult. Language data is discrete
in nature, and minor perturbation may change the
meaning. Most commonly used techniques include word substitution (Fadaee et al., 2017) and
paraphrasing (Dong et al., 2017). These methods

7

Conclusion

We proposed a general method to improve dialog response selection through manipulating existing data that can be applied to different models.
Our results show that for both open-domain and
task-oriented dialogues, and for both English and
Chinese languages, at least one of the proposed
augmentation methods is effective, and the chance
that they hurt is rare. We have deliberately chosen
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a diverse set of domains and models to test this
on to try to understand the contribution of data
augmentation. Thus even when working on new
datasets, and new models, it seems data augmentation is still a valuable addition that will likely
improve results. Being more specific about when
augmentation works is harder. One future research
direction would be to apply data transformation
situationally based on the discourse structure of
dialogs. In our experiments, we tried combining
permutation and flipping but found no advantage
over using only one type of transformation. We
believe a more sophisticated method of combination could further improve the results, and leave it
to future work.
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Abstract

et al., 2006; Wang and Lemon, 2013; Young et al.,
2013). On the other hand, previous work on MMD
data used direct learning from raw texts with implicit semantic representation only. This paper
attempts to combine both approaches by learning to generate replies from raw user input, while
also incorporating Knowledge Base (KB) inputs
(i.e. explicit semantics) into the generation process. We discuss how our model is able to handle
various user intents (request types) and the impact
of incorporating the additional explicit semantic
information from the KB into particular targeted
intents. We use user intent annotation and KB
queries provided with the dataset for the purpose
of this work.
Our main contribution is the resulting fully
data-driven model for the task of conversational
multimodal dialogue generation, grounded in conversational text history, vision and KB inputs. We
also illustrate a method to improve context modelling over multiple images and show great improvements over the baseline. Finally, we present
a detailed analysis of the outputs generated by our
system corresponding to different user intents.

Multimodal search-based dialogue is a
challenging new task: It extends visually grounded question answering systems into multi-turn conversations with
access to an external database. We address this new challenge by learning a
neural response generation system from
the recently released Multimodal Dialogue
(MMD) dataset (Saha et al., 2017). We
introduce a knowledge-grounded multimodal conversational model where an encoded knowledge base (KB) representation is appended to the decoder input. Our
model substantially outperforms strong
baselines in terms of text-based similarity
measures (over 9 BLEU points, 3 of which
are solely due to the use of additional information from the KB).

1

Introduction

Conversational agents have become ubiquitous,
with variants ranging from open-domain conversational chit-chat bots (Ram et al., 2018; Papaioannou et al., 2017; Fang et al., 2017) to domainspecific task-based dialogue systems (Singh et al.,
2000; Rieser and Lemon, 2010, 2011; Young et al.,
2013; Wen et al., 2017).
Our work builds upon the recently released
Multimodal Dialogue (MMD) dataset (Saha et al.,
2017), which contains dialogue sessions in the ecommerce (fashion) domain. Figure 1 illustrates
an example chat session with multimodal interaction between the user and the system. We focus
on the task of generating textual responses conditioned on the previous conversational history.
Traditional goal-oriented dialogue systems relied
on slot-filling approach to this task, i.e. explicit
modelling of all attributes in the domain (Lemon

2

Related Work

With recent progress in deep learning, there is
continued interest in the tasks involving both vision and language, such as image captioning (Xu
et al., 2015; Vinyals et al., 2015; Karpathy and FeiFei, 2015), visual storytelling (Huang et al., 2016),
video description (Venugopalan et al., 2015b,a) or
dialogue grounded in visual context (Antol et al.,
2015; Das et al., 2017; Tapaswi et al., 2016).
Bordes et al. (2016) and Ghazvininejad et al.
(2017) presented knowledge-grounded neural
models; however, these are uni-modal in nature,
involve only textual interaction and do not take
into account the conversational history in a dia59
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of hierarchical encoder described in Section 3.1. Figure 3 depicts
full pipeline of the model using knowledge base
input. In contrast to Saha et al. (2017), we model
over multiple images in a contextual dialogue turn
by combining all ‘local’ representations of multiple images to a ‘global’ image representation per
turn. We show a context of 2 turns for simplicity.
sions (see Section 3).
Figure 1: Example chatlog depicting multimodal user-agent interaction in a dialogue session from the MMD dataset. The system needs
to ground knowledge to generate responses related
to product-specific attributes. We focus on textual
response generation given a fixed-size conversational history.

3

Knowledge grounded Multimodal
Conversational model

While Saha et al. (2017) propose Multimodal
HRED (M-HRED) by extending T-HRED to include visual context over images, they do not
ground their dialogue context over an external
database. Also, they limit the visual information
by ‘unrolling’ multiple images to just use the last
image of a single turn. For example in Figure 1,
Saha et al. (2017) consider only the last image of
trousers as visual context in Agent’s response A4.
In contrast, we include all the images in a single
turn using a linear layer (see Agarwal et al. (2018)
for a detailed analysis).
In addition, we devise a mechanism to ground
our textual responses on a KB; Figure 3 depicts
the full pipeline of our model. We combine textual and visual representations at the encoder level
and pass it through the HRED’s context encoder
(cf. Figure 2), which learns the backbone of the
conversation (see Section 3.1). Subsequently, we
inject knowledge from the KB at the decoder level
in each timestep (see Sections 3.2 and 3.3).
Formally, we model a dialogue as a sequence
of utterances (turns) which are considered as sequences of words and images:

logue. In contrast, our system grounds on a KB
while also conditioning on previous dialogue context which is multimodal in nature, consisting of
both textual and visual communication between
the user and the system. We formulate our KB
input from a database query (triggered by the system) similar to Sha et al. (2018), as described in
Section 3.2.
Our model belongs to the encoder-decoder
paradigm where sequence-to-sequence models
(Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever et al., 2014; Bahdanau
et al., 2015) have become the de-facto standard
for natural language generation. However, they
tend to ignore the conversational history in a dialogue. The Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder Decoder (HRED) architecture (Serban et al., 2016,
2017; Lu et al., 2016) addresses this limitation by
using a context recurrent neural network (RNN),
forming a hierarchical encoder. We build upon
these HRED models and refer to them as Text-only
HREDs (T-HRED) in the following. Our model is
most similar to the Multimodal HRED (M-HRED)
of Saha et al. (2017), with context and KB exten-

Pθ (t1 , . . . tN ) =

N
Y

n=1

Pθ (tn |t<n )

(1)

Here tn represents the n-th utterance in a dialogue.
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Figure 3: The full encoder-decoder pipeline of our model. While we have early fusion of textual and
image representations (which act as input to the context encoder, see Figure 2), we employ late fusion of
the knowledge base vector at the decoder level. For simplicity, we show a context of 2 turns.
Context encoder: The final hidden representations from both text encoder htext
n,Mn and image
img
encoder hn are concatenated for each turn and
serve as input to the context RNN (cf. Eq. (5)). On
top of the text and image encoder, this builds a hierarchical encoder modelling the dialogue history.
The final hidden state of the context RNN hcxt
N acts
as the initial state of the decoder RNN defined in
Section 3.3.

The whole model is trained using cross entropy on
next-word prediction:
J(θ) = −

N
X

n=1

logP (yn |y0 . . . yt−1 )

(2)

In the following, we explain all the different components of our model. We use the following notation: fθtext ,fθcxt , fθquery , fθent and fθdec are all GRU
cells (Cho et al., 2014) and gθenc is a Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) image encoder. θ represent our model weights. wn,m is the m-th word
in the n-th textual utterance. Similarly, qm,n and
cm,n represent input at each timestep in the query
and entity encoder (see Section 3.2).
3.1

cxt cxt
text
img
cxt
hcxt
n = fθ (hn−1 , [hn,Mn , hn ]); h0 = 0 (5)

3.2

The KB vector hkb
n in Eq. (8) is formed by concatequery
and hent
nating the hn
n representations. While
our approach is modelled around the MMD dataset
which provides contextual KB queries and profiles
of celebrities endorsing specific products, it can
be applied to other KBs with encoded queries and
(optionally) properties of relevant entities.

Hierarchical Encoder

The encoder is formed of the following modules:
Utterance (Text) encoder: We pass each utterance (previous system responses as well as current
user query) in a given context through a text encoder. We use bidirectional GRU (fθtext ) to generate the textual representation htext
n,Mn (cf. Eq. (3)).
These textual representations are combined with
image representations in each turn, forming the input for the context encoder.
text text
htext
(hn,m−1 , wm,n );
n,m = fθ

Knowledge base (KB) input

hquery
= fθquery (hquery
n
n−1 , qm,n )
hent
n
hkb
n
hquery
0

=
=
=

fθent (hent
n−1 , cm,n )
query ent
[hn
, hn ]
ent
0; h0 = 0

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

Query encoder: Each chat session contains
multiple queries to the database which retrieve the
relevant product suited to user requirements at specific turn. We replicate this query for subsequent
dialogue turns until a new query is triggered by the
system. This query acts as knowledge base for the
model at each turn. We show a sample input to the
model in Figure 4. We used unidirectional GRU
cell to encode the query input hquery
.
n
Entity encoder: The input to the entity encoder
is a list of entities relevant to the query at hand
(see Figure 5). GRU cells are used to produce the
resulting hent
n . Specifically, the MMD dataset categorises products into synonym sets (synsets) and

htext
n,0 = 0 (3)

Image encoder: We first extract the ‘local’ image representations for all images in a dialogue
turn (denoted by gθenc (imgk ) in Eq. (4)) and concatenate them together.1 This concatenated vector
is passed through a linear layer to form the ‘global’
image context for a single turn, denoted by himg
n .
himg
= limg ([gθenc (img1 ), . . . gθenc (imgk )]) (4)
n
1
We used the VGGnet (Simonyan and Zisserman, 2015)
CNN to obtain the local image representations. Since the
number of images in a turn is ≤ 5, we consider zero vectors
in the absence of images.
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Query:
"search_criteria": {
"name": {"driving shoes": 1.0},
"fit":{"tight": 1.0},
"brand": {"cirohuner": 1.0},
"image_type":{"front": 1.0},
"gender": {"men": 1.0},
"print": {"chain": 1.0}
}

does not change on each turn. On the other hand,
images and textual response together form a context in a dialogue turn and thus we fuse them early
at the encoder level. The decoder is trained using
cross-entropy loss defined in Eq. (2).
dec dec
cxt
kb
hdec
n,m = fθ (hn,m−1 , wn,m , hn−1 , hn−1 ) (10)

Knowledge base input:
name driving shoes fit tight brand
cirohuner image_type front gender
men print chain

4
4.1

Figure 4: Sample query to the database and corresponding knowledge base input vector.

Dataset

Our work is based on the Multimodal Dialogue
(MMD) dataset (Saha et al., 2017), which consists of 150k chat sessions.2 User queries can be
complex from the perspective of multimodal taskspecific dialogue, such as “Show me more images
of the 3rd product in some different directions”.
However, it also heavily relies on the external KB
to answer product attributes related to user queries,
such as “What is the brand/material of the suit in
3rd image?” or “Show something similar to 1st
result but in a different material”. This dataset
contains raw chat logs as well as metadata information of the corresponding products. Around
400 anonymised celebrity profiles have been introduced in the system to emulate endorsement in
recommendation, such as “What kind of slippers
are endorsed by cel 145?”. For each dialogue turn,
there are manual annotations of the user intent
available. We use the intents to construct celebrity
encodings. On average, each session contains 40
dialogue turns. The system response depends on
the intent state of the user query and on average
contains 8 words and 4 images per utterance. We
created our own version of the dataset from the
raw chat logs of the dialogue session and metadata
information. As discussed in Section 3.1, this was
necessary to model the visual context over multiple images. We created the KB input to our model
as described in Section 3.2 from the raw chat logs
and the metadata information.

1.
User: what kind of trousers are
endorsed by celebrity cel_237?
Intent: celebrity
Subintent :does_celebrity_endorse_n
Celebrity: cel_237
Celebrity input: boxer briefs
2.
User: which of the celebrities
usually wear similar looking canvas
shoes as in the 2nd image
Intent: celebrity
Subintent: which_celebrity_endorses_n
Synset: canvas shoes
Celebrity input:
cel_987 cel_2 cel_316 cel_101

Figure 5: Two input scenarios for the entity encoder depending on the fine grained user intent.
If there is no ‘celebrity’ intent, we have an empty
string as input to the entity encoder.
provides a list of celebrities endorsing each synset
(see Section 4.1 for details).
This input is used specifically for the ‘celebrity’
intent in our model, where the user asks about
celebrities endorsing a product. For each target
prediction with celebrity intent, we first extract
the relevant celebrity profiles using basic pattern
matching over the user utterance. For each of the
celebrities in the user query, we order the corresponding synsets by their probability of endorsement. If no celebrity is found, we use synset information from the query to extract celebrities which
endorse the corresponding synset.
3.3

Experiments and Results

4.2

Implementation

We used PyTorch3 (Paszke et al., 2017) for our experiments.4 We did not use any kind of delexicalisation5 and rely on our model to directly learn

Input feeding decoder

We use an input feeding decoder with the attention mechanism of Luong et al. (2015). We concatenate the KB input hkb
n with the decoder input
cxt
(cf. Eq. (10), where hdec
n,0 = hN ). The rationale
behind this late fusion of KB representation is that
KB input remains the same for a given context and

2
We used the same training-development-test split as provided by the dataset authors.
3
https://pytorch.org/
4
Code can be found at:
https://github.com/shubhamagarwal92/mmd
5
Replacing specific values with placeholders (Henderson
et al., 2014).
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from the conversational history and KB. All encoders and decoders are based on 1-layer GRU
cells (Cho et al., 2014) with 512 as the hidden state
size. We used the 4096 dimensional FC6 layer image representations from VGG-19 (Simonyan and
Zisserman, 2015) provided by Saha et al. (2017).
Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2015) was chosen as the
optimizer, and we clipped gradients greater than
5. We experimented with different learning rates
and settled on the value of 0.0004. Dropout of 0.3
is applied to all the RNN cells to avoid overfitting,
and we perform early stopping by tracking the validation loss (with single trial for each experiment).
4.3

show-similar-to
sort-results
suited-for
show-orientation
buy
ask-attribute
celebrity

grounding in KB gave a stark uplift (M-HRED–
attn–kb vs. M-HRED–attn) for a given context
size. Adding KB input boosts performance more
for a shorter context compared to longer context. It
can be conjectured that the longer context contains
some of the information that is in the KB queries
and so there is less impact of the KB input when
we include the longer context. Compare the difference for M-HRED–attn–kb vs. M-HRED–attn
for a context of 2 (3 BLEU points) vs. 5 (2 BLEU
points) in Table 1. Conversely, longer context improves more the models without KB queries.

We evaluate our response generation using the
B LEU (Papineni et al., 2002), M ETEOR (Lavie
and Agarwal, 2007) and ROUGE -L (Lin and Och,
2004) automatic metrics.6 We reproduce the baseline results from Saha et al. (2017) using their code
and data-generation scripts.7
Cxt
2
2
2
2
2
5
5
2
2
2
5
5

B LEU -4
0.3767
0.4292
0.4308
0.4331
0.4345
0.4442
0.4451
0.4573
0.4601
0.4624
0.4612
0.4634

M ETEOR
0.2847
0.3269
0.3288
0.3298
0.3315
0.3374
0.3371
0.3436
0.3456
0.3476
0.3461
0.3480

B LEU -4
0.9998
1.0
0.9188
0.9384
0.6151
0.6216
0.5388
0.5854
0.2665
0.3179
0.4960
0.5934
0.2671
0.2725

Table 2: BLEU scores for the entire corpus predictions for specific intents with a context of 5.

Analysis and Results

Model
Saha et al. M-HRED*
T-HRED
M-HRED
T-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn
T-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–kb
T-HRED–attn–kb
M-HRED–attn–kb
T-HRED–attn–kb
M-HRED–attn–kb

Model
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb

ROUGE -L
0.6235
0.6692
0.6700
0.6710
0.6712
0.6797
0.6799
0.6872
0.6909
0.6917
0.6913
0.6923

In summary, our best performing model (MHRED–attn–kb) outperforms the model of Saha
et al. (2017) by 9 B LEU points. We also analysed our generated outputs for different user intents, as shown in Table 2. As assumed, intents
such as ‘show-similar-to’ and ‘sort-results’ are relatively easy from the perspective of NLG, requiring no information about the product description;
our model matches the reference almost perfectly.

Table 1: Automated evaluation based on BLEU4, METEOR and ROUGE-L metrics. Here, ‘M’
represents multimodality while ‘T’ stands for textonly model. ‘attn’ denotes use of attention and
‘kb’ signifies incorporating Knowledge Base input. ‘Cxt’ represents context size for the dialogue
history.
*Saha et al. was trained on a different version of
the dataset, as discussed in Section 3.

We found great improvements for the ‘askattribute’ intent where the KB-grounded model
could answer correctly questions related to brand
or colour and other attributes of the product, which
resulted in an increase of 10 B LEU points on test
instances with this user intent (M-HRED–attn–kb
compared to M-HRED–attn). Similarly, in the example related to the ‘buy’ intent in Table 3, our
model is able to learn that the product bought by
the user is ‘kurta’, which probably cannot be captured by the visual features. Hence, M-HRED–
attn produces ‘jeans’ on the output. M-HRED–
attn–kb on the other hand learns this information
from the KB. We also found that our B LEU score
for the ‘show-orientation’ intent has decreased
w.r.t. to the non-KB-grounded model. A detailed

Table 1 summarises the results for our MHRED model without incorporating KB information. Attention-based models consistently outperform their counterparts. Adding the visual inputs does not lead to major improvements (MHRED vs. T-HRED for a given context). However,
6
We used the evaluation scripts provided by (Sharma
et al., 2017).
7
https://github.com/amritasaha1812/
MMD_Code
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Model

show-similar-to
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb

sort-results
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb

suited-for
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb

show-orientation
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb

buy
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb

ask-attribute
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb

celebrity
M-HRED–attn
M-HRED–attn–kb

Example Text
Text context: yes. | show me something similar to the 1st image but in a different material
Gold Target: the similar looking ones are
KB: name[casual-trousers] gender[women] brand[antigravity] synsets[casual-trousers]
Predicted: the similar looking ones are
Predicted: the similar looking ones are
Text context: sorry i dont seem to have anything in loop but would you like in slim | sort
these by best seller ranking
Gold Target: sorry i do not have the best seller ranking information for these
KB: name[casual-trousers] gender[women] brand[antigravity] synsets[casual-trousers]
Predicted: sorry i dont have the best seller ranking information for the rest
Predicted: sorry i do not have the best seller ranking information for these
Text context: no. | which care might go well with this dupatta?
Gold Target: it will suit well for professional and handwash care
KB: name[dupatta] gender[women] synsets[dupatta] image-type[front] care[handwash]
Predicted: it will suit well for gentle hand care
Predicted: it will suit well for hand wash care
Text context: | show me more images of the 3rd product from some different orientations
Gold Target: sorry i couldnt find any other orientations for this image
KB: name[casual-trousers] gender[women] brand[antigravity] synsets[casual-trousers]
Predicted: image from the front, right, back and left orientations respectively
Predicted: sorry i couldnt find any other orientations for this image
Text context: | i like the 4th one. i think ill buy that one
Gold Target: absolutely , thats a great kurta
KB: name [kurta] color [green] gender [men] synsets [kurta] image-type [front]
Predicted: absolutely , i think thats a great jeans
Predicted: absolutely , i think thats a great kurta
Text context: yes. | what is the brand in the 1st result?
Gold Target: the blouse in the 1st image has alfani brand
KB: name [blouse] brand [alfani] synsets [blouse] image-type [look] gender [women]
Predicted: the brand in 1st image is topshop
Predicted: the brand in 1st image is alfani
Text context: yes. celebrities cel 779, cel 10 and cel 513 also endorse this type of
cufflinks | and celebrity cel 603 for the 1st?
Gold Target: yes
KB Query: name[casual-trousers] gender[women] synsets[casual-trousers]
KB Entity: scarf earrings casual trousers casual shirt
Predicted: no.
Predicted: yes.

Table 3: Examples of predictions corresponding to different user intents, showcasing the effect of grounding in KB. We show textual context as well as relevant knowledge base input (and omit image context)
for brevity’s sake. While our model uses a context of 5, for simplicity, we show only 2 previous turns.
probe found that the orientations for retrieved images may not directly follow the description in the
query (KB). There are other intents for which even
KB does not help, such as those requiring user
modelling.

5

model outputs showed a substantial improvement
(over 3 B LEU points) on incorporating KB information, integrating visual context still remains
a bottleneck, as also observed by Agrawal et al.
(2016); Qian et al. (2018). This suggests the need
for a better mechanism to encode visual context.
Since our KB-grounded model assumes user intent annotation and KB queries as additional inputs, we plan to build a model to provide them
automatically.

Conclusion and Future Work

This work focuses on the task of textual response
generation in multimodal task-oriented dialogue
system. We used the recently released Multimodal
Dialogue (MMD) dataset (Saha et al., 2017) for
experiments and introduced a novel conversational
model grounded in language, vision and Knowledge Base (KB). Our best performing model outperforms the baseline model (Saha et al., 2017) by
9 B LEU points, improving context modelling in
multimodal dialogue generation. Even though our
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Abstract

language, pertaining to a certain database table,
these bots will automatically generate the corresponding SQL query and return the requested data.
Considering the vast usage of relational databases
on the internet and in private companies, SQL
bots are a simple new interface that enables nontechnical people to access data.
The first approaches in the field relied on
parsers and pattern-matching rules to understand
the question and produce appropriate answers
(Androutsopoulos et al., 1995). Later developments introduced semantic grammar systems and
intermediate language systems (Androutsopoulos
et al., 1995). More recently, new NLU methods, such as pointer-networks, pushed the state-ofthe-art results in several domains, including parsing (Vinyals et al., 2015). Current state-of-the-art
models are based on sketches and have primarily
two inputs: the question and the descriptions of
the table columns (i.e., the column names).
Relying on the column names is limiting, since
the whole model is based on several strong
premises: (a) the names are high quality and descriptive enough; (b) the names do not change;
(c) the names are known to the user of the bot.
These are very strong assumptions: often, column
names do not even exist (i.e., the generic col1,
col2, etc. are used instead). Moreover, if as we
observe in Figure 1, a column contains the names
of colleges, just changing the column name form
”College” to ”School” does not make the content
any less informative. The expectation from a bot
is that their quality is not sensitive to cosmetic
changes to the underlying table. Finally, users do
not necessarily know the structure of the table, let
alone the column names.
In this paper, we build and present ICE (Individual Column Embeddings) – a novel approach
of representing the database table columns, by using their contents instead of their names. To do so,

Most of the world’s data is stored in relational
databases. Accessing these requires specialized knowledge of the Structured Query Language (SQL), putting them out of the reach of
many people. A recent research thread in Natural Language Processing (NLP) aims to alleviate this problem by automatically translating
natural language questions into SQL queries.
While the proposed solutions are a great start,
they lack robustness and do not easily generalize: the methods require high quality descriptions of the database table columns, and the
most widely used training dataset, WikiSQL,
is heavily biased towards using those descriptions as part of the questions.
In this work, we propose solutions to both
problems: we entirely eliminate the need
for column descriptions, by relying solely on
their contents, and we augment the WikiSQL
dataset by paraphrasing column names to reduce bias. We show that the accuracy of existing methods drops when trained on our augmented, column-agnostic dataset, and that our
own method reaches state of the art accuracy,
while relying on column contents only.

1

Introduction

Recent developments in Natural Language Understanding (NLU) have led to a big proliferation of
text- and speech-based bot interfaces. Home appliances, such as smart speakers and chatbots, rely
mostly on a well-structured knowledge base or an
external Application Programming Interface (API)
to provide the desired response. This limits the usability of such systems in a context where the data
is stored in a (local) relational database.
This constraint led to the development of text to
Structured Query Language (SQL) systems, also
known as SQL bots. Given a question, in natural
1
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Figure 1: Part of a table from the WikiSQL dataset with the contexts within a relation (table) we can model

for the aggregation prediction, selection prediction
and where clause generation.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the related work for translating sentences
to SQL and for vector space embeddings. In Section 3, we describe ICE – our method for column
content embeddings. In the next section, we introduce our column-agnostic model for translating
sentences to SQL. We present the evaluation results in Section 5 and finally conclude in Section 6.

we construct a column embedding vector space,
where we embed the columns. This embedding is
then used as a substitute for the encoding of the
column descriptions (headers) in a state of the art
sketch-based model.
In addition, to empirically show the value of
using ICE, we generate a new, column-agnostic
dataset based on the widely used WikiSQL dataset
(Zhong et al., 2017). In WikiSQL, a substantial
bias towards the inclusion in the question of the
column name is built-in. For instance more than
79% of questions contain the name of the column
that needs to be selected. Additionally around
59% contain the names of all columns form the
SQL where clause. With ICE, we are eliminating
the strong assumption that the users have access to
the table structure. Hence, we also need a less biased dataset to show the value of our method.
We thus create an open source data augmentation tool to paraphrase part of the questions in
WikiSQL: where the column names are present,
we replace them with similar expressions (e.g.,
synonyms), removing some of the built-in bias.
We train and test our ICE-based model on both
the original WikiSQL dataset and our columnagnostic version of the dataset. We show that we
maintain the same accuracy on both datasets with
all three tasks: aggregation, column-selection and
where clause generation. We also train the original SQLNet (Zhong et al., 2017) model on the
column-agnostic dataset and find a 7% accuracy
drop in the where clause generation task.
In a nutshell, the most important contribution
of this work is that we improve the model resilience by limiting its reliance on arbitrary descriptions of the data within the tables. In addition, we expand the applicability of SQL bots
to users who do not know the internal structure of
the databases they are trying to access. By eliminating the need to encode the column headers, we
also reduce the overall complexity of the model.
This is achieved by removing the LSTM networks
used to generate unique column header encodings

2
2.1

Related Work
Related work in Sentences to SQL

Systems that enable users to use natural language
to interact with a database have been researched
since the early seventies. As summarized in (Androutsopoulos et al., 1995) these early approaches
were mostly rule-based. More successful methods
have emerged since the advent of the sequence to
sequence (Sutskever et al., 2014) neural network
architectures and increased availability of training
data in recent years. The first model to leverage
this was SEQ2SQL introduced by (Zhong et al.,
2017) together with their crowdsourced dataset
WikiSQL. SEQ2SQL solves the problem of generating SQL queries in a three-step approach that
aligns with the structure of an SQL query. First, it
determines the aggregation function for the query
i.e. whether to apply count, average, max etc. This
is performed by a classifier trained on the encoding of the question and the encodings of the table headers. In the second step, the model determines the column on which to perform the selection, again based on the encoding of the question
and the encodings of the table headers. Finally, in
the last step, the model generates the where clause
of the SQL query. To do so it first determines the
number of conditions in the clause and then proceeds to generate tuples of a column, comparison
operator and value using a pointer network. Since
the order in the where clause is not important when
there are multiple conditions the model also im68

tion: ”a set of tuples (d1 , d2 , ..., dn ), where each
element dj is a member of Dj , the j − th data domain.” Tuples, relations and attributes are graphically depicted in Figure 1. We observe that there
are two contexts in which an element, or cell, dj
appers either within a tuple (row) or within a data
domain (column).
To embed the whole table we need to look at
both contexts. This complexity is not necessary
in the context of individual column embeddings,
where the latter context is sufficient. TabVec uses
deviation from the median for table vectors to capture the noise (Ghasemi-Gol and Szekely, 2018),
as the final table vector incorporates information
from cells that are not conceptually similar. This
is not the case for individual column embeddings,
as for ICE we assume that the cells within a column are conceptually similar. For instance, if the
column is about locations, all the cells are likely
to represent location names. This property allows
us to simplify the aggregation and use the median
vector of all cells as the column representation.
Table cells are not semantic atoms and can contain multiple words, for example in Figure 1 all
Team names contain at least two words. Thus,
given a vector space model for words, we compute
the individual cell embedding (ICE) as the average
of the word embeddings and the individual column
embedding as the median of its cells.
To sum up, let a column D contain cells ci ∈
C(D), with each cell consisting of a sequence of
ni words (wi1 , ..., wij , ..., wini ). Given a function
E that computes a word embedding, the ICE of
the D is defined as:

plements a reinforcement learning policy to optimize for execution correctness and uses a mixed
loss function.
SQLNet (Xu et al., 2017) improved upon
SEQ2SQL by eliminating the need for reinforcement learning by using a sketch-based approach.
(Bornholt et al., 2016; Solar-Lezama et al., 2006)
In the where clause section SQLNet introduces
a sequence-to-set model. It first picks a set of
columns which will be used in the clause. Subsequently, for each column, it determines a comparison operator using a classifier and picks a comparison value using a printer network. Additionally,
this model implements a column attention mechanism which together with sequence-to-set model
improves the accuracy over SEQ2SQL by 9% to
13%.
2.2

From Word to Table Embeddings

The most basic form of word embeddings is the
bag of words model. It can be augmented by statistics such as TF-IDF, however, such vector space
captures very little of the words semantics, morphology, hierarchy and context. Word2vec, introduced by (Mikolov et al., 2013) is one of the first
popular neural embedding models. It comes in
two general implementations: a continuous bag of
words (order in window irrelevant) and a continuous skip gram (weight in window based on distance from current word). The objective function
of Word2vec causes words that appear in a similar context to cluster together in the vector space,
based on cosine distance. This method was modified by the introduction of global word representation which aims to capture the meaning of the
word within the whole corpus (Pennington et al.,
2014) and the use of subword information to capture the morphology of the words (Joulin et al.,
2016).
With the addition of simple techniques, such as
a trained weighted average, word-embedding algorithms were further extended to embed whole
sentences (Pagliardini et al., 2018) and whole documents (Le and Mikolov, 2014). Such techniques
have also recently been used to get the embedding
of whole tables for the purposes of table classification (Ghasemi-Gol and Szekely, 2018).

3

ni
1 X
E(D) = medianci (
E(wij )), ci ∈ C(D)
ni j=0

3.1

Table Word Embeddings.

For the ICE to be meaningful, the word embeddings need to reflect the table semantics. The way
words are used in tables differs significantly from
the way they appear in normal language. We keep
the intuition that a word can be represented as
an aggretation over all the contexts in which that
word appears. What changes from typical text embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013; Pennington et al.,
2014) is that the context is given by other words
that occur in the same table column. We view column tables as synthetic sentences that allow us to
learn what the relevant context is. We then use

ICE: Individual Column Embeddings

To understand the context and the hierarchy of a
table we will use the formal definition of a rela69

Figure 2: The general network architecture of SQLNet. Model A represents the original model, while Model B
represents our model.

Column type
Selection col.
Where col. >= 1
All where col.

SkipGrams with a window of 5 to generate the embedding model.
We first construct a data corpus of synthetic sentences, corresponding to columns. We define a
sentence as all the cells in one table column concatenated. Furthermore, we make the assumption that the order of the cells within a column
is not important. For the table in Figure 1, a
sample sentence would be Calgary Stampeders
Ottawa Renegades Toronto Argonauts Hamilton
Tiger-Cats. We generate 10 random cell shuffles
of each column. Using this corpus we train a
word2vec model with the Gensim toolkit (Řehůřek
and Sojka, 2010).

4

Train
79.0%
68.0%
58.9%

Test
79.0%
67.6%
58.5%

Dev
79.65%
68.4%
59.2%

Table 1: The percentages in the table show the proportion of questions that contain the specific column
header in the different data partitions.

4.1

Column-agnostic WikiSQL

The wikiSQL dataset was crowdsourced using tables from Wikipedia. Workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk1 were presented with a table and
a generated SQL query and were asked to ask a
question that matched the query. This method introduces an inherent bias in the dataset as demonstrated in Table 1. Almost 80% of questions contain the column name that is retrieved in the selection step and 68% of questions contain at least
one of the column names from the where clause.
In total, only 11% of the questions do not contain
exact matches of the column names, as shown in
Figure 1. As the workers were shown the whole table with column names, in a large number of cases
they copied the column name in the question.
We paraphrase questions that contain a column
name to make the dataset more realistic, as described in Algorithm 1. We create candidate questions by replacing the names with synonyms that
share the syntactic and semantic properties of the
original names.
The original question and the candidate questions are then embedded in vector space with
sent2vec (Pagliardini et al., 2018). Using these
vector space representations we compute the cosine similarity between the original question and

Individual Column Embedding for Bot
Resilience

Our work builds upon the SQLNet (Xu et al.,
2017) sketch-based approach. To generate a SQL
statement, each component of the query is generated individually: the aggregation, the column selection and the where clauses. The task is thus
akin to slot filling (Xu et al., 2017). The process
is graphically depicted in Figure 2. The input or
the SQLNet and previous models (Xu et al., 2017)
consists of a representation of the question and a
representation of each table column header.
We believe this assumption represents one of
the most important drawbacks of the approach, as
knowledge about the column headers may not exist in real world conditions. The reason this knowledge was used in previous work is that the dataset
itself was biased towards explicitly including the
column names in the question formulation. In this
section we show how to build a dataset that alleviates this bias. We then use the new dataset to
create a model that relies on the column content ,
not on the column headers.

1
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the potential replacements and choose the most
similar candidate. This procedure yields a suitable rephrasing for 20% of the dataset, as we
did not find synonyms for all questions containing column names. For instance, the orginal questions What is the length (miles) of endpoints westlake/macarthur park to wilshire/western?, which
contains the column header length (miles), becomes What is the distance (miles) of endpoints
westlake/macarthur park to wilshire/western?.

column embeddings constant during both training
and testing. We create a dictionary to link each
column to its embedding vector and feed it to the
model (Model B) in Figure 2. An attention mechanism has the embeddings as inputs and the result
contributes to the aggregation, selection and where
clause modules. The column vectors are generated
with the same dimensions that we use for the question encoding.
As we replace the column headers with column
content embeddings, our model is completely agnostic to the headers. We thus remove the LSTM
used to encode the column headers in the three
model components: aggregation, selection and
where clause generation. This leads to a significant reduction in the complexity of the model.

5
5.1

Original WikiSQL Evaluation

The evaluation on the full original WikiSQL
dataset determines whether the individual column
embeddings are suitable replacements for headers
when the column name appears in the question.
Table 2 summarizes the results of our model SQLNet+ICE and compares them with the results of
two baselines: SQLNet and Seq2SQL. We portray
the accuracy values on the development and test
sets for the three slots we fill in the sketch: Aggregation function, Column Selection and Where
clause generation.
We observe that SQLNet+ICE performs similarly to the original SQLNet model in both cases
and superior to Seq2SQL. This result shows that
we can build an equally performing model that is
resilient to changes to the DB schema or complete
absence of knowledge about it.
We note that the accuracy of the aggregation
function also changes. This happens because the
aggregation classifier has either the column or
header embeddings as inputs, as shown in 2. There
is a small decrease of accuracy for the Aggregation and Where clauses, while the accuracy on the
Column Selection performs slightly better. These
results are expected, as the queries strongly rely
on the direct column names mentions.

Figure 3: Proportions of the modified dataset

Data: Question and column header
Result: Replacement candidate questions
Tokenize and pos tag question;
for word in column header do
Get word tag in question;
Get word synonyms using tag;
if synonyms list > 0 then
append synonyms to rephrase list;
end
end
for phrase in rephrase list do
if length of phrase == length of header
then
replace column header in question
with phrase;
append new question to candidate list;
end
end
Algorithm 1: Generating replacement candidate
questions
4.2

Evaluation

Integrating Individual Column
Embeddings

5.2

We compute the embeddings for the entire table
column corpus as described in chapter 3. This is
necessary since the embeddings are required during inference both during training and testing. Due
to model size constraints, we keep the individual

Column-agnostic WikiSQL Evaluation

The second experiment shows the more realistic
results, obtained on the column-agnostic WikiSQL
Dataset. The results in Table 3 show that SQLNet
struggles to predict correctly the column related
71

Seq2SQL
SQLNet
SQLNet + ICE

Dev Set Accuracy
Aggregation Selection
90.0%
89.6%
90.1%
91.5%
89.7 %
92.4

Where-clause
62.1%
74.1%
72.2%

Test Set Accuracy
Aggregation Selection
90.1%
88.9%
90.3%
90.9%
89.3 %
91.8

Where-clause
60.2%
71.9%
71.1%

Table 2: Model accuracies on the Original WikiSQL Dataset

SQLNet
SQLNet + ICE

Dev Set Accuracy
Aggregation Selection
90.1%
87.5%
89.7 %
88.4

Where-clause
63.4%
70.1%

Test Set Accuracy
Aggregation Selection
90.3%
87.1%
89.3 %
87.9

Where-clause
63.1%
69.4%

Table 3: Model accuracies on the Column-agnostic WikiSQL Dataset

SQLNet
SQLNet + ICE

Rephrased Test Set Accuracy
Agg.
Sel.
W.-clause
89.5 % 81.3%
43.2%
88.9 %
83.2
61.3%

clause predictions is exacerbated - showing that
indeed the paraphrasing is indeed the root cause.
This effect is comparatively mild in SQLNet +
ICE.

6

Table 4: Model accuracies on the paraphrased questions only on Aggreation, Selection and Where-clause
tasks.

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a new approach to build
SQL chatbots without relying on the database table schema. Previous work built around the WikiSQL dataset take advantage of the dataset biases and use the column names to improve performance. This reliance on the schema inhibits their
generalization capacity to cases where schema
knowledge is absent. Our model, built on SQLNet
by adding Individual Column Embeddings SQLNet + ICE, does not suffer from these limitations.
We provide a way to create Individual Column Embeddings, different from the Column Embeddings in prior art (Ghasemi-Gol and Szekely,
2018). Furthermore, we publish a method to paraphrase WikiSQL questions to alleviate the dataset
bias.
The results of our model on the paraphrased
WikiSQL are very similar to the ones obtained
on the original dataset, while the SQLNet models
struggles to deal with the paraphrasing.
Future Work. Even with these changes, there
is still room for improvement in the SQL chatbot
area. Large scale operations need the support for
multiple tables at the time as well as more operations such as join. While WikiSQL is a good starting point and our modified version removes some
of the biases present in it, there is a strong need for
more data, both in terms of quantity and diversity.
This new data needs to include more operations, as
well as new ways to collect questions to have more
variety in the structure of the user’s utterances.

parts of the query, especially in the case of the
where clause generation. This drop in the accuracy is expected, since the where clause predictor
is the most complex part of the model. Without
the original dataset bias where the column names
were present in the questions, the column names
are not descriptive enough.This leads to a drop of
10.7% on the validation and 8.8% on test dataset.
On the other hand, our model is capable of overcoming this situation and find the queries with
a much smaller drop of accuracy. Although the
performance is also worse than with the original dataset, the accuracy obtained using SQLNet with individual column embeddings in the
where clauses is only 2.1% lower in validation and
1.7% in test. Using individual column embeddings
makes the SQLNet model more versatile, as it can
address the scenario where the user is not aware of
the table structure.
Focusing on rephrased questions. To better understand our results on the Column-agnostic
WikiSQL dataset we run the evaluation just with
questions that have been rephrased, which represent around 20% of the whole data set, as shown
in Figure 3. Table 4 summarizes these results, with
SQLNet is the original model described in (Xu
et al., 2017). The previously seen drop in SQLNet accuracy on the column selection and where72
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Abstract
Slot filling is a crucial task in the Natural Language Understanding (NLU) component of a
dialogue system. Most approaches for this task
rely solely on the domain-specific datasets for
training. We propose a joint model of slot filling and Named Entity Recognition (NER) in
a multi-task learning (MTL) setup. Our experiments on three slot filling datasets show
that using NER as an auxiliary task improves
slot filling performance and achieve competitive performance compared with state-of-theart. In particular, NER is effective when supervised at the lower layer of the model. For
low-resource scenarios, we found that MTL is
effective for one dataset.

1

Domain
Intent

airline
search airfare

Utterance
show
me
the
prices
of
all
flights
from
Atlanta
to
Washington
DC

Slot Label
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
O
B-fromloc.city name
O
B-toloc.city name
I-toloc.city name

Table 1:

An example of a semantic frame with its
coressponding domain, intent and slots.

Introduction

et al., 2016; Jaech et al., 2016; Jha et al., 2018;
Kim et al., 2017). One popular transfer learning
technique is multi-task learning (MTL) (Caruana,
1997) in which a joint model is trained on a target (main) task and several auxiliary tasks simultaneously to learn better feature representations
across tasks. This technique has shown potential
on various NLP tasks and offer flexibility as it
allows transfer learning across different domains
and tasks (Yang et al., 2017). On slot filling, Jaech
et al. (2016) train a single slot filling model on different domains and show that MTL is particulary
useful in low resource scenarios.
Identifying beneficial auxiliary task for the target task is important when applying MTL (Bingel and Søgaard, 2017). In this work, we investigate the effectiveness of Named Entity Recognition (NER) as an auxiliary task for slot filling. We
propose NER because of two main reasons. First,
the slot values are typically named entities, for example airline name, city name, etc. Second, the
state of the art performance of models for NER
have been relatively high (Lample et al., 2016; Ma
and Hovy, 2016). Therefore, we expect that the

Most of the current dialogue systems depend on
an NLU component to extract semantic information from an utterance. Such semantic information
is often represented as a semantic frame which
contains the domain, intent of the user, and predefined attributes (slots). Each word of the utterance is labeled with a slot, which defines a particular attribute (an entity, time, etc) of the utterance. Table 1 shows an example of a semantic
frame for the sentence ”Show me the prices of all
flights from Atlanta to Washington DC” with Begin/In/Out (BIO) representation.
We focus on slot filling, a task of automatically
extracting slots for a given utterance. This task
can be treated as a sequence labeling problem and
the most successful approach is to employ a conditional random fields (CRF) on top of a deep recurrent neural networks (RNN). In general, there
are two ways of training a slot filling model: (i)
train a domain-specific model (Goo et al., 2018;
Wang et al., 2018) or (ii) train a model that performs well across domains using domain adaptation or transfer learning techniques (Hakkani-Tür
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learned features of NER can improve the slot filling performance. Finally, NER corpus is relatively
easier to obtain compared to domain specific slot
filling datasets.
We are interested to answer the following questions:
• Does NER help the performance of slot filling in the MTL setup? As NER labels are
usually more coarse-grained than slot filling labels, predicted NER label might provide good signal to the more fine-grained
slot labels.
For example, the location
LOC label in NER can be a strong indicator for slots fromloc.city name or
toloc.city name and filter out other slot
labels which are not related to location.
We hope the model can learn more general
knowledge first and transfer such knowledge
to predict more specific slot information using MTL.

Figure 1: Multi-task Learning with different supervision
level

2.1

For the slot filling model, we adopt a neural based
model similar to (Lample et al., 2016; Ma and
Hovy, 2016), as it achieves the state of the art
performance in sequence labeling task (NER). Recent slot filling model of Jha et al. (2018) also
used a variant of this model. Given an input sentence, we represent each word wi using a concatenation of its word embedding e(wi ) and characterlevel embeddings c(wi ) : xi = [e(wi ); c(wi )].
The character-level embeddings are computed using convolutional neural networks (CNN), similar
to the one proposed by Kim et al. (2016). We then
feed xi to a bidirectional LSTM (biLSTM) wordlevel encoder to incorporate the contextual information of wi . The output of the backward and forward LSTM at each time step is then concatenated
and fed into a CRF layer. The CRF layer computes
the final output, e.g. the tag of each input. We use
one hidden layer between biLSTM and CRF as it
has been shown by Lample et al. (2016) that it can
improve performance.

• What is the effect of supervising NER on the
lower layer of the MTL model to the slot filling performance? Inspired by recent work
of Søgaard and Goldberg (2016), we investigate the effect of supervising NER on different layers of the model. Our hypothesis is
that a more “general” feature is better learned
on the lower layer in order to support a task
which depends on a more “specific” feature.
In addition, we also experiment on crossdomain slot filling models by jointly training slot
filling datasets from similar domains using a MTL
setup. We explore two techniques to measure
similarity between domains: domain similarity by
Ruder and Plank (2017a) and label embedding
mapping by Kim et al. (2015).
We experiment with three datasets from different domains. Our experiments show that for all
datasets, using NER as an auxiliary task is beneficial for the slot filling performance. NER is consistently helpful when it is supervised at the lower
layer. On the low resource scenario, we found
mixed results, in which MTL is only effective for
1 dataset.

2

Slot Filling Model

2.2

Multi-Task Learning

One simple technique to perform MTL is by training the target and auxiliary tasks simultaneously.
In this setting, the parameters of the model are
shared across tasks, pushing the model to learn
feature representations that work well across tasks.
Figure 1 depicts the MTL setting that we use
in our work. The lower parts of the network,
i.e. word embeddings, character-level embeddings, and bi-LSTM encoder are shared among
tasks. After the bi-LSTM layer, we use different CRF layers for each task to predict the taskspecific tags (NER or slot filling). We also experiment with MTL setup which uses different level
of supervision for the auxiliary task (Søgaard and
Goldberg, 2016), in which we use two layers of
biLSTM encoder and only share the lower layer of

Model

This section describes the slot filling model, the
multi-task learning setup, and the data selection
that we use in our experiments.
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Dataset

#sent

#token

#label

Label Examples

train

dev

test

Slot Filling
ATIS
MIT Restaurant
MIT Movie

4478
6128
7820

500
1532
1955

893
3385
2443

869
4166
5953

79
8
12

airport name, airline name, return date
restaurant name, dish, price, hours
actor, director, genre, title, character

NER
CoNLL 2003
OntoNotes 5.0

14987
34970

3466
5896

3684
2327

21010
34662

4
18

person, location, organization
organization, gpe, date, money, quantity

Table 2: Statistics of the datasets. For each dataset, number of sentence in train/dev/test set, the number of unique token and
label in the training set.

the encoder and keep the outer layer for the main
slot filling task.
2.3

Data Selection

Target Task

Most Similar Domain

ATIS
MIT-R
MIT-M

MIT-R
MIT-M
MIT-R

Table 3: Most similar domain for each target task computed

Ruder and Plank (2017b) demonstrate that selecting data for training the auxiliary task might improve the target task performance. We investigate
two data selection techniques for our MTL experiments:

with JSD

3

Experimental Setup

Data. We use three slot filling datasets (Table
2): Airline Travel Information System (ATIS; Tür
et al., 2010), MIT Restaurant (MIT-R) and MIT
Movie (MIT-M) (Liu et al., 2013; Liu and Lane,
2017b). The ATIS dataset is widely used in conversational language understanding and contains
queries to a flight database. We use the provided slot annotations and use the same split as
in Hakkani-Tür et al. (2016). The MIT-R contains
utterances related to restaurant search and MIT-M
contains queries related to movie information. For
both datasets, we use the default split.1 As for
the NER dataset, we use two datasets : CoNLL
2003 (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meulder, 2003)
and Ontonotes 5.0 (Pradhan et al., 2013). For
OntoNotes, we use the Newswire section for our
experiments.

Domain Similarity. We use Jensen-Shannon
divergence (JSD; Lin, 1991) to measure domain similarity as proposed by Ruder and Plank
(2017b): 12 (DKL (P ||M ) + DKL (K||M )) where
M = 12 (P + Q) . DKL (P ||Q) is the KullbackLeibler divergence between two distributions P
and Q. We use term distributions (Plank and
Van Noord, 2011) of each domain to compute P
and Q. We select the most similar domain to the
main task domain to be used as the auxiliary task.
Label Embedding Mapping. In an MTL setup,
sometimes we only want to keep auxiliary labels which are semantically similar to target task
labels and remove other irrelevant labels of the
auxiliary task. For example, the slot filling label airport.statename is similar to LOC
but not to TIME auxiliary NER label. We employ label embedding mapping approach by Kim
et al. (2015) using Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA). The idea is to construct matrix representation where rows are labels and columns are
words in the vocabulary. The cell value in the matrix is the pointwise mutual information (PMI) between the label and the word. After that, we perform rank-k SVD on the matrix and normalized
the rows of the matrix. Each row with k dimension of the matrix is the label embedding of a particular label. We use the cosine similarity between
two label embedding representations to obtain the
nearest neighbor.

Implementation. We use the existing BiLSTMCRF sequence tagger implementation from
Reimers and Gurevych (2017) for all experiments.2 We use the pre-trained word embedding
from (Komninos and Manandhar, 2016). We set
the LSTM hidden units to 100. The word and
character embeddings dimensions are set to 300
and 30 respectively. We use dropout rate of 0.25.
We train the model using the Adam optimizer
(Kingma and Ba, 2014) for 25 epochs with early
stopping on the target task. For each epoch, we
1
2
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Aux. Task

Model

Target Task

SF

NER

ATIS

MIT-R

MIT-M

Bi-model based (Wang et al., 2018)
Slot gated model (Goo et al., 2018)
Recurrent Attention (Liu and Lane, 2016)
Adversarial(Liu and Lane, 2017a)

-

-

96.89
95.20
95.87
95.63

74.47

85.33

Single task (STL)

-

-

95.68

78.58

87.34

MTL, same supervision level
MTL, same supervision level
MTL, same supervision level
MTL, same supervision level
MTL, same supervision level

most similar
all
most similar
all
-

X
X
X

95.47
95.68
95.50
95.34
95.71

78.56
78.70
78.41
78.27
78.40

86.89
87.22
86.77
86.76
87.09

MTL, different supervision level
MTL, different supervision level
MTL, different supervision level

most similar
all
-

X
X
X

95.70
95.94
95.40

79.10
79.00
79.13

86.94
86.92
87.41

Table 4: F1 scores comparison between MTL, STL, and previous published results on each dataset. “Most Similar” auxiliary

task means we take the most similar slot filling domain (excluding NER ) as the auxiliary task. “All” includes all the slot filling
domains as the auxiliary tasks (excluding NER). For the “different supervision level”, NER is supervised at the lower layer and
slot filling tasks at the higher layer. Bold: best, Underline: second best.

sult matches our intuition that the task with more
coarse-label, such as NER, is better to be supervised at the lower layer of the model. On ATIS and
MIT-R datasets, MTL achieves better performance
compared to STL. However, on MIT-M, STL outperforms some MTL models.

train the model of each task in alternate fashion.
We evaluate the performance by computing
the F1-score on the test set using the standard
CoNLL-2000 evaluation3
Target Task & Auxiliary Tasks. For each MTL
experiment, there is exactly one target task and one
or more auxiliary task(s). The target task is always
a slot filling task, i.e. either ATIS, MIT-R, or MITM. The auxiliary task(s) consist of a combination
of slot filling tasks from different domains of the
target task with (or without) a NER task. We select
the most similar slot filling task for the target task
using the domain similarity technique described in
(§2.3). Table 3 presents the most similar slot filling
domain for each slot filling task.

4

In order to understand better the behavior of
the models, we analyze the results from the development set. For the ATIS dataset, STL and
MTL have the same performance in 44 out of
67 slots in the development set. For the rest of
the slots, STL performs better mostly on slots
related to time such as arrive time.time
and depart date.month name while MTL is
better on recognizing location related slots such
as city name and toloc.state name. For
the MIT Restaurant dataset, MTL performs better on 5 out of 8 slots. MTL performs well in
identifying slots related to time and location in
the MIT Restaurant dataset. For the MIT movie,
MTL yields better results for time related slots. As
for the person related slots such as character
, actor, and director, STL gives better results. Overall, although incorporating NER with
slot filling shows improvements, the difference is
still rather small especially for the ATIS and the
MIT Movie datasets. Further work is needed to explore better mechanism to inject NER information
to help slot filling in the MTL setup. It is also interesting to compare the performance of MTL and
pipeline based system which utilizes NER prediction as one of the feature for the slot filling model.

Results and Analysis

Overall Performance. Table 4 summarizes the
slot filling performance of our single task (STL)
versus MTL models. The performance from previous studies are directly copied from their reported
numbers. When using the same supervision level
for both target and auxiliary tasks, using the most
similar domain performs worse than using all domains. In contrast, using NER together with the
most similar domain as auxiliary tasks performs
better than using all the domains.
Experiments on different supervision level
show that using NER as an auxiliary task consistently improves slot filling performance. This re3
https://www.clips.uantwerpen.be/conll2000/chunking/
output.htm
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Model

ATIS

MIT-R

MIT-M

MTL
MTL+Label Emb.

95.94
95.66

79.10
78.37

87.34
86.84

ing a slot gated model to learn relationship between slot and intent attention vectors. HakkaniTür et al. (2016) use bidirectional RNN as a single model that handle multiple domains by adding
a final state that contains domain identifier. The
work by Jha et al. (2018); Kim et al. (2017) uses
expert based domain adaptation while Jaech et al.
(2016) propose a multi-task learning approach to
guide the training of a model for new domain. All
of these studies train their model solely on slot filling datasets, while our focus is to exploit a more
“general” resource, such as NER, by training the
model jointly with slot filling through MTL with
different supervision level.

Table 5: The effect of the label filtering on MTL performance

Dataset

# training sents

STL

MTL

ATIS

200
400
800

83.88
85.54
90.48

81.27
85.21
90.68

MIT-R

200
400
800

54.65
61.36
67.48

54.91
61.88
68.27

MIT-M

200
400
800

68.28
74.09
79.33

69.12
75.15††
79.08

6

Table 6: Performance comparison between STL and MTL

In this work, we investigate the effectiveness of
training a slot filling model jointly with NER as
an auxiliary task through MTL setup. Our experiments demonstrate that NER is helpful for slot filling. In particular, NER is more effective when it
is supervised at the lower layer of the MTL model.
However, further work is needed to investigate the
effectiveness of domain similarity metric or label
embedding mapping as a way to perform data selection in the preprocessing step.

for low resource scenarios. †† indicates significant improvement over STL baseline with p < 0.05 using approximate
randomization testing.

Effect of Label Embedding Mapping. We apply label filtering on the auxiliary tasks using the
label embedding mapping (§2.3). On the auxiliary dataset(s), we keep the most similar labels and
replace irrelevant labels with O. The MTL setup
that we use is the best performing MTL for each
dataset in Table 4. As shown in Table 5, the performance of MTL drops when we apply filtering
to the auxiliary labels. We suspect that this is due
to the quality of the label mapping and also a high
number of “O” label after the filtering process.
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Low Resource Scenarios. We experiment on
low resource scenarios where we vary the number of training sentences to 200, 400, and 800 sentences for each dataset. The MTL setup that we
use is the best performing MTL for each dataset
in Table 4. As shown in Table 6, MTL consistently performs better than STL for the MIT-R
dataset. While for the ATIS and MIT-M datasets,
STL mostly gives better results than MTL.

5

Conclusion
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Abstract

Seq2Seq models form the cornerstone of modern
response generation models (Vinyals and Le, 2015;
Li et al., 2015; Serban et al., 2016, 2017; Zhao et al.,
2017). Although Seq2Seq models can generate
grammatical and fluent responses, it has also been
reported that the corpus-level diversity of Seq2Seq
models is usually low, as many responses are trivial
or non-committal, like “I don’t know”, “I’m sorry”
or “I’m OK” (Vinyals and Le, 2015; Sordoni et al.,
2015; Serban et al., 2016; Li et al., 2015). We refer
to this problem as the low-diversity problem.
In recent years, there have been several types
of approach to diagnosing and addressing the lowdiversity problem. The purpose of this paper is
to understand the low-diversity problem, to understand what diagnoses and solutions have been
proposed so far, and to explore possible new approaches. We first review the theory of Seq2Seq
models, then we give an overview of known causes
and existing solutions to the low-diversity problem.
We then connect the low-diversity problem to the
concept of model over-confidence, and propose approaches to address the over-confidence problem
and, hence, the low-diversity problem.

Diversity is a long-studied topic in information
retrieval that usually refers to the requirement
that retrieved results should be non-repetitive
and cover different aspects. In a conversational
setting, an additional dimension of diversity
matters: an engaging response generation system should be able to output responses that are
diverse and interesting. Sequence-to-sequence
(Seq2Seq) models have been shown to be very
effective for response generation. However, dialogue responses generated by Seq2Seq models tend to have low diversity. In this paper, we review known sources and existing approaches to this low-diversity problem. We
also identify a source of low diversity that
has been little studied so far, namely model
over-confidence. We sketch several directions for tackling model over-confidence and,
hence, the low-diversity problem, including
confidence penalties and label smoothing.

1

Introduction

Sequence-to-sequence
(Seq2Seq)
models
(Sutskever et al., 2014) have been designed for
sequence learning. Generally, a Seq2Seq model
consists of two recurrent neural networks (RNN)
as its encoder and decoder, respectively, through
which the model cannot only deal with inputs
and outputs with variable lengths separately, but
also be trained end-to-end. Seq2Seq models can
use different settings for the encoder and decoder
networks, such as the number of input/output units,
ways of stacking layers, dictionary, etc. After
showing promising results in machine translation
(MT) tasks (Sutskever et al., 2014; Wu et al.,
2016), Seq2Seq models also proved to be effective
for tasks like question answering (Yin et al., 2015),
dialogue response generation (Vinyals and Le,
2015), text summarization (Nallapati et al., 2016),
constituency parsing (Vinyals et al., 2015a), image
captioning (Vinyals et al., 2015b), and so on.

2

Sequence-to-Sequence Response
Generation

Consider a dataset of message-response pairs
(X, Y ), where X = (x1 , x2 , . . . , x|X| ) and Y =
(y1 , y2 , . . . , y|Y | ) are the input and output sequences, respectively. During training, the goal is
to learn the relationships between X and Y , which
can be formulated as maximizing the Seq2Seq
model probability of Y given X:
max p(Y |X) = max

|Y |
Y
t=1

p(yt |y<t , X),

(1)

where y<t = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yt−1 ) are the groundtruth tokens of previous steps.
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3.1

Usually, Seq2Seq models employ Long ShortTerm Memory (LSTM) networks as their encoder
and decoder. The way a Seq2Seq models realizes
(1), is to process the training inputs and outputs
separately. On the encoder side, the input sequence
X is encoded step-by-step, e.g., at step t:
henc
= fθenc (henc
t
t−1 , xt ),

Serban et al. (2017); Zhao et al. (2017) trace the
cause of the low-diversity problem in Seq2Seq
models back to the lack of model variability. The
variability of Seq2Seq models is different from that
of retrieval-based chatbots (Fedorenko et al., 2017):
in this study, we focus on the lack of variability of
system responses, while in (Fedorenko et al., 2017),
the authors deal with the low variability between
responses and contexts.
To increase variability, Serban et al. (2017);
Zhao et al. (2017) propose to introduce variational
autoencoders (VAEs) to Seq2Seq models. At generation time, the latent variable z brought by a
VAE is used as a conditional signal of the decoder
LSTM (Serban et al., 2017):

(2)

where henc
= 0 is the initial hidden state of the
0
encoder LSTM, and θ is the model parameter. The
hidden state of the last step henc
|X| is the vector representation of input sequence X.
Then, the decoder LSTM is initialized by hdec
0 =
enc
h|X| so that output tokens can be based on the input:
hdec
= fθdec (hdec
t
t−1 , yt−1 ),

(3)

hdec
= fθdec (hdec
t
t−1 , yt−1 , z),

with y0 as a special token (e.g., START ) to indicate the decoder to start generation, and yt−1 as the
ground truth token of the last time step. The hidden
state hdec
is further used to predict the output dist
tribution by using a multi-layer perceptron (MLP)
and softmax function:

where c∗ are possible candidates of yt , which are
usually represented as word embeddings. After
obtaining this distribution, we can calculate the
loss compared with the ground-truth distribution
by using, e.g., the cross-entropy loss function, and
then we can back-propagate the loss to force the
Seq2Seq model to maximize (1).
At test time at t, the step-wise decoder output
distribution is conditioned on the actual model outputs ŷ<t and X, and the token with the highest
probability is chosen as the output:
yt

3.2

Improper objective function

Li et al. (2015) notice that the MAP objective function may be the cause of the low-diversity problem, since it can favor certain responses by only
maximizing p(Y |X). Therefore, they propose to
maximize the mutual information between X, Y
pairs:
p(X, Y )
log
.
(7)
p(X)p(Y )
With the help of Bayes’ theorem, they derive two
Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) objective
functions:

(5)

which is known as the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) objective function.

3

(6)

where we omit the contextual hidden states for
simplicity.
At test time, z is randomly sampled from a prior
distribution. Although being effective, the improvement in the degree of diversity of generated responses brought by this kind of method is actually
brought by the randomness of z. The underlying
Seq2Seq model remains sub-optimal in terms of
diversity.

exp(ci fθM LP (hdec
t ))
, (4)
P (yt |y<t , X) = PN
M
LP
(hdec
t ))
j=1 exp(cj fθ

ŷt = arg max p(yt |ŷ<t , X),

Lack of variability

Ŷ = arg max{ log p(Y |X) −
Y

Diagnosing the Low-Diversity Problem

(8)

λ log p(Y ) + γ|Y |},

In the literature, three dominant viewpoints on the
low-diversity problem have been shared: lack of
variability, improper objective function, and weak
conditional signal. Below, we review these diagnoses of the low-diversity problem, with corresponding solutions, and we add a fourth diagnosis:
model over-confidence.

and
Ŷ = arg max{(1 − λ) log p(Y |X)+
Y

(9)

λ log p(X|Y ) + γ|Y |},
where λ and γ are hyper-parameters. Here,
log p(Y ) and log p(X|Y ) are the language model
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3.4

and a reverse model, respectively, with the latter
trained using response-message pairs: (Y, X). Besides the time needed for training a reverse model,
it should be noted that both objective functions
need the length |Y | of candidate responses, which
are maintained in N-best lists generated by beam
search. To obtain N-best lists with enough diversity, Li et al. (2015) use a beam size of 200 during
testing, which is much more time-consuming than
the basic Seq2Seq model.
Influenced by the MMI methods, several beam
search based approaches (Li et al., 2016; Vijayakumar et al., 2016; Shao et al., 2017) focus on improving the diversity of N-best lists, in the hope of
further enhancing the one-best response diversity.
However, there are other faster approaches to the
low-diversity problem without using beam search,
such as the attention-based model that we describe
below.
3.3

As indicated by Hinton et al. (2015), one can think
of the knowledge captured in conversation modeling as a mapping from input sequence X to output
sequence Y , i.e., the distribution P (Y |X). Therefore, if responses have a low degree of diversity,
the learned distribution P (Y |X) is questionable,
as re-confirmed by Li et al. (2015). According to
(1), the sequence-level distribution P (Y |X) has a
direct relationship with the token-level distribution.
Therefore, we hypothesize that the token-level distribution P (yt |y<t , X), produced at the decoder
side, may be the culprit.
The decoder LSTM serves as an RNN language
model (RNNLM) conditioned on the input sequence (Sutskever et al., 2014). With time steps increasing, the influence of the input sequence X will
become weaker according to (3), and if the tokenlevel distribution P (yt |y<t , X) is problematic, it
will have further effects on subsequent outputs (a
“snowball effect”). An attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014; Tao et al., 2018) can be used to
reinforce the influence of the input sequence, but
there are still chances that the detrimental effect of
P (yt |y<t , X) is stronger than the input signal.
To analyze the problem of P (yt |y<t , X), we
train a Seq2Seq model1 without attention layer,
and plot the token-level distribution of generic responses in Figure 1. Interestingly, we find that the
distributions shown signs of model over-confidence
(Pereyra et al., 2017). When an attention mechanism is used, similar distributions can still be observed, as illustrated in Figure 2. From these two
figures, we can see a common trend of growing
confidence: the highest probabilities at each step
keep growing, which confirms our conjecture of a
snowball effect. Due to this effect, the final several tokens are of low quality, e.g., the no-attention
model in Figure 1 starts to repeat itself, and the
word “overlapping” in the attention model in Figure 2 is irrelevant for the user input.
A prediction is confident if the entropy of the
output distribution is low. Over-confidence is often
a symptom of over-fitting (Szegedy et al., 2016),
which suggests that the inputs or outputs share
much similarity from unknown aspects. Although
it is hard to figure out what causes the over-fitting,
maximizing entropy can usually help to regularize
the model, making it generalize better. In (Pereyra
et al., 2017), the authors propose to add the negative

Weak conditional signal

Since attention layers (Bahdanau et al., 2014) have
been introduced into Seq2Seq models for the MT
task, they have also been a de facto standard module of Seq2Seq models for response generation.
The purpose of Seq2Seq attention layers is different from the purpose of the Transformer model
(Vaswani et al., 2017). Transformer proposes to
rely only on self-attention and avoid using reccurence or convolutions, while attention layers of
Seq2Seq aim at strengthening the input signal.
Although the introducing of attention layers can
bring improvements to the response generation
task, Tao et al. (2018) argue that the original attention signal often focuses on particular parts of
the input sequence, which is not strong enough for
the Seq2Seq model to generate specific responses,
thus causing the low-diversity problem. The authors propose to use multiple attention heads to
encourage the model to focus on various aspects of
the input, by mapping encoder hidden states to K
different semantic spaces:
k
enc
henc
t,k = Wp · ht ,

Model over-confidence

(10)

where Wpk ∈ Rd×d is a learnable projection matrix.
The net effect of the extended attention mechanism
is, indeed, improvements in the diversity of generated responses. Readers are referred to (Tao et al.,
2018) for more details.

1
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We are using ParlAI framework (Miller et al., 2017).
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Figure 1: Given the input sequence: how about we

recognize the brilliance in everyone, or in mankind
as a whole., the predicted distribution of model
outputs, and tokens on x axis are MAP predictions.
Note that we kept top-10 probabilities at each prediction step for simplicity and this output was cut
before the EOS token was emitted.
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Figure 2: Predicted distribution of the same input as

4

in Figure 1 when an attention mechanism is used.

N
X
i=1

log p(ci |y<t , X)−

(12)

Next Steps

In this paper, we described the low-diversity problem for response generation, which is one of the
main issues faced by current Seq2Seq-based conversation models. We reviewed existing diagnoses
and corresponding approaches to this problem and
also added a diagnosis that has not been proposed
or used so far, i.e., model over-confidence.
By using entropy maximizing approaches, such
as confidence penalty (Pereyra et al., 2017) or label smoothing (Szegedy et al., 2016), we believe
that the low-diversity problem of Seq2Seq models can be alleviated. Besides, by using entropy
maximizing methods, the self-repeating problem

entropy to the negative log-likelihood loss function
during training, which can easily be tailored for
conversation modeling:

L(θ) = −

i=1

p(ci |y<t , X) log(p(ci |y<t , X)).

The authors also show that this confidence penalty
method is closely related to label smoothing regularization (Szegedy et al., 2016), therefore methods like neighborhood smoothing (Chorowski and
Jaitly, 2016) may be used to solve the low-diversity
problem.
So far, there has been no published work on analyzing the the effectiveness of correcting for model
over-confidence on the low-diversity problem. It is
important to note the fourth diagnosis of the lowdiversity problem, i.e., that the problem is due to
model over-confidence, is essentially different from
the three types of diagnosis that we described earlier in the section. Among diagnoses and methods
published previously, the VAE-based approaches
actually bypass the low-diversity problem by introducing randomness; MMI-based methods have an
elegant theoretical basis, yet they end up relying on
many extra modules, like reverse models and beam
search, and the newly-introduced hyper-parameters
were not even learned from training data (Li et al.,
2015); attention-based models offer a complementary approach, since strengthening the conditional
signal is likely to make the response more specific,
which should in turn improve the corpus-level diversity. Model over-confidence may offer a simpler alternative – we believe that methods such as
confidence penalty are likely to alleviate the lowdiversity problem in ways that differ from previous
approaches.

0.4

0.0

N
X

(11)

βH(p(ci |y<t , X)),

where β controls the strength of the confidence
penalty, and H(·) is the entropy of the output dis84

(Li et al., 2017) of Seq2Seq models may also be
alleviated since this can reduce the snowball effect and make later outputs more relevant. We also
noticed that the low-diversity problem resembles
the mode collapse problem of GANs (Goodfellow
et al., 2014), therefore inspirations may be drawn
from the solutions like (Salimans et al., 2016; Metz
et al., 2016).
In addition, since we now have four types of
diagnosis of the low-diversity problem, each of
which is likely to address part of the problem but
not all of the problem, it is natural to systematically compare and combine approaches based on
the different types of diagnosis. Understanding
how solutions to the low-diversity problem helps to
improve the effectiveness of conversational agents
for search-oriented tasks is another interesting line
of future work.

Jiwei Li, Will Monroe, Tianlin Shi, Alan Ritter,
and Dan Jurafsky. 2017.
Adversarial learning
for neural dialogue generation. arXiv preprint
arXiv:1701.06547.
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Abstract

tune to the specific context, as they can only
produce a valid reply if it is in the retrieval set.
In this work we propose a Retrieve and Refine
model to gain the advantages of both methods,
and avoid both their disadvantages. Models that
produce an initial prediction and then refine it are
growing in traction in NLP. They have been used
in MT and summarization either for refinement of
initial predictions (Junczys-Dowmunt and Grundkiewicz, 2017; Niehues et al., 2016; Novak et al.,
2016; Xia et al., 2017; Grangier and Auli, 2017)
or combining with retrieval (Gu et al., 2017; Cao
et al., 2018), as well as for sentence correction
or refinement without context (Guu et al., 2017;
Schmaltz et al., 2017). There is little work in applying these methods to dialogue; one work we are
aware of has been done concurrently with ours is
Pandey et al. (2018). The usefulness of our approach is shown with detailed experiments on the
ConvAI2 dataset1 which is a chit-chat task to get
to know the other speaker’s profile, obtaining generations superior to both retrieval and sequence
generation models in human evaluations.

Sequence generation models for dialogue are
known to have several problems: they tend to
produce short, generic sentences that are uninformative and unengaging. Retrieval models
on the other hand can surface interesting responses, but are restricted to the given retrieval
set leading to erroneous replies that cannot be
tuned to the specific context. In this work we
develop a model that combines the two approaches to avoid both their deficiencies: first
retrieve a response and then refine it – the final
sequence generator treating the retrieval as additional context. We show on the recent C ON VAI2 challenge task our approach produces
responses superior to both standard retrieval
and generation models in human evaluations.

1

Introduction

Sequence generation models like Seq2Seq
(Sutskever et al., 2014) are increasingly popular
for tasks such as machine translation (MT) and
summarization, where generation is suitably
constrained by the source sentence. However,
obtaining good performance on dialogue tasks,
where the context still allows many interpretations, remains an open problem despite much
recent work (Serban et al., 2016). Several authors report the issue that they produce short,
generic sentences containing frequent words –
the so-called “I don’t know” problem – as that
response can work as a reply in many instances,
but is uninformative and unengaging. Retrieval
models (Ji et al., 2014) do not have this problem,
but instead either produce engaging responses or
else completely erroneous ones which they cannot

2

Retrieve and Refine

The model we propose in this work is remarkably straight-forward: we take a standard generative model and concatenate the output of a retrieval model to its usual input, and then generate
as usual, training the model under this setting.
For the generator, we use a standard Seq2Seq
model: a 2-layer LSTM with attention. For the
retriever, we use the Key-Value Memory Network
(Miller et al., 2016) already shown to perform well
for this dataset (Zhang et al., 2018), which attends
over the dialogue history, to learn input and candidate retrieval embeddings that match using cosine
similarity. The top scoring utterance is provided
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RetNRef Retrieval Method
None (Vanilla Seq2Seq)
Random label
Memory Network
True label’s neighbor
True label

as input to our Seq2Seq model in order to refine
it, prepended with a special separator token. For
both models we use the code available in ParlAI2 .
At test time the retriever retrieves candidates from
the training set.
To train our model we first precompute the retrieval result for every dialogue turn in the training set, but instead of using the top ranking results
we rerank the top 100 predictions of each by their
similarity to the label (in embedding space). Following Guu et al. (2017) this should help avoid the
problem of the refinement being too far away from
the original retrieval. We then append the chosen utterances to the input sequences used to train
Seq2Seq. We refer to our model as RetrieveNRefine, or RetNRef for short. We also consider
two variants of the model in the following that we
found improve the results.

PPL
31.4
32.0
31.8
25.9
9.2

Table 1: Perplexity on the ConvAI2 task test set with
different types of retriever for RetNRef, see text.

3

Experiments

We conduct experiments on the recent ConvAI2
challenge dataset which uses a modified version
of the PersonaChat dataset (Zhang et al., 2018)
(larger, and with different processing). The dataset
consists of conversations between crowdworkers
who were randomly paired and asked to act the
part of a given persona (randomly assigned from
1155 possible personas, created by another set of
workers), chat naturally, and get to know each
other during the conversation. There are around
160,000 utterances in around 11,000 dialogues,
with 2000 dialogues for validation and test, which
use non-overlapping personas.

Use Retriever More In our vanilla model, we
noticed there was not enough attention being paid
to the retrieval utterance by the generator. As the
input to Seq2Seq is the dialogue history concatenated with the retrieval utterance, truncating the
history is one way to pay more attention to the retrieval. In particular for the ConvAI2 dataset we
clip the initial profile sentences at the start of the
dialogue, forcing the model to more strongly rely
on the retriever which still has them.3 We refer to
this modification as RetrieveNRefine+ .

3.1

Automatic Evaluation and Analysis

Perplexity Dialogue is known to be notoriously
hard to evaluate with automated metrics (Liu et al.,
2016). In contrast to machine translation, there is
much less constraint on the output with many valid
answers with little word overlap, e.g. there are
many answers to “what are you doing tonight?”.
Nevertheless many recent papers report perplexity
results in addition to human judgments. For the retrieve and refine case, perplexity evaluation is particularly flawed: if the retrieval points the model to
a response that is very different from (but equally
valid as) the true response, the model might focus
on refining that and get poor perplexity.
We therefore test our model by considering
various types of retrieval methods: (i) the best
performing existing retriever model, the Memory
Network approach from Zhang et al. (2018) (retrieving from the training set), (ii) a retriever that
returns a random utterance from the training set,
(iii) the true label given in the test set, and (iv) the
closest nearest neighbor from the training set utterances to the true label, as measured by the embedding space of the Memory Network retriever
model. While (iii) and (iv) cannot be used in a deployed system as they are unknown, they can be

Fix Retrieval Copy Errors Our model learns to
sometimes ignore the retrieval (when it is bad),
sometimes use it partially, and other times simply copy it. However, when it is mostly copied
but only changes a word or two, we observed it
made mistakes more often than not, leading to
less meaningful utterances. We thus also consider a variant that exactly copies the retrieval
if the model generates with large word overlap (we chose >60%). Otherwise, we leave
the generation untouched.4 We refer to this as
RetrieveNRefine++ .
2

http://parl.ai
Architectural changes might also deal with this issue,
e.g. treating the two inputs as independent sources to do attention over, but we take the simplest possible approach here.
4
Other approaches might also help with this problem such
as using an explicit copy mechanism or to use BPE tokenization (Fan et al., 2017), but we leave those for future work.
3
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Method
Seq2Seq
RetNRef
RetNRef+
RetNRef++
MemNet
Human

Word
cnt
11.7
11.8
12.1
12.7
13.1
13.0

Char
cnt
40.5
40.4
45.0
48.1
54.5
54.6

Rare Word %
<100 <1k
0.4% 5.8%
1.1% 6.9%
1.7% 10.1%
2.3% 10.9%
4.0% 15.3%
3.0% 11.5%

model (using the Memory Network retriever, retrieving from the training set) makes some improvements in this regard, e.g. doubling the use
of rare words (with frequency less than 100) and
smaller gains for words with frequency less than
1000, but are still not close to human statistics.
The RetNRef++ model which boosts the use of
the retrieval does better in this regard, making the
statistics much closer to human ones. Of course
these metrics do not measure whether the utterances are semantically coherent, but it is encouraging to see a model using rare words as without
this we believe it is hard for it to be engaging.
Table 3 compares the word overlap between retrieved and generated sentences in the RetNRef
variants in order to measure if RetNRef is either
ignoring the retriever, or else paying too much attention to and copying it. As comparison, the first
row also shows the overlap between the retriever
and vanilla Seq2Seq which does not retrieve at
all. The results show that RetNRef++ has >80%
word overlap with the retriever output around half
(53%) of the time, whereas Seq2Seq and RetNRef
very rarely overlap with the retriever (3% and 8%
of the time respectively have >80% overlap). This
shows that our improved model RetNRef++ does
use the retriever, but can also generate novel content when it wants to, which a standard retriever
cannot.

Table 2: Output sequence statistics for the methods.
Seq2Seq generates shorter sentences with more common words than humans, which RetNRef alleviates.

Method
Seq2Seq
RetNRef
RetNRef+
RetNRef++

<30%

30-60%

60-80%

>80%

56%
41%
26%
26%

34%
38%
20%
20%

7%
13%
12%
0%

3%
8%
42%
53%

Table 3: Word overlap between retrieved and generated utterances in RetNRef, and between Seq2Seq and
the Memory Network retriever (first row).

used as a sanity check: a useful retrieve and refine
should improve perplexity if given these as input.
We also compare to a standard Seq2Seq model, i.e.
no retrieval.
The results are given in Table 1. They show that
the RetNRef model can indeed improve perplexity
with label neighbors or the label itself. However,
surprisingly there is almost no difference between
using no retrieval, random labels or our best retriever. The RetNRef++ model – that truncates
the dialogue history and focuses more on the retrieval utterance – does even worse in terms of
perplexity: 48.4 using the Memory Network retriever. However, poor perplexity does not mean
human judgments of the generated sequences will
not improve; in fact we will see that they do in the
next section. How to automatically evaluate these
kinds of models still remains an open problem.

3.2

Evaluation by Human Judgement Scores

Following the protocol in Zhang et al. (2018), we
asked humans to conduct short dialogues with our
models (100 dialogues each of 10-20 turns, so 600
dialogues in total), and then measure the engagingness, consistency, and fluency (all scored out
of 5) as well as to try to detect the persona that
the model is using, given the choice between that
and a random persona. Consistency measures the
coherence of the dialogue, e.g. “I have a dog” followed by “I have no pets” is not consistent.
The results are given in Table 4. They show
engagingness scores superior to Seq2Seq for all
RetNRef variants, and with RetNRef++ slightly
outperforming the retriever which it conditions
on. Importantly however, it maintains this performance whilst still being able to generate text
which a retrieval model cannot. It also performs
well in the other metrics, although like the Memory Network model, it is weaker at using the persona than Seq2Seq. Seq2Seq is inferior to the

Word Statistics Another way to measure the
salience of a generation model is to compare it to
human utterances in terms of word statistics. We
analyze the word statistics of our models in Table
2. Seq2Seq models are known to produce short
sentences with more common words than humans.
The statistics on the ConvAI2 dataset bear this out,
where the Seq2Seq model responses have lower
word and character counts and use fewer rare
words than the human responses. The RetNRef
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Method
Seq2Seq (PPL)
Seq2Seq (100 epochs)
Memory Network
RetrieveNRefine
RetrieveNRefine+
RetrieveNRefine++

Engagingness
2.70(1.17)
2.76(1.15)
3.66(1.26)
2.94(1.26)
3.50(1.33)
3.80(1.18)

Fluency
3.50(1.37)
3.53(1.14)
3.83(1.26)
3.65(1.28)
3.63(1.13)
3.74(1.19)

Consistency
3.90(1.37)
3.84(1.38)
3.61(1.36)
3.72(1.32)
3.55(1.33)
3.80(1.40)

Persona
0.90(0.29)
0.85(0.35)
0.73(0.44)
0.90(0.30)
0.71(0.45)
0.65(0.47)

Table 4: Human Evaluation scores for the models,scoring fluency, engagingness, consistency and persona detection, with standard deviation in parentheses. We consider engagingness to be the most important metric.

Comparison (A vs. B)
RetrieveNRefine++ vs. Memory Network
RetrieveNRefine++ vs. Seq2Seq
RetrieveNRefine++ (retrieved) vs.Seq2Seq
RetrieveNRefine++ (generated) vs.Seq2Seq
RetrieveNRefine+ vs. Memory Network
RetrieveNRefine+ vs. Human
Seq2Seq vs. Human

Win Rate
54.5%
53.7%
53.8%
53.6%
51.63%
30.13%
26.84%

A Wins
340
571
290
281
492
69
62

B Wins
284
492
249
243
461
160
169

Tie
572
203
87
116
243
14
22

p-value
0.027
0.016

Table 5: A/B testing by humans comparing model pairs, reporting win rates for A over B (excluding ties).
Person 1
Person 2
Seq2Seq
MemNet
RetNRef+

hey , george here . lets be friends
hi george , i’m regina . do you enjoy dance ?
i do not but i do have a lot of time to dance
hello george my name is pink
i do. i enjoy dance.

yeah. well, i wish you luck there. we bought a cute 2 story house.
nice , i don’t think i have ever left ohio.
i am sorry. i am so scared of twins.
i am from mississippi . just moved back here from austin texas
i am from tennessee. just moved here from austin texas.

Person 1
Person 2

drinking coffee? what time is it there?
830 pm haha my dad is a construction worker
so he works really late nights
i am a big guy so i can help you
yep . moonlight is amazing but northern
light grab you too
oh wow, that is a long time

thank you for that , you are what you believe ?
look energy isn’t physical , only spiritual

Seq2Seq
MemNet
RetNRef+

i am not sure what that means
do you do any sports ? swimming helps me keep my energy up.
do you do any sports ? swimming helps me keep my energy up

Table 6: Example dialogues (left) where RetNRef outperforms MemNet, and (right) where RetNRef outperforms
Seq2Seq – by either paying attention to the retriever or not. The first two rows are the previous two dialogue turns
by Person 1 & 2, the following rows are the predictions for the next utterance of Person 1 by the various models.

Memory Network Retriever in terms of engagement, in line with previous results. We also tried
overtraining the Seq2Seq for 100 epochs instead
of early stopping by validation on perplexity as it
may overfit training sentences and act more as a
retriever, but this did not help.

partner’s phrases that could be improved.
3.3

A/B Testing by Humans

To compute a statistically more meaningful test,
and to evaluate models more clearly against each
other, we also tested models by pairing them
against each other (different to the protocol previously used for this dataset). We took humanhuman paired dialogues from the test set, up to a
randomly chosen turn, and then computed the response of two rival models. The resulting dialogue
history and the two choices are given to a third annotator to evaluate and asked which model is best;
they can also choose “unsure”. We collected over
1000 such examples, with each conversation being
evaluated twice. The results are given in Table 5.

Some example dialogues of the RetNRef++
model performing well (as scored by the evaluators) are shown in Tables 7 and 8. Longer sentences from the bot (person 2) with more nuanced entity information typically come from attending to the retriever, whereas the generator can
also produce shorter replies independent of the retriever that fit the context well. There are still issues however, such as repeated phrases by the generator, and some tendency to copy the speaking
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Persona 1
I am relatively tall.
I like mexican food.
I drive a subaru legacy.
My dog’s name is Drunky.
I can touch my toes with my nose.
[PERSON 1:]
[PERSON 2:]
[PERSON 1:]
[PERSON 2:]
[PERSON 1:]
[PERSON 2:]
[PERSON 1:]
[PERSON 2:]
[PERSON 1:]
[PERSON 2:]

Persona 2
I like to play baseball.
I love eating seafood.
I enjoy learning new languages.
I’m currently going for a marketing degree.
I want to design ads in the future.

I’m driving to the mexican place tonight for dinner, but my Subaru is at the rental shop.
Yummy. I love mexican food, but I never eat vegetables
Oh, I do, I think that’s why i’m so tall!
how tall are you? I do not... I enjoy studying languages.
I’m 6 foot, a lot taller than my dog, Drunky.
I am sorry to hear that. I want to be 6 foot tall.
Do you have any talents? I can reach my toes using my nose.
Cool! I listen to audiobooks and speak one asian language. you like sushi? I do.
Oh sushi is my next favorite, after Mexican. What kind of car do you have?
I have a Nissan Sentra. I love it.

Table 7: Example dialog between a human (Person 1) and the RetNRef++ model (Person 2). References to never
eating vegetables, listening to audiobooks and speaking one asian language and owning a Nissan Sentra appeared
in the conditioned retrieved sentences, improving the overall engaging quality of the dialogue.
Persona 1
I am a lacto-ovo vegetarian.
I like to hike.
I have red hair.
My favorite drink is sprite.
I have a pet parrot named Tasha.
[PERSON 1:]
[PERSON 2:]
[PERSON 1:]
[PERSON 2:]
[PERSON 1:]
[PERSON 2:]
[PERSON 1:]
[PERSON 2:]
[PERSON 1:]
[PERSON 2:]

Persona 2
I have brown hair.
I am Latina.
My mother works for special needs clients..
I am a healer.
I love my family.

I dont know about you but I love sprite. Its my favorite.
I like dr pepper a lot, but sprite is my second favorite.
Sprites great! I take it with me every day on my hikes.
I bet. I love to go to the water
Ya that sounds like a great time. I go with my pet parrot Tasha when I go
that is a good idea. I wish I had a parrot.
Ya its fun. As a pet owner you learn to love animals; im even a lactoovo vegetarian now
I love animals. I am vegan so I eat vegan food.
Sounds like me :D im vegan, im ginger, and i love sprite
I love animals. I am vegan so I eat a lot of it.

Table 8: Example dialog between a human (Person 1) and the RetNRef++ model (Person 2). References to
Dr. Pepper and wishing to have a parrot appeared in the conditioned retrieved sentences, improving the overall
engaging quality of the dialogue. There are still issues however, such as repeated phrases by the generator, failure
to use the persona adequately, and some tendency to copy the speaking partner’s phrases that could be improved.

RetrieveNRefine obtains statistically significant
wins over the retriever Memory Network model
and the generator Seq2Seq model using a binomial
two-tailed test, with win rates ∼54%. Breaking
down the wins between when RetNRef++ exactly
copies the retrieval utterance vs. generates we see
that it chooses them about equally, with wins about
equal in both cases. This shows it can effectively
learn when to choose the retrieval utterance (when
it is good), and when to ignore it and generate instead (when it is bad). Table 6, which shows example outputs of our model, illustrates this.

peak with glacier. Recall that RetNRef++ fixes
this problem by exactly copying the retrieved text
when there is insignificant word overlap with the
generated text; as such, it has a correspondingly
larger win rate against Memory Networks (54.5%
versus 51.63%).
We also computed a small sample of A/B tests
directly against humans rather than models, and
again see the win rate is higher for RetNRef.

4

Conclusion

In conclusion, we showed that retrieval models
can be successfully used to improve generation
models in dialogue, helping them avoid common
issues such as producing short sentences with frequent words that ultimately are not engaging. Our

RetNRef+ sometimes loses out when making
small changes to the retrieved text, for example
it made changes to “i once broke my nose trying to peak in on a jazz concert !” by replacing
91

RetNRef++ model has similar statistics to human
utterances and provides more engaging conversations according to human judgments.
Future work should investigate improved ways
to incorporate retrieval in generation, both avoiding the heuristics we used here to improve performance, and seeing if more sophisticated approaches than concatenation plus attention improve the results, for example by more clearly
treating the inputs as independent sources, or
training the models jointly.
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